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Artificial intelligence is being developed and applied in business, medical, tourism and 
other subjects. Health care can be related to artificial intelligence, serving more on 
protecting people’s health through supervising some indexes of people and providing 
advice for people’s normal life.  
As health care is required colleting the physical data, voice data and video data, 
wearable products are suitable. The user is connected with wearable products through 
minor cameras, sensors, and chips.  
In this research, an artificial intelligence-based health care framework is achieved for 
supervising and managing user’s health conditions and being applied with intelligent 
shoes. The aim of this research is to serve people on mental health care in normal life 
based on physical data analysis and mental data analysis, to protect people from being 
sub-health, to advise people on different aspects of being healthy. 
An applicable system can be generated with specific AI algorithms and machine 
learning algorithms, including body index data statistical model analysis, voice data 
analysis algorithm, and video data analysis. The framework can collect health related 
data and analyse it, generating health state reports and advice report for the user. The 
entire system is based on artificial intelligence theories and methods, and machine 
learning algorithms, completing health data processing. Abstraction method is 
combined with conventional nueral network and recurrent neural network are used  for 
voice data analysis and video data analysis. Statistical model is created based on body 
index data categories. Three kinds of data can be processed for supervising the emotions 
of the user. 
This research will generate a mental health care framework and a mental health 






Chapter 1  
Introduction and Motivation 
Objectives 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
• To analyse the requirements for the AI based Mental Health Care system 
• To discuss research questions and develop research hypotheses 
• To explain research methods and define the measure of success 
• To highlight original contributions 
• To outline the structure of the thesis 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1.1 Overview of Research Problems 
Human is unique with an intelligent brain and complicated emotions expressions 
Tension, worry, fear, anxiety, guilt, depression, anger, etc.  are different emotions in 
everyone's body. These emotions not only bring about psychological changes but also 
directly affect physical and mental changes. Some proposed research has stated that 
more than 70% of people would eventually suffer from emotional "attack" on their body 
organs. In other words: a negative mood will eventually affect the health of the body 
[19]. Especially in the current highly competitive society, people are suffering from 
pressure nearly every day, which may lead to negative emotions. 
Based on some proposed research, through a large number of investigations on cancer 
patients, it can be found that the occurrence of cancer is related to the person's long-term 
resentment and depression, and the person's bad emotions [19]. 
Because of the depression of resentment, the blood flow of the body is not smooth, and 
the body is in a state of hypoxia, which makes the accumulation of toxins increase [18]. 
People who are anxious and stressed will affect their gastrointestinal function and get 
gastritis and gastric ulcer easily. Long-term anxiety, or fear of something happening, will 
lead to hair loss and ulceration. Many diseases are directly related to emotions. 
According to the proposed research, up to 200 kinds of diseases are caused by bad 
emotions [19]. If the human body is compared with a computer, emotion is equivalent 
to software. A person often has anger, depression, or pain, which is equivalent to that too 




poorly, or even the system has to be reinstalled. 
When a person is angry and painful, it can make the sympathetic nerve extremely excited, 
the heart rate is accelerated, and the myocardial oxygen consumption is greatly increased. 
Therefore, mental health care is imperative for people to maintain healthy. The proposed 
research on mental health care is based on medical theories and techniques. Psychology 
theories are the basis of mental health supervision as well.  
Artificial intelligence-related theories and methods can be appliedfor generating novel 
algorithms achieving mental health care system. Based on development of wearable 
products and connections between software and devices, the system can help improve 
people’s mental health via supplying health advice.  
 
1.2 Research Aims and Objectives 
This research aims at creating an AI based framework for tackling mental health care 
problems and achieving mental health analysing and supervising. User’s mental health 
can be recognised and managed, and related advice can be provided by the proposed 
system. 
Currently, research on AI related algorithms is limited on the aspect of supporting mental 
health care supervising and management, the supporting literature about this. Mental 
health care is based on medical related field knowledge conventionally, artificial 
intelligence is rarely being used in entire mental health management and supervision. 
Creating artificial intelligence based mental health care framework is necessary, which 
is useful for achieving mental health identifying and supervising. Proposed papers and 
research on such related topics are limited. 
Therefore, artificial intelligence algorithms, including data preparation algorithm, data 
analysis algorithms, and data assembly and mining algorithms are applied to generate 
mental health supervising and report generation. To tackle this problem, an artificial 
intelligence based mental health care framework is established. As the health care realm 
and computer science (AI) are required to be combined to achieve novel frameworks 
and approaches, creative computing theories and methods are imperative to generate 
solving the interdisciplinary problems.  
Creativity should be achieved by using creative computing methods on solving such 
issues. For being better understood, creativity definitions and new taxonomy are 




comprehend what is creativity, and new taxonomy is used for assisting people in 
understanding creativity in distinguished aspects.  
In this research, several objectives are planned, including: 
• To develop mental health care framework for applying mental health care in common 
health detection. 
• To develop novel algorithms for supervising and managing mental health based on 
artificial intelligence algorithms. 
• To develop quantitative relationships between emotion changes and body index 
parameters. 
• To develop knowledge graph as basis of mental health analysis and discovering 
logical relationships between emotions and mental health data. 
• To produce mental health advice providing people specific guidance for mental health 
care. 
• To apply creative computing methods for generating interdisciplinary methods and 
generating knowledge combination models for integrating mental health area and AI. 
 
1.3 Research Questions and Hypotheses 
The kernel research question of this research topic is: 
How to achieve mental health supervision and management intelligently with AI based 
algorithms? 
To answer this question, it is required to decompose kernel questions into sub-questions 
to achieve the eventual aim by completing addressable sub-missions. 
Sub-question 1: 
What kinds of factors may influence mental health care and mental health care analysis 
model establishment? 
Sub-question 1.1 How to detect factors that may affect mental health care? 
Sub-question 1.2 How to detect factors that may influence establishing mental health 
care analysis model? 
Sub-question 1.3 How to establish mental health care analysis model for mental health 
supervision and management by analysing influential factors? 
Sub-question 2: 





Sub-question 2.1 What kinds of models can be connected with the research of mental 
health care? 
Sub-question 2.2 What kinds of algorithms are the basis for mental health-related data 
analysis models? 
Sub-question 2.3 What kinds of algorithms can be used for generating mental health care 
advice? 
Sub-question 2.4 How to achieve extreme mental health problems warning mechanisms? 
Sub-question 3: 
What is the AI-based mental health care framework be like? 
Sub-question 3.1 What kinds of modules that the AI-based mental health care framework 
should include? 
Sub-question 3.2 How to build an intelligent Mental Health Care framework to achieve 
emotion recognition and emotion supervision? 
Sub-question 3.3 How to connect the Mental Health Care system with wearable products? 
Sub-question 4: 
How to analyse mental health with wearable products? 
Sub-question 4.1 How to achieve connections between mental health care framework-
based software and wearable products? 
Sub-question 4.2 How to make the framework be extensible for most of the wearable 
products? 
Based on research questions and sub-questions, some assumptions should be clarified 
before hypotheses and the research process being illustrated. To specify these research 
questions to complete artificial intelligence-based mental health care framework, 
hypotheses are imperative to be listed. Kernel hypotheses of this research are: 
Mental health care management and supervision can be more intelligent on wearable 
products by using artificial intelligence algorithms and applying creative computing 
theory to combine theories and methods from distinguished realms. 
Based on cardinal hypotheses and research questions, sub research hypotheses are 
required: 
RH1: Mental health care can be managed by using artificial intelligence-related 
algorithms, including deep learning, machine learning, knowledge graph, and so forth, 
to detect people’s emotions. 




approaches to achieving creativity in distinguished realms. Feasible approaches will be 
generated to achieve interdisciplinary methods for multiple application types in different 
realms. 
RH3: Mental health care can be quantitatively calculated by analysing collected 
emotion-related data. 
RH4: There are connections between mental health and body health indexes and models 
that can be established for supervising and managing mental health.  
To complete this research and answer all the research questions, data preparations, data 
analysis, and suggestions generation phases are required. Mental health data is different 
from physical health data and related indexes, which is required more intelligent 
algorithms. Meanwhile, mental health brief report is required for the user as the final 
service about emotion management.  
1.4 Research Methods and Evaluation 
1.4.1 Methods 
In this thesis, an interdisciplinary research method is deployed. According to different 
perspectives, interdisciplinary research can be divided into four levels:  
• method intersection,  
• theory reference,  
• problem pulling, and 
• culture blending.  
Among these four levels, crossing methods includes method comparison, 
transplantation, radiation, aggregation, and so on, which usually occurs between 
disciplines, and each aspect and link contains very rich and detailed content. Theoretical 
reference mainly refers to the interaction of knowledge levels, which is usually proofed 
in the proximity of emerging disciplines to mature disciplines or the penetration and 
expansion of different disciplines to emerging knowledge. Problem pulling is a multi-
dimensional comprehensive process centred on large problems. It includes multi-
disciplinary synthesis realised purely for the study of objective phenomena, multi-
disciplinary synthesis realised for the discussion of major theoretical problems, and 
multi-faceted synthesis realised for the solution of major practical problems.  
The interdiscipline research can be also referred as multi-disciplinary, comprehensive 
discipline, or complex discipline. Creative computing is used to solve crossing methods 




1980s, Qian [149], put forward a semi theoretical and semi economic method 
combining scientific theory, empirical knowledge, and expert judgment to deal with 
complex problems. Also, in the 1980s, a group of scientists in different fields headed 
by Nobel laureate Graham formed the Santa Fe Institute in the United States to carry 
out interdisciplinary research, known as complexity research (Complexity Science). It 
is not only about the complexity of nature but also the complexity of human society. 
Their research reflects the comprehensive trend of the development of modern scientific 
technology and technical subjects. "Research has shown that physics, biology, 
behavioural science, and even art and anthropology can connect them in a new way". 
According to Gelman, some progress had been made in this field, such as genetic 
algorithm, computer network, evolutionary economy, and artificial system. 
With the implementation of the "human gene plan", bioscience has entered the era of 
"post-genome". In this era, bioscience involves more and more fields, involves more 
and more complex problems, and adopts more and more advanced technology. It is 
necessary to rely on the strength of the interaction between disciplines such as physics, 
chemistry, mathematics, engineering and computer science, and bioscience, which 
seems to have formed the trend of interdisciplinary.  
This kind of interdisciplinary fusion has produced many achievements, the most 
important of which is the DNA double helix model proposed by Watson, a student of 
Delbruck, and F. Crick, a British crystallographer, in 1953. Since then, bioscience has 
been transformed from descriptive subject to experimental subject, and many new 
interdisciplinary subjects have been formed. 
At the end of the 20th century, there was another trend of interdisciplinary research 
related to bioscience. But this time, it's not physics and chemistry, but biology. Its name 
has evolved from Bio-X to x-biology. On the one hand, this change emphasises that life 
is a specific research object, no longer an appendage of physics and chemistry, on the 
other hand, it also emphasises the importance of science to bioscience research. For 
example, in the past, genetic research relied on the analysis of single-gene mutations, 
while today's chemical genetics attempts to use the huge amount of small molecular 
compounds produced by combinatorial chemistry to study the function of genes.  
Cultural integration is the mutual penetration and integration of the cultural 
backgrounds on which different subjects rely. This integration is not a separate process, 




cultural integration is a deeper and broader process, which is the ultimate goal of 
interdisciplinary research. It is the latter situation that contemporary interdisciplinary 
reflection needs to explore. Free access to interdisciplinary research is not easy. In 
addition to the traditional interdisciplinary scientific research consciousness and 
cultivation, it should also have strict interdisciplinary awareness and interdisciplinary 
scientific research consciousness. As scientific research has entered the era of 
interdisciplinary action, it is imperative to have a proper understanding and correct 
attitude towards interdisciplinary research. In the scientific community, the main 
resistance to interdisciplinary research is the lack of deep consensus. Therefore, it is 
necessary to strengthen the interdisciplinary clean-up and publicity within science, and 
promote the interdisciplinary basis by promoting the transplantation of effective 
methods, including the transfer of objects, the promotion of theories or principles, and 
the integration of methodology formed by the penetration of basic concepts; and 
promote the interdisciplinary basis by promoting the extensive research on complex 
problems, complex adaptive systems, and complex science. Cross-domain problems are 
required interdisciplinary methods for chasing problem solutions. Basic creative 
computing methods can be applied for discovering such solutions. 
1.4.2 Success Criteria 
This research aims at establishing mental health care management and supervision 
framework applying in wearable products. The research can create products to improve 
mental management and supervision efficiency. The success criteria of this research is 
how to evaluate the framework that is feasible for mental health care detection. A 
specific system is established in the end to prove that the application of the framework 
is feasible. Further, a case study about mental health care management and supervision 
is imperative for success evaluation. This thesis will be: 
• Discovering cross-domain methods for generating artificial intelligence-based 
mental health care management and supervision. 
• Building quantitative relationships between body health indexes and mental health 
states. 
• Generating framework of artificial intelligence-based mental health care detecting. 
• Generating specific rules for evaluating mental health detecting outcomes. 





• Using a feasible case study to prove to apply mental health care systems on 
wearable products. 
1.5 Original Contributions 
Artificial intelligence-based mental health care system on wearable products are 
proposed and validated by using creative computing theories and methods achieving 
interdisciplinary methods. In this research, artificial intelligence-based mental health 
care system establishment is based on knowledge from the medical area and computer 
science (especially machine learning and artificial intelligence) area. The followings are 
all the expected original contributions of this research: 
C1: Mental health care framework and the system is achieved by this research including 
mental health data preparation, mental health data analysis, and mental health report 
generation. The outcomes are provided for users to detect mental health. Related 
research has been explained in Chapter 3. 
C2: Novel approach for generating mental health by using collected mental health data 
based on combinations of knowledge in two subjects. 
C3: Quantitative relationships between mental health and body health indexes are 
established by using math models. Formulas can depict relationships between mental 
expressions and body indexes based on detecting people’s behaviours, languages, and 
facial expressions. Four kinds of data-related sub-systems are stated in Chapter 4, 
Chapter 5, and Chapter 6. 
C4: Novel algorithms for mental health care are created based on behaviour and facial 
expression analysis. Related novel algorithms are stated in Chapter 6. 
C5: Outcomes evaluation is completed on evaluating output and mental health analysis 
process. Evaluation methods are explained in Chapter 7. 
To sum up, this research can generate an artificial intelligence-based mental health care 
system for mental health management and supervision applying to wearable products. 
The system can provide mental health-related analysis results and reports for people to 
maintain a healthy status. 
1.6 Organisation of Thesis 
This research thesis includes nine chapters and three appendixes to illustrate how to 
generate an artificial intelligence-based mental health care system applying to wearable 
products. 




The introduction and Motivation of this research are presented in this chapter. Research 
questions, hypotheses, research methods, and research success criteria are depicted to 
make the theme of this research more explicit. Original contributions are declared. The 
thesis structure is listed at the end of Chapter 1. 
Chapter 2: Background and Related Studies  
Research background and related work are summarised in this chapter. Existing research 
on machine learning and AI for mental health care applications are explained. Specific 
research on mental health care is listed and moods of people are stated as well. wearable 
products on medical domain development are illustrated as support of system application. 
Creativity and creative computing theories and methods are concluded as the basis of 
interdisciplinary methods generation. 
Chapter 3: Constructing an Artificial Intelligence-based Mental Health Care 
Framework 
In this chapter, a general explanation for artificial intelligence-based mental health care 
framework is presented. The entire workflow will be depicted in three sections, which 
are mental health-related data preparation technique explanation, mental health analysis, 
and recognition technique explanation, and mental health supervision and advice 
techniques explanation. The structure of the framework is depicted as well. Based on 
data types, there are three sub-workflows in the framework, which are body index data-
based mental health analysis workflow, voice data-based mental health analysis 
workflow, and video-based mental health analysis workflow. 
Chapter 4: Body Index-Based Mental Health Analysis Technique 
In this chapter, the methods for body index data collecting and pre-processing are 
explained. The workflow and working mechanisms are explained explicitly. Statically 
model is used for generating body index data analysis algorithm. As the data is structured 
data, multi-variable formulas are built for calculating emotion values based on body 
index data. The final output of this technique is the possible emotion based on body 
index data analysis. Details of the technique are depicted in Chapter 4. 
Chapter 5: Voice-Based Mental Health Analysis Technique 
In this chapter, voice data pre-processing, knowledge graph establishment, and voice 
data analysis, and emotion recognition are explained. Voice data transferring to text data 
is completed before pre-processing. Voice data collection, clearance, and classification 




states. Text data analysis for emotion expectations is based on natural language 
processing, words cutting and accumulation theory, which is created for algorithm 
establishment. 
Chapter 6: Video-Based Mental Health Analysis Technique 
In this chapter, video data is pre-processed and analysed specifically. Video data includes 
facial expression data and behaviour data. Initially, facial expression data and behaviour 
data are separated from collected video data. Clearance and classification for two kinds 
of data are completed separately. Further, a knowledge graph is established for both 
facial expression data and behaviour data. The analysis methods for facial expression 
data and behaviour data are different. CNN and RNN are applied for facial image 
analysis and behaviour data analysis separately. Emotions are analysed to output 
expected emotions based on facial expression data and behaviour data in the interval. 
Chapter 7: Consensus Mechanisms and Mental Health Supervision and Problems 
Advice Generation 
In this chapter, consensus mechanisms and mental health supervision, and advice 
generation are explained. Consensus mechanisms and integration methods are 
completed to achieved output emotions analysis. Four expected emotions based on three 
types of data are integrated to output the final expected emotion in the time interval. 
Consensus mechanisms are formulated based on consensus theory in block chain area. 
Supervision workflow and problem advice workflow are explained in this chapter as 
well. 
Chapter 8: Case Study 
The case study illustrates the application of intelligent mental health supervision and 
management system with wearable products. Mental health supervision and 
management system are set in wearable shoes to create connections with users. Data 
collection, data pre-processing, data analysis, supervision warning functions, and advice 
generation are applied for mental health management for the user. 
In this chapter, processing results are presented by figures. Specific calculation details 
are explained as well. 
Chapter 9: Conclusions 
The summary of the thesis is presented in this chapter. Answers to the research questions 
are depicted and evaluation of kernel approaches and original contributions are 




research about mental health analysis and management. Future research on algorithms 
to be applied in the mental health area is explained as well. 
Appendix A. Selected Source Code of Intelligent Mental Health Care System  
Source code of intelligent mental health care system for emotion supervision and 
management are presented in this appendix. 
Appendix B. Selected Experiment Results with Intelligent Mental Health Care 
System  
The input data and relevant output results of emotion supervision and management are 







Background and Related Studies  
Objectives 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
• To introduce the background and basic concepts of this research including AI and 
machine learning, Mental Health Care theories and methods, and creativity 
• To illustrate Mental Health Care applications of AI and machine learning 
• To review existing research on sentiment analysis and supervision. 
• To introduce sentiment classification and related definition 
• To explain creativity techniques and tools 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
2.1 Wearable Medical Related Products Development 
Along with the progress, new informatics technology, computer techniques, micro-
electronic techniques are developed in this era. Based on these advanced, progressed 
techniques, and theories about human-machine interaction are applied to support 
creating intelligent wearable products. People are always the kernel part in the human-
machine interactions, which means machines (wearable products) are the tools for 
serving people well eventually.  
The known wearable products mean portable equipment that can be worn by the users 
or be composited on cloth or accessories of the users. Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology proposed wearable products in the 1960s [110]. It was the first time 
wearable products were mentioned formally [88]. In the year 2012, Google Company 
innovated google glass, which was regarded as the first wearable products production 
[88]. That year was regarded as the first year of the era of wearable product [88]. The 
ideas are not novel, but Google company is regarded as the pioneer of wearable products 
because of combining informatics techniques with products. The combination is used to 
achieve creativity.  
The definition of wearable products should be explained that is imperative for further 
combination with software applying in mental health care. The wearable products can 
change people’s normal life and provide convenience and intelligent assistant to some 




interaction, cloud interaction to achieve multi-function. Meanwhile, wearable products 
bring novel experiences by using this kind of equipment and life could be changed [88]. 
The equipment mentioned above is a kind of personal mobile computer system with 
characteristics on wearable, personality, novel form, mobility, and so forth. Assistant and 
enhancement to people’s natural and continuous activities and behaviours can be 
achieved by this equipment. Recently, mobile Internet and big data have been well 
developed, so wearable intelligence production can obtain brilliant development chance 
to change the lifestyle [82]. Wearable products, which can generate real-time, multi-
circumstances communication with people, are different from previous interactive 
products. Furthermore, wearable products are capable to become an assistant for 
people’s normal life, studying, and achieving working efficiency enhancement [58].  
Currently, some existing functions on wearable products are useful. Based on data from 
the public Internet, wearable production is equipped with calculation functions, 
connecting with mobile facilities and other kinds of portable accessories [108]. Wearable 
products, like wrist-based products (including watches, wrist belts, and so forth), feet-
based products (including shoes, socks, and any other products designed for legs), head-
based products (including glasses, helmets, head belts, and so on), and other anti-main-
stream products types including smart cloth, backpacks, assistant sticks, accessories and 
so forth, improve the relationships between people and Internet [108]. However, mental 
health care is another issue to be considered as wearable products currently can rarely 
supervising mental health based on collected data. Deep learning and machine learning 
are proofed to be the incredible technique for solving complex mental health analysis 
issues, but people are becoming worried about the accuracy of outcomes if the algorithm 
is unreliable [94]. Deep learning and machine learning (Artificial Intelligence) based 
mental health care framework and the applicable system are necessary. 
To improve the techniques in wearable products to assist people supervising mental 
health care in normal life, research on combining AI and medical regarding wearable 
products as the carrier is imperative. Proposed research on wearable products industry 
and relevant field is blank before the year of 2013. Proposed papers can be rarely found. 
Rarely scholars have a deep research on development trend in mental health care being 
fused with AI and wearable products. For the wearable products industry, the 
mainstream opinion focuses on the whole supply chain is affected by production form, 




According to the production form, Zhao stated sports and health become the breakpoint 
of wearable product development [130]. In these two fields, wearable products could 
become a kernel factor to improve the development of design [97]. Wearable products 
can break the design boundary in relevant fields. Geng, et al., stated wearable products 
are becoming intangible, micro-orientation [35]. In the future, wearable products form 
can be enhanced in three aspects, which are tiny and thin, interaction friendly, and easily 
connective [35]. Huang and Zhang claimed that wearable products could have similar 
functions with mobile phones and other portable equipment [48]. Wearable products can 
become the next control centre platform for managing personal information [48]. 
Convenience and health are regarded as the aim for developing intelligent wearable 
products. Based on proposed research on wearable products design, it is possible for my 
research to achieve connections between software and hardware.  
According to the aspect of product functions, Sun and Feng claimed that wearable 
products had the trend on marketisation, digitised and networked, which brought 
changes on functions and architecture aspects of interaction [112]. Han claimed that 
wearable products would be developed from components to entire equipment, from 
volume production to customised production [43]. Most importantly, wearable products 
could vary from unitary hardware to artificial intelligence hardware [43].  
From the perspective of the supply chain of wearable products, Xiang stated that the 
appearance of wearable products brought a revolution on data processing [115]. 
Especially complicated data processing could become a popular field [115]. Song 
explained that with the development of motivate Internet, connections between wearable 
products and different kinds of application software would be a new development trend 
[109]. Wearable products can be applied to combine supply chain, satisfying healthy 
entertainment for customers, requirements of information obtaining and delivering [109]. 
Wu stated that wearable products could facilitate open-source of hardware including 
chip providers opening the source of intellectual property and professional companies 
opening kernel capabilities [117].  
 
Table 2.1 Classification of Intelligence Shoes Production 
Company Main Production Kernel Function  Type 
Lining Intelligent Running Counting Paces Sports Shoes 




Tebu Intelligent Running Counting Paces Sports Shoes 
Anta Intelligent Running Counting Paces Sports Shoes 
361 Intelligent Running Counting Paces Sports Shoes 
Intelligent Kids 
Shoes 
Positioning  Kids Shoes 
Shuangchi Intelligent Running Counting Paces Sports Shoes 
Intelligent Kids 
Shoes 
Positioning Kids Shoes 
Tencent  Kids Intelligent 
Shoes 
Positioning Kids Shoes 
Xiaoai Intelligent 
Pregnant Shoes 
Counting Paces Pregnant Shoes 
Guizhibu Intelligent 
Pregnant Shoes 
Counting Paces Pregnant Shoes 
 
With rapid development, increasingly famous organisations have invested a lot in smart 
wearable products. In Table 2.1, some companies that have produced intelligent shoes 
are presented. The products mainly includes intelligent shoes for counting paces, kids 
intelligent shoes for positioning, and pregnant shoes for supervising women's health. 
Besides the newcomers, some classic intelligence brands, such as “Shuangchi”, created 
relevant new production step by step. 
‘OF Week’ wearable products website stated that after the rapid development in 2015, 
more and more famous organisations, such as Tencent, Lenovo, access this field and 
focus on smart shoe research [119]. Most of them have already promoted their 
production. In the intelligence equipment market, competition is increasing.  
Further, the connection hardware between the user and wearable products acts as a 
bridge role that can reduce the gaps. The development level on research and trading is 
highly improved. In 2016, the shipment of intelligence chips had been improved 
enormously. The main manufacturer of intelligence chips for the intelligence equipment 
are Huami, QQ wulian and Foxconn. Among them, Huami occupies the largest shipment, 
which is about 1500 thousand. Shipment of QQ wulian is about 800 thousand. Shipment 
of Foxconn is about 500 thousand. The previous giant on intelligence shoe chip shipment, 




The shipment of Qiangua Technology Company is only 20 thousand this year. Based on 
the situation, the shipment of intelligence chips in China could be 6000 thousand in 2016, 
which means the development situation of intelligent wearable products are positive [52]. 
In 2016, the situation of Internet companies is still depressed. Until November of 2016, 
based on the statistical data, thousands of Internet companies claimed to be bankrupted. 
Internet companies in China stopped producing hardware to make the company in the 
normal situation [16]. Consumers are increasingly losing the passion for intelligence 
hardware, and then intelligence wearable products become the new target for the 
consumers in the market. Besides the companies like Tencent, Xiaomi, Lenovo, there 
are over ten Internet companies joining the intelligence equipment and relevant 
accessories research list. However, Internet companies cannot occupy satisfied portions 
on the market based on existing technologies and resources since the field is unfamiliar 
for those companies. Meanwhile, traditional shoe organisations, brand companies are 
joining intelligence shoes production based on Industry 4.0 and manufactured in China 
2025 [122]. Besides the main sports brand mentioned above, Guirenniao, Tianchuang 
fashion and some other famous brands are trying to join the intelligence equipment 
industry.  
In the traditional unintelligent sports shoe era, different manufacturers focused on low 
weight, high damping, wearproof material, injury prevention aspects for research and 
development. Some of the main technologies have been renowned by sports fans, such 
as air cushion damping. Marketing experts point out that apple company, google 
company, Nike has already focused on research and development on relevant 
intelligence sports shoes [99]. Nike company makes relevant research and development 
work for outsourcing to a team in Taiwan, China (research members are mainly from 
Taiwan Universities) [118]. 
Taking Nike company intelligence shoes as an example, the accelerometer, the 
gyroscope is equipped on these kinds of shoes. If some of the activities may cause injury 
to the individual, the intelligence sports shoes will alarm [3]. Of course, being similar to 
healthy wrist bands and intelligence watch, researchers have also prepared all kinds of 
intelligence sports shoes with supervision sensors and functions [92]. For example, in 
the process of running, intelligent sports shoes can supervise users’ body indexes and 
other kinds of data to provide feedback for users about the real-time body condition. 




But as it is a wrist band instead of legs wrists band, the measurement is inaccurate in 
some respect. The sensors and counting utilities that are equipped in sports shoes, can 
record more accurate data [56]. Sensors and some other utilities in the sports shoes can 
record and analyse people’s body heart beating rate, actions, breathing, temperature, and 
burning energy in running, walking, stretching process, which can at the same time 
presented in application software [24]. The application can recognise multiple training 
types and yoga movements through intelligence chips. 
In Figure 2. 1, existing wearable products are presented with a human model. From head 
to feet, all kinds of wearable products are based on chips and sensors to collect data. 
Major wearable products that have been designed for people include a wearable 
intelligent helmet, wearable intelligent glasses, wearable intelligent watch, wearable 
band, wearable intelligent clothes, and wearable intelligent shoes. Chips can be used as 
connections in data collection media between users and wearable products. Body 
indexes and other related data can be collected by adding chips to wearable products, 
such as shoes and clothes. Micro cameras can be placed for collecting image data and 
video data for further analysis. Mental health is affected by multi-factors in the 
surrounded environment so that the analysis of people’s emotions is a complicated job. 
Besides, human’s emotions are complicated mental expressions based on proposed 
scientific research. Specific literature reviews about the emotions are explained in the 
next section. A dermal patch is a kind of advanced technique for applying sensors and 
chips in wearable products for data collection[137]. 
 
Figure 2. 1 Wearable Products Classification 
 
2.2 Existing Research on Mental Health Care 




is represented in time-tested manner [39]. For instance, one of the emotions of people, 
fear means when people are afraid, the senses are sharpened, the muscles of people are 
primed to make people moving faster away from the place that makes people fear [40]. 
The emotional reactions are typically short-lived and included in subjective experience. 
Further, different emotions of people are used for dealing with different problems [39].  
Emotion refers to the experience of the attitude towards the external things produced 
with influences of cognition and consciousness [11]. It is the response of the human 
brain to the relationship between the external things and the needs of the subject. It is a 
kind of psychological activity mediated by individual needs [11]. Therefore, the 
response to external things from the brain has influences on emotions.  
According to Daniel Goleman, a psychology professor at Harvard University, emotion 
is a kind of unique thought with psychological and physiological states, as well as a 
series of tendencies of action [37]. According to the Oxford English dictionary, the literal 
meaning of "emotion" is "the excitement or agitation of psychology, feeling, passion, 
any intense or excited mental state" [89]. Functionalism defines emotion as a 
psychological phenomenon of the relationship between individuals and environmental 
events [55]. Arnold's definition is a kind of experience tendency which is beneficial to 
trend perception and harmful to leave perception [50]. This experience tendency is 
accompanied by a corresponding physiological pattern of approaching or retreating [4]. 
Lazarus proposed the definition that emotion is the organisation of physiological and 
psychological responses from positive or negative information in the dynamic 
environment, which depends on short-term or continuous evaluation [57]. 
There are more than 20 definitions of emotion. Although they are different, they all admit 
that emotion is composed of the following three components, which is presented in 
Figure 2. 2:  
⚫ Emotion involves changes in the body, which are expressions of emotion. 
⚫ Emotion involves conscious experience. 





Figure 2. 2 Emotion Components 
Because emotion and emotional expression are easily confused, for example, the 
satisfaction of love is always accompanied by happiness [33]. Emotion is a state that is 
constantly aroused and experienced by individuals. Emotional expression includes the 
actions of people in a specific emotion. Language (voice), facial expressions, and 
behaviours are all emotional expression forms. Mental health is defined as the 
psychology state of the people. Mental health can be divided into three categories, which 
are positive mental health, negative mental health, and natural mental health [33]. 
Mental health can be expressed by people by emotions, behaviours languages(voice), or 
some other forms. Some people are influenced so deeply by mental health issues that 
they would not express the mental issues to anyone [11]. It is difficult for the researchers 
to detect mental states. In this research, I focused on the mental issues that are expressed 
by the emotions in normal life. It is the expression form that can be detected and 
calculated by algorithms for further analysis. Mental health can be supervised in this 
way. 
Different types of emotions have impacts on normal interaction with others. People are 
usually ruled by these emotions in normal life. The choices, behaviours, perspectives are 
partly influenced by emotions. A few different research theories on emotions are 
proposed to define and categorise emotions from people. 
Emotions have been researched for years. A list of scholars has proposed theories based 
on literature for teaching people about human emotions principles and classification. 
Some more scholars have discussed the combination between health care and emotion 
control. Mental health problems appearance has influences on health, which can be 
presented by the health index [11]. 
Robert Plutchik proposed the theory for defining eight basic emotions, which are fear, 




specific definitions and classification are explained. Fear means the feeling of being 
afraid, frightened, or scared [96]. Anger means the feeling of angry, which is a weak 
emotion [96]. The strong emotion of anger is rage. Sadness refers to the feeling of 
sadness, which is similar to sorrow, grief. Joy is regarded as the feeling of happiness or 
gladness [96]. Disgust is that the feeling something is wrong or nasty. Surprise refers to 
a mood of being unprepared for something [96]. Trust is regarded as a positive emotion 
[96]. In the specific label of this emotion, the admiration is stronger, the acceptance is 
weaker. Anticipation is usually regarded as an action [25]. In the emotion aspect, 
anticipation refers to the sense of looking forward in a positive way to something that 
may nearly happen [96]. Especially, the expectation is more neutral [25]. To be more 
explicit to express emotion classification and scope, Plutchik designed an emotion wheel 
based on eight emotion labels. As can be seen in Figure 2.3, different emotions are 
represented by different colours in the structure of the wheel.  
 
Figure 2.3 Emotion Wheel 
 
Based on the primary explanation of the emotion wheel, eight emotion aspects have 
mapping relationships oppositely. Joy is mapped with sadness as the opposite side [25]. 
Fear is mapped with anger. Anticipation is mapped with surprise. Disgust is mapped 
with trust [13].  
Further, the emotion wheel has achieved a combination depiction between distinguished 




composed of joy and trust. Submission is composed of trust and fear [83]. Fear and 
surprise are combined to be awe emotion [83]. Surprise and sadness are combined to be 
disapproval [96]. Sadness and disgust are mingled to be remorse [96]. Disgust and anger 
are the basis of contempt [96]. Lastly, anger and anticipation are composed of 
aggressiveness [25].  
The vertical dimension of the emotion wheel represents the intensity of each emotion 
label [10]. From outside to the centre of the wheel, emotions are intensified. The colours 
in the wheel are used for representing the intension of emotions. For instance, annoyance 
is the least level intention of anger emotion. Rage is regarded as the highest level of 
anger’s intensity. Anticipation’s highest-level emotion is vigilance. Joy’s highest-level 
emotion is ecstasy. The administration is the highest-level emotion of trust. Fear’s 
highest-level emotion is terror and so forth. Such emotions contain hard-to-detect 
changes of emotions in normal life [10]. Dark colours and light colours around the basic 
eight emotion in the emotion wheel can be used for emotion analysing for individuals 
[25].  
Furthermore, some scholars stated that the emotion of humans included anger, friendship, 
fear, shame, shamelessness, kindness, pity, indignation, envy, and love [81]. Ten emotion 
classification method has some similar points with emotion wheel method. For example, 
anger, fear, and love have the same with emotion labels in the emotion wheel [95]. 
However, others are rarely being connected with labels in the emotion wheel. Some of 
the labels in the ten-label-emotion-model such as friendship are where people feel joy 
and may have fun together [34]. The definition of each emotion and words for 
representing related emotion is inaccurate.  
Charles Darwin had researched on emotion as well. The expressions of the emotions in 
man and animals were the kernel work of Darwin in emotion subject, which is an 
imperative source for emotion research [81]. The chapter headings of the research 
achievement are basic emotions’ labels, which are: 
• Suffering and weeping 
• Low spirits, anxiety, grief, dejection, despair 
• High spirits, Joy, love, tender feelings, devotion 
• Reflection, meditation, ill-temper, sulkiness, determination 
• Anger and hatred 





• Surprise, astonishment, fear, horror 
• Self-attention, shame, shyness, modesty blushing [81] 
 
Table 2. 2 Darwin Emotion Classification Categories 
Emotion Label Related Emotions Positive (P) or Negative 
(N) 
Suffering  Weeping N 
Low Spirits Anxiety, grief, dejection, 
despair 
N 
High Spirits Joy, love, tender feelings, 
devotion 
P 
Reflection Meditation, ill-temper, 
sulkiness, determination 
N 
Anger Hatred N 
Disgust Disdain, contempt, guilt, 
pride, helplessness, 
patience, affirmation, and 
negation 
N 
Surprise Astonishment, fear, horror N 




The list of the headings of Darwin’s research are basic emotions of people[46]. Eight 
aspects of emotions are specific classifications [81]. Each category has its definition 
direction. For example, the third category of emotions, i.e., joy, high spirit, love, tender 
feelings and devotion are positive feelings for life [101]. However, the order in of them 
can be recognised difficultly, which is not as explicit as the emotion wheel.  
Darwin detected people, as special mammals, who knows how to use muscles to express 
different emotions [101]. The face of people has muscle movements that can adapt 
requirements of emotional expression [101].  
Ekman stated the theory further through researching on emotion hiding of people [23]. 




Some scholars proposed an academic study depicting 27 emotion labels which are 
Admiration, Adoration, Aesthetic Appreciation, Amusement, Anxiety, Awe, 
Awkwardness, Boredom, Calmness, Confusion, Craving, Disgust, Empathetic pain, 
Entrancement, Envy, Excitement, Fear, Horror, Interest, Joy, Nostalgia, Romance, 
Sadness, Satisfaction, Sexual desire, Sympathy, Triumph. The 27 emotions include most 
of the general emotions of people. However, the classification is not achieved [21]. 
Based on these theories, the basic emotions are accepted by most scholars, which are six 
basic emotions including happiness, sadness, disgust, fear, surprise, and anger. Six basic 
emotions theory was identified by Paul Eckman. He expanded the emotions to include 
pride, shame, embarrassment, and excitement.  
Psychologists have attempted to identify different types of emotions in normal life after 
people experienced them. Some of the emotions are combined to be classified into the 
same category that can explain similar emotions.  
 
Table 2. 3 Selected Proposed Classification of Emotions 
Scholar(s) Classification of Emotions 
Paul Eckman happiness, sadness, disgust, fear, surprise, 
and anger 
Michael Lewis, Jeannette M. Haviland-
Jones, Lisa Feldman Barrett 
Admiration, Adoration, Aesthetic 
Appreciation, Amusement, Anxiety, Awe, 
Awkwardness, Boredom, Calmness, 
Confusion, Craving, Disgust, Empathetic 
pain, Entrancement, Envy, Excitement, 
Fear, Horror, Interest, Joy, Nostalgia, 
Romance, Sadness, Satisfaction, Sexual 
desire, Sympathy, Triumph 
Charles Darwin Suffering and weeping; 
Low spirits, anxiety, grief, dejection, 
despair; 
Joy, high spirits, love, tender feelings, 
devotion; 





Anger and hatred; 
Disgust, disdain, contempt, guilt, pride, 
helplessness, patience, affirmation and 
negation; 
Surprise, astonishment, fear, horror; 





fear, anger, sadness, joy, disgust, surprise, 
trust, and anticipation 
 
 
For happiness, sadness, and fear, each emotion can bring different feelings, different 
facial and physical reactions, as well as psychological feelings [33]. 
From the perspective of biological evolution, emotions can be divided into basic 
emotions and compound emotions [38]. Basic emotions are shared by people and 
animals and can be learned without learning [59]. They can also be called primitive 
emotions. Each basic emotion has its neurophysiological mechanism, internal 
experience, external performance, and different adaptive functions [84]. Although there 
are many different kinds of emotions, it is more common to regard happiness, anger, 
sadness, and fear as the basic forms of emotions [84]. In human society, these basic 
emotions are generally understood through races. 
Happiness is a kind of pleasure in the individual spirit, a satisfaction in the soul, and a 
very comfortable feeling that the individual receives from the inside to the outside [87]. 
Tasting delicious food, appreciating art, participating in games, and interpersonal 
communication can make individuals have happy emotional experiences. The common 
expression of happiness is laughter [91]. When people laugh, they will always be 
accompanied by the pleasure in their hearts and the openness in their bodies [2].  
Anger not only refers to a kind of tense and unpleasant emotion caused when the desire 
cannot be achieved or the action to achieve the goal is frustrated but also exists in the 
extreme antipathy to the social phenomenon and other people's encounter or even 
unrelated matters [116]. Anger is a kind of negative feeling state, which generally 




Anger appears earlier in the process of human growth. Infants born three months have 
the expression of anger. Restricting their exploration of the external environment can 
cause anger. For example, restricting their physical activities, forcing them to sleep, 
limiting their range of activities, not playing with toys, etc. can cause their anger [37]. 
Sad, as a negative basic emotion, usually refers to the emotional response caused by 
separation, loss, and failure, including depression, disappointment, discouragement, 
depression, loneliness, and isolation [91]. The degree of sadness depends on the 
importance and value of what is lost; it also depends on the consciousness tendency and 
individual characteristics of the subject [2]. 
Fear is a kind of intense depressive emotional experience that people are afraid when 
facing a certain dangerous issue, trying to get rid of it but unable to do anything [116]. 
Fear is usually the most harmful to people's physical and mental health. 
For many times, emotions are not simply happiness or anger, but a combination of 
different emotions, such as sadness and joy, anxiety, hostility, and other emotions [116]. 
The combination of these emotions is called compound emotions. Different emotions 
will produce a variety of compound emotions [29]. Human emotions are very complex 
and colourful. The study of emotion has always been a hot topic in the field of 
psychological cognition [29].  
Emotions are different from the term mental health. Emotions are the expressions of 
mental health. Some deep mental health problems cannot be recognised in our normal 
life. However, emotion is one of the expression methods of the mental health. It is the 
chance for discovering mental health by evaluating emotions of the users. 
Emotions accompany people's life, which is not only a response but also a kind of mean. 
In life and work, lots of issues are required to be dealt with, and emotions are produced 
at the same time. Emotions sometimes inevitably affect our daily life, so the effective 
management of emotions is very important. Being the master of emotions, rather than 
being controlled by emotions, is an important course people need to practice [37]. 
Connections between emotions and body change. From the emotional aspects, body 
indexes could change, such as body temperature, heartbeat, respiration, blood sugar, and 
others.  
In the long-term negative mood, the nerve centre continues to release impulses to 
regulate homeostasis, which leads to the habituation of receptors and receptors to nerve 




high load operation of organs, long-term fatigue, will also affect the health of the body 
[61]. 
Scholars feel that increasing changes in the mental state will cause different emotions of 
the body to react in different parts of the body.  
The Finnish researchers, who published research papers in the proceedings of the 
American Academy of Sciences, stated that emotions did consistently affect our bodies 
[54]. In five experiments, 701 participants "showed two tendencies in response to 
hearing or seeing stimulating words, stories, movies or certain facial expressions" [54]. 
As required, when they are stimulated, they will increase or decrease the body response 
and colour the corresponding parts of the body diagram [61]. Their mood changes are 
caused by listening to stories or watching movies. On the blank chart made by computer, 
colour is shown according to the feeling of the body, red or yellow for the parts with a 
strong reaction, blue or black for the parts with lighter reaction [54]. 
 
Figure 2. 4 Body Reaction for Different Emotions 
 
Figure 2. 4 can express the expected effect: the head is hot when angry; the head, hands 
and feet of happy people will be hot; the people who feel depressed are painted blue 
(that is, the feeling of limbs) [22]. Almost all emotions cause head changes, such as smile, 
frown, skin temperature, and other body changes, perhaps because one is preparing and 
talking to hug, or one wants to extend his fist to knock down the other party [30]. At the 




stomach", it's important to note that limb responses are not like blood flow, body 
temperature, or other objective measurements [54]. According to their own experience, 
the main performance is body tingling. In the above illustration, there is a close 
relationship between the colour of different body parts and 71 kinds of stimulation 
(speech, story, movie, etc.) each person receives [54]. From a physiological point of view, 
most emotions can only cause very small fluctuations in heart rate or changes in body 
surface temperature, and the body will not become hot because of surprise [61]. However, 
the results seem to reveal the human body's subjective feelings of mental state, the 
influence of muscles and viscera, and the indistinguishable nervous system response 
[54]. For example, the feeling of jealousy will not make face red, but people feel that the 
upper part is red. Therefore, the classification of the emotion can be confirmed in this 
research, including six basic emotions. Related emotions are the supports of the research 
process. Emotion values can be calculated and a related model can be developed based 
on the structure of the emotions.  
 




Figure 2. 5 Relationships Among Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning, and Deep 
Learning 
Artificial intelligence was born in the 1950s when a few pioneers in computer science 
began to question: can computers "think"? The answers are still being explored to this 




computers attempt to automate the intelligence tasks that are usually completed by 
human beings [7]. Therefore, artificial intelligence is a comprehensive field, including 
not only machine learning, but also more methods that do not involve learning. For 
example, early chess programs contained only hard-coding rules carefully written by 
programmers, which is not machine learning automatically [7]. For quite a long time, 
many experts believe that as long as programmers carefully write enough clear rules to 
deal with knowledge, they can achieve artificial intelligence equivalent to human-level 
[85]. This method is called symbolic AI, which is the mainstream paradigm of AI from 
the 1950s to the end of the 1980s. In the upsurge of the expert system in the 1980s, the 
popularity of this method reached its peak [79]. Although symbolic AI is suitable for 
solving well-defined logic problems, it is more difficult to give clear rules to solve more 
complex and fuzzy problems, such as image classification, speech recognition, and 
language translation [80]. Therefore, a new method to replace symbolic artificial 
intelligence appears, which is machine learning [53]. Among all the above application 
areas, image classification, language translation, or language processing are essential 
algorithm bases for mental health analysis.  
Although machine learning has rapidly become the most popular and successful branch 
of artificial intelligence in the 1990s [80]. This development is driven by advanced 
hardware and a large volume of data sets. Machine learning and mathematical statistics 
are closely related, but they are different in several important aspects. Being different 
from statistics, machine learning is often used to process complex large data sets (such 
as data sets containing millions of images, each image contains tens of thousands of 
pixels). It is impractical to use classical statistical analysis (such as Bayesian analysis) 
to process such data sets [1]. Therefore, machine learning (especially deep learning) 
presents relatively few mathematical theories (probably too few) and is engineering-
oriented [74]. Classification algorithms in machine learning can be applied for mental 
health data classification. General mental health-related data is of different types, 
including structured data and unstructured data. Body indexes are the basis for the 
mental health analysis. Image and behaviour analysis is used for making the analysis 
outcomes more accurate.  
Usually, it is rarely being realised in advance which algorithm is best for the current 
dataset. An experiment has to be generated again and again to find the algorithm that 





First of all, it can be guessed which algorithms may have better effects on the current 
data set, and then select several algorithms to be tested, then it can be started to 
experiment with these algorithms on the data set [44]. 
It is better to choose different algorithms to be tested, for example, to select linear model 
and nonlinear model, and then to observe the learning ability of different types of models 
to data sets [53]. 
Basic classification algorithms include KNN, SVM, logistic regression, decision tree, 
neural network-related algorithm, and so forth [80]. In this research, a decision tree is 
more suitable for mental health data classification.  
Machine learning methods often focus on learning with only one or two layers of data 
representation, so they are sometimes called shallow learning. These hierarchical 
representations are almost always learned through a model called a neural network [106]. 
The structure of the neural network is layer by layer. The term neural network comes 
from neurobiology. However, although some core concepts of deep learning are derived 
from people's understanding of the brain, the machine learning model is not a brain 
model [100]. There is no evidence that the brain's learning mechanism is the same as 
that used in modern machine learning models. For newcomers in this field, if there is 
any relationship between AI and neurobiology, it will be confusing and only 
counterproductive [124]. The mysterious packaging of "just like our mind" is not 
required, and it is better to forget the imaginary connection between AI and biology. As 
far as our purpose is concerned, AI is a mathematical framework to learn from and 
express data.  
In 2011, Ciresan from IDSIA began to win the academic image classification 
competition by using the deep neural network trained with GPU [132]. This is the first 
time that modern deep learning has been successful in practice. But the real turning point 
came in 2012, when the Hinton team took part in the annual large-scale image 
classification challenge, ImageNet [64]. The ImageNet challenge was known for its 
difficulties at the time, and participants needed to train 1.4 million high-resolution colour 
images and then divide them into 1000 different categories [121]. Since 2012, deep 
convolution neural network (Convnet) has become the preferred algorithm for all 
computer vision tasks [60]. More generally, it works on all perceptual tasks. At major 




Convnet [60]. At the same time, AI is also applied to many other types of problems, such 
as natural language processing [63]. Some creative algorithms have completely replaced 
SVM and decision tree in many applications.  
Natural language processing (NLP) is a technology for the study of computer processing 
of human language, including: 
Syntactic semantic analysis: for a given sentence, segmentation, part of speech tagging, 
named entity recognition and linking, syntactic analysis, semantic role recognition, and 
polysemous word disambiguation are carried out [73]. 
Information extraction: extract important information from a given text, such as time, 
place, person, event, cause, result, number, etc [20]. It involves key technologies such 
as entity recognition, time extraction, causality extraction, and so on [20]. 
Text mining (or text data mining): including text clustering, classification, information 
extraction, summary, emotional analysis, as well as visual and interactive expression 
interface for the information and knowledge mined [8]. At present, the mainstream 
technology is based on statistical machine learning. 
Machine translation: the input source language text is automatically translated to obtain 
the text of another language [17]. According to different input media, it can be divided 
into text translation, voice translation, sign language translation, graphic translation, etc 
[17]. From the earliest rule-based method to the statistical method twenty years ago, and 
then to the neural network (encoding decoding) method today, machine translation has 
gradually formed a more rigorous method system [17]. 
Information retrieval: index large-scale documents. It can simply index the words in the 
document with different weights, or use the technology of 1, 2, 3 to build a deeper index 
[20]. During the query, the input query expression such as a search term or a sentence is 
analysed, then the matching candidate documents are searched in the index, and then the 
candidate documents are sorted according to a sorting mechanism, and finally, the 
documents with the highest-ranking score are output [20]. 
Question and answer system: for a question expressed in natural language, the question 
and answer system gives an accurate answer [17]. It is necessary to carry out some 
semantic analysis of natural language query statements, including entity link and 
relationship recognition, to form logical expressions, and then find possible candidate 





Dialogue system: through a series of dialogues, the system can chat, answer, and 
complete a certain task with users [73]. It involves user intention understanding, general 
chat engine, question answering engine, dialogue management, and other technologies 
[73]. Besides, to reflect the context, it is necessary to have the ability of multiple rounds 
of dialogue. At the same time, to reflect the personalisation, it is required to develop user 
portrait and personalised response based on user portrait. 
The existing combination of mental health analysis and machine learning is started from 
natural language processing. Giant companies like Twitter, information from comments, 
or twits are used for analysing user’s emotions. Mental health can be expressed by using 
such natural language processing. Several proposed kinds of research have been done 
about analysing sentiment based on comments on Twitter. 
Pak and Paroubek built a model to explain the tweets as objective, positive, and negative. 
By using Twitter API and automatically, the model can evaluate emotions. The corpus 
can be used for developing an emotion classifier based on the Naïve Bayes method by 
using features N-gram and POS-tags [90]. 
Go and Huang proposed distant supervision for emotion detection in twitter texts, in 
which their training data consisted of tweets with emoticons that served as noisy labels. 
The theories like Naive Bayes, MaxEnt, and Support Vector Machines (SVM) are 
applied for establishing models [36]. 
Barbosa et al. designed a two-phase automatic sentiment analysis method for classifying 
tweets texts for emotion analysis. They classified tweets as objective or subjective and 
then in the second phase, the subjective tweets were classified as positive or negative 
[5]. 
The techniques that are going to be used in this research are stated in this section. 
Computing can be completed by using these methods for supporting building-related 
frameworks and systems. 
2.4 Knowledge Graph and Blockchain Consensus Mechanisms 
The goal of Internet knowledge is to build a world wide web that can be understood by 
both humans and machines and make people's networks more intelligent [62]. However, 
due to the multi-source content and loose organisational structure of the world wide web, 
knowledge interconnection in the big data environment has brought great challenges 
[98]. Therefore, people need to explore the knowledge interconnection methods that not 




the needs of users and people from a new perspective according to the principles of 
knowledge organisation in the big data environment, to reveal the overall relevance of 
human cognition in a deeper level [98]. Knowledge graph, with its powerful semantic 
processing ability and open interconnection ability, makes the vision of the "knowledge 
network" proposed by Web 3.0 possible [27]. 
With the rapid development of the Internet and the explosive growth of knowledge, 
search engines are widely used [27]. The traditional search engine technology can 
quickly sort the web pages according to the users' queries and improve the efficiency of 
information retrieval [27]. However, this efficiency does not mean that users can quickly 
and accurately obtain information and knowledge. For a large number of results being 
collected by search engines, manual screening and screening are also required [15]. 
Facing the increasing mass of information on the Internet, web search methods (only 
including the traditional documents linked between web pages and web pages) cannot 
meet the needs of people to quickly obtain the information they need and master the 
information resources comprehensively [32]. In order to meet this demand, knowledge 
graphing technology came into being [32]. The users can access the knowledge 
information they need more quickly and accurately and make certain knowledge mining 
and intelligent decision-making [32]. From the institutional knowledge base to the 
Internet search engine, scholars and institutions have made in-depth research on 
knowledge graph, hoping to show the connection between various concepts in this 
clearer and dynamic way [32]. 
The knowledge base system represented by the expert system began to be widely studied 
and applied [62]. The research on knowledge representation and knowledge organisation 
began to be carried out in-depth [111]. The institutional knowledge base system is widely 
used in the internal data integration and external publicity of scientific research 
institutions and units [72]. In November 2012, Google took the lead in proposing the 
concept of knowledge graph (kg), indicating that it will add the function of knowledge 
graph to its search results[111]. Its original intention is to improve the ability of search 
engines, enhance the search quality and search experience of users [111]. According to 
the statistics in January 2015, KG built by Google has 500 million entities and about 3.5 
billion entity-relationship information, which has been widely used to improve the 
search quality of search engines [111]. Although the concept of knowledge graph is 




the idea of linked data, calling for the promotion and improvement of relevant technical 
standards such as URI (Uniform Resource Identifier), RDF (Resource Description 
Framework), Owl (Web Ontology Language) is ready for the coming of the semantic 
network [9]. Then there is an upsurge of semantic network research. Knowledge graph 
technology is based on related research results, and it is a sublimation of existing 
semantic network technology [9]. 
The knowledge graph is a kind of semantic network that represents the relationship 
between entities [93]. It can formally describe the things in the real world and their 
relationships. 
The knowledge graph is a structured semantic knowledge base, which is used to describe 
concepts and nodes, and their relationships in the physical world by using the form of 
symbols [47]. Its basic unit is the "entity relation entity" triplet, as well as an entity and 
its related attribute-value pairs. Entities are connected through relationships to form a 
network knowledge structure [107].  
Triple is a general expression of the knowledge graph, that is, 𝐺 ∈ (E, R, s), the entity 
set in the knowledge graph is 𝐸 = {𝑒1, 𝑒2, … , 𝑒|𝐸|} . 𝑅 = {𝑟1, 𝑟2, … , 𝑟|𝐸|}  represents 
relationships set in the knowledge graph, including R types of different relationships. 
𝑆 ⊆ 𝐸 × 𝑅 × 𝐸  represents Triplet set in the knowledge graph[15]. The basic form of 
triple mainly includes Entity 1, relationship, Entity 2 and concept, attribute, attribute 
value, etc. Entity is the most basic element in the knowledge map, and different entities 
have different relationships [111]. The concept mainly refers to the set, category, object 
type, type of things, such as people, geography, etc.; the attribute mainly refers to the 
attributes, characteristics, characteristics, and parameters that the object may have. Each 
entity (the extension of concept) can be identified by a globally unique ID. Each 
attribute-value pair (AVP) can be used to describe the internal characteristics of an entity, 
while the relationship can be used to connect two entities and describe the relationship 
between them. 





Figure 2. 6 Knowledge Graph Structure 
 
 
Figure 2. 7 Knowledge Graph Technical Structure 
 
The techniques that are used in knowledge graph includes expert system, semantic web 
techniques, ontology reasoning, natural language processing, and big data techniques 
[103].  
The key techniques of the knowledge graph include: Knowledge extraction (or 
information extraction), containing entity extraction, relationship extraction, attribute 
extraction (in essence, attribute extraction can also be regarded as relation extraction) 
[78]. 




technique designed to solve the problem of ambiguous entities with the same name [45]. 
The main method of entity disambiguation is clustering [105]. The key problem of 
cluster disambiguation is how to define the similarity between entity object and 
reference item [105]. The common methods are, 
⚫ Space vector model.  
⚫ Semantic model (similar to space vector model, the difference is that the semantic 
model not only contains word bag vector but also some semantic features). 
⚫ Social network model (the basic assumption of this model is that objects are grouped, 
and people are grouped. In a socialised environment, the meaning of entity references is 
largely determined by the entities associated with them). 
⚫ Encyclopedia knowledge model (Encyclopaedia websites usually allocate a separate 
page for each entity, including the connection to other entity pages, encyclopedia 
knowledge model It is using this link relationship to calculate the similarity between 
entity references.) [102]. 
Entity alignment is mainly used to eliminate entity conflicts, unclear directions, and 
other inconsistencies in heterogeneous data [102]. It can create a large-scale unified 
knowledge base from the top level, to help the machine understand multi-source 
heterogeneous data and form a high-quality knowledge base [102]. The alignment 
algorithm can be divided into pair entity alignment and group entity alignment, while 
group entity alignment can be divided into local group entity alignment and global group 
entity alignment [113]. Pairwise entity alignment, 
⚫ Entity alignment method based on a traditional probability model. 
⚫ Entity alignment method based on machine learning.  
Local entity alignment method: the local entity alignment method sets different weights 
for the attributes of the entity itself and the attributes of the entities associated with it 
and calculates the overall similarity by weighted sum [114]. It can also use the vector 
space model and cosine similarity to determine the similarity degree of entities in a large-
scale knowledge base [123]. The algorithm establishes name vector and cosine similarity 
for each entity the virtual document vector and the name vector are used to identify the 
attributes of the entity, while the virtual document vector is used to represent the attribute 
values of the entity and the weighted sum values of the attribute values of its neighbour 
nodes [123]. Global collective entity alignment method, 




⚫ A method of group entity alignment based on probability model; 
Knowledge processing is another kernel technique of a knowledge graph. Specific 
techniques include ontology construction, knowledge reasoning, quality assessment[93].  
Ontology construction - the biggest characteristic of ontology is that it is shared, and the 
knowledge reflected in ontology is a well-defined consensus [93]. Ontology is the 
semantic basis of communication between different subjects in the same field [123]. 
Ontology is a tree structure. There is a strict "is a" relationship between nodes (Concepts) 
in the adjacent level [123]. This simple relationship is conducive to knowledge reasoning 
but not conducive to the expression of concept diversity. Ontology can be built manually 
(with the help of ontology editing software) or automatically by a data-driven way with 
the help of a computer, and then modified and confirmed by the combination of 
algorithm evaluation and manual audit [93]. In addition to the data-driven method, the 
cross-language knowledge link method can be used to build an ontology library [123]. 
At present, the main research work of ontology generation mainly focuses on the entity 
clustering method. The main challenge is that the entity description obtained by 
information extraction is very short, and the lack of necessary context information leads 
to the unavailability of most statistical models[93]. 
Knowledge reasoning refers to starting from the existing entity-relationship data in the 
knowledge base, building a new association between entities through computer 
reasoning, to expand and enrich the knowledge network [131]. Knowledge reasoning is 
an important mean and key link in the construction of a knowledge map. Through 
knowledge reasoning, new knowledge can be created based on existing knowledge [131]. 
The method of knowledge reasoning is as follows. 
Quality assessment refers to the task of quality assessment for the knowledge base is 
usually carried out together with entity alignment task [102]. Its significance lies in that 
the credibility of knowledge can be quantified, the one with high retention reliability and 
the one with low rejection reliability can effectively guarantee the quality of knowledge 
[102]. 
The amount of information and knowledge that human beings have is a monotonously 
increasing function of time, so the content of the knowledge map also needs to keep pace 
with the times, and its construction process is iterative [6]. Logically speaking, the only 
crying update includes concept level update and data level update [6]. There are two 




incremental update driven by data [102]. 
Although the knowledge representation of triples has been widely recognised, it faces 
many problems in computing efficiency, data sparsity, and so on [6]. In recent years, the 
learning technology represented by deep learning has made important progress [102]. It 
can express the semantic information of entities as dense and low-dimensional real value 
vectors, and then efficiently calculate entities, relationships, and their complex semantic 
relationships in low-dimensional space, which is of great significance to the construction, 
reasoning, fusion, and application of knowledge base [131]. 
In this research, techniques of knowledge graph are applied for generating mental health 
data relationships to assist in generating emotion supervision more accurately. 
Blockchain is regarded as a novel research area being combined with artificial 
intelligence.  
This new consensus mechanism of blockchain enables it to complete its operation in 
large-scale and efficient cooperation without relying on centralised organisations. 
In addition to cryptography technology, a consensus mechanism is also a necessary 
element and core part of the blockchain, which is the key to ensure the continuous 
operation of the blockchain system. 
Due to the different application scenarios, different consensus algorithms are adopted. 
At present, there are four types of consensus mechanisms in blockchain, 
⚫ Workload proof mechanism POW. 
⚫ Rights and interests proof mechanism POS. 
⚫ Entrusted rights and interests’ proof DPOS. 
⚫ Reification pool consensus mechanism pool. 
For proof of work mechanism, it can be simply understood as proof that you have done 
a certain amount of work. By looking at the results of the work, you can know that you 
have completed the specified amount of work. POW is the most commonly used 
blockchain consensus algorithm. Both bitcoin and Ethereum are consensus mechanisms 
based on pow. 
The advantages of POW are, 
⚫ The cost of establishing and maintaining a centralised credit institution is avoided by 
completely decentralising and nodes entering and leaving freely. 
⚫ As long as the network destroyer's computing power does not exceed 50% of the total 




records cannot be tampered with. 
⚫ The more computing power is invested, the greater the probability of obtaining 
bookkeeping right, and the more likely it is to generate new block rewards. 
For proof of stake mechanism, the number and duration of holding tokens determines 
the probability of your bookkeeping. Similar to the dividend system of stocks, the more 
shares you hold, the more dividends you get. The token is equivalent to the rights and 
interests of blockchain system. At present, many digital assets are issued in new currency 
with POW. 
The advantages of this mechanism are, 
⚫ It reduces the resource waste of the POW mechanism. 
⚫ It can also be regarded as the upgraded version of workload proof. 
For delegated proof of stake, it is a more professional solution based on POS, which is 
similar to the voting of the board of directors. It means that the person who owns the 
token votes to a fixed node, elects several agents, and the agent is responsible for 
verification and bookkeeping. Different from POW and POS, the whole network can 
participate in the accounting competition, and the accounting node of DPOS is 
determined in a certain period. 
To encourage more people to participate in the election, the system will generate a small 
number of tokens as rewards.  
The advantages of this mechanism are that DPOS greatly improves the ability of the 
blockchain to process data, and can even realise the payment in seconds. At the same 
time, it also greatly reduces the cost of maintaining the blockchain network security. 
Each consensus mechanism can rarely meet security, efficiency and fairness at the same 
time. The weaker the degree of decentralisation is, the lower the security is, and the 
faster the speed of the blockchain achieves. POW is completely decentralised, but its 
operation efficiency is too low. POS improves efficiency but reduces fairness and 
security. DPOS has strong centralisation characteristics, but it has the highest efficiency 
in the short term. At present, pool consensus is widely used in industry blockchain. 
Knowledge graph is used for completing connections between health indexes and other 
related data. Block Chain is used for completing a consensus mechanism for integrating 





2.5 Creative Computing Techniques and Tools 
Creative computing is a new discipline, which is in the software engineering paradigm, 
has been defined by several proposed research papers [26][41]. 
Creative computing is a novel theory describing a computing method, which is new, 
surprising, and useful, and can be implemented to solve issues creatively [41][128]. Each 
characteristic is imperative. Creative computing includes two terms in the semantic 
paradigm, which are creativity and computing [41][134][127]. To comprehend creative 
computing in literal interpretation hierarchy, creativity is an ability to achieve creative 
ideas; computing is to complete calculations with or without tools [26]. The computer 
that is a stable computer with unambiguous constraints is well documented to be an 
indispensable tool accompanied by people facing challenges [127]. The function of 
computing can be completed by using the software on computers [127]. A computer is a 
sort of carrier to link creative computing theory, methods, and people [127]. Meanwhile, 
creative computing theories and methods, and computers with software are imperative 
tools and techniques for people in addressing issues [26].  
Therefore, creative computing means the ability to create novel, surprising, and useful 
solutions for addressing issues. The cardinal purpose of using creative computing is 
weaving and integrating proposed theories or methods to create new methods for 
addressing issues [26]. 
Creative computing needs to be fresh and valuable to create a kind of system or approach, 
which can be applied to navigate people to achieve knowledge combination and 
multidisciplinary creation [51][126][128]. It can rarely be considered as a sort of 
approach but a navigation guiding individuals being more creative in specific realms 
[135][136].  
The computer system can be reconciled with creative computing with knowledge from 
other subjects achieving creative approaches to address issues, which has positive 
impacts on generating creative solutions [68]. The term creativity is ambiguous and 
uncontrollable [68].  
The requirement for creative computing is urgent. Sophisticated issues have appeared, 
which are too hard for people to solve individually or with traditional tools and 
techniques [67], such as business model deployment, investment portfolio in the stock 
market, physics problems [66] [70]. Creative computing aims to guide the user to 




other fields [67]. Natural science, arts, and humanities may face dramatic and 
complicated questions and constraints which single subject is insufficient [66]. Complex 
problems are intractable because knowledge from the separate realm is limited in 
tackling such issues [65]. Even computer systems also have intrinsic constraints to limit 
their capability to challenge complicated issues and achieve creativity [12]. Thus, 
creative computing is proposed to provide satisfied creative approaches in many fields 
[12]. 
Creative computing is a challenge of software engineering, for it is an essential 
component in three paradigms of computing. Three paradigms are rationalist paradigm 
(computing is a branch of mathematics), technocratic paradigm (computing is a branch 
of engineering), scientific paradigm (computing is a branch of natural science) [27]. 
Thus, creative computing has conjunction with software engineering. The application 
scope of creative computing is broad [41]. As is shown in Figure 2.5, the creative 
computing subject is one of the subjects of the computing realm. Computing has 
conjunctions with software engineering, which means computers can be used for 
complicated computing [41]. As is illustrated, computing has been proofed as a part of 
software engineering, math, and natural science; creative computing is connected with 
these three disciplines as well [41]. Further, as one of the essential tools of creative 
computing in knowledge combination, creative computing can bridge computing with 
other disciplines [42].  
Computing with useful information can be chosen to be a fundamental basis for 
generating creative guidance for users. Such computing modality is proposed to be 
creative computing [71]. 
Emerging techniques such as cloud computing, wearable products computing, and so 
forth may have connections with creative computing as useful underlying techniques. 
Human-computer interaction is in the research scope of creative computing. Creative 
computing aims at detecting guidance and assistant for human life to make it convenient 
and comfortable [42].  
Creative computing features and research structure is imperative for research in this 
discipline. Related studying structures could affect the implementation of this subject. 
To detect creativity with creative computing is one of the most important research topics, 
which is one of the purposes of this research. Based on its interdisciplinary and multi-




creative computing approaches [67]. 
The research scope of creative computing includes an evaluation. There should be a 
criterion to evaluate creative computing processing results. Assessed aspects should be 
listed. 
Research methods in creative computing make another studying topic. Existing research 
methods include knowledge combination, knowledge engineering, knowledge 
transformational method, and so forth. Specific descriptions are illustrated in the next 
sub-section.  
Creative computing subject has abundant methods of achieving creativity. There are four 
cardinal approaches of creative computing based on the proposed research (Figure 2. 8), 
which are: 
• Knowledge combination  
• Enhancement of human creativity  
• Encouragement of tacit knowledge and its movement into procedural knowledge 
• Crossing levels of abstraction [31][75][86]. 
 
Figure 2. 8 Creative Kernel Elements and Main Methods 
 
In existing research, an essential method of creative computing in knowledge 
combination. There is a consensus that creativity is derived from knowledge, and 
knowledge combination can be used for blending knowledge from distinct subjects 
generating multi-sort combinations that may include creative ideas [31].  
To make enormous data useful, knowledge combination can be used to generate 
effective and suitable approaches for processing problems that can rarely be solved with 
knowledge from a single discipline. Knowledge combination is used for blending 
knowledge from distinct subjects. Knowledge combination can be used in three aspects, 
Building connections between different categories of theories. 
Building connections between theories and methods. 
Building connections between methods. 




mental health care framework and systems are sufficient from the support literature. 
Methods that are used in the research for achieving interdisciplinary combinations 
should contain elements from two disciplines to make the model feasible. Further, 
connections between theories and methods from two disciplines are necessary for this 
research as well. Theories from computing and mental health area can be used to 
navigating model development. 
Creativity detecting and creative computing are positively influenced by knowledge 
combination. The production and processing of creativity are affected by knowledge 
(illustrated by some empirical scholars) [75]. Creativity can be cultivated by using the 
knowledge combination method, which has been regarded as an essential element of this 
process. Therefore, multi-disciplinary boundaries can be broken by using knowledge 
combination and new knowledge intermingle problem solution could be achieved 
eventually. If knowledge from a single subject can be used to solve problems in the 
related field and achieve creativity, multidisciplinary knowledge could address issues 
from two or more distinct domains, which is a kind of creativity. As being illustrated in 
the research scope of creative computing, weaving different disciplines, and provide 
potential progress through knowledge combination into multidisciplinary methods is 
useful [68].  
Knowledge engineering is the assistant tool of the knowledge combination method. 
Knowledge Engineering (KE) was proposed by Prof. Feigenbaum to illustrate how to 
construct a knowledge-based system in a relevant subject [68]. KE contains aspects such 
as technical, scientific, and social for building and maintaining the process of 
knowledge-based systems (KBS) (expert system). Knowledge Engineering integrates 
context, knowledge base, and an inference engine to support the development of 
computer-aid design or expert system that inappropriate method or languages [126], and 
it has been summarised into five software phases to construct an expert system [70]: 
⚫ Requirements analysis 
⚫ Knowledgebase construction 
⚫ Conceptual modelling 
⚫ Operationalisation and validation, and  
⚫ Refinement and maintenance. 
Enhancement of human creativity is rather than just the development of computational 




appropriate approaches [76]. General approaches for improving human creativity are 
illustrated in the next section. 
Encouragement of tacit knowledge and its movement into procedural knowledge aim at 
transferring human-level knowledge into a programmed software to be processed [86]. 
Heuristic algorithms are used for imitating human brain working mechanisms to 
addressing issues, which can be implemented to detect creativity [77].  
Crossing levels of abstraction is another essential tool of creative computing [120]. 
Abstraction levels are defined by Jing to identify idea creation by establishing a system 
[51][128]. In computer science, abstraction is set to be a process of data and programs 
that are defined in a similar semantic modality and hiding specific implementations 
[128]. Details of the application can be factored out to make a few norms being focused 
on by programmers through abstraction. Creativity can be achieved by using abstraction 
rules. 
Surprising elements are included as crucial elements of creativity. A sense of play or fun 
may create unexpected items by a human, which has the possibility of producing 
creativity.  
A mix of divergent and convergent thinking is a combination of the logical and non-
logical methods [69]. Divergent thinking can be used for imagining relevant information 
about target topics by people [69]. The thoughts are non-logical, which is for improving 
the possibilities of creativity detection. Convergent thinking generally means the ability 
of thinking of answers to standard questions, which may rarely require creativity [69]. 
Most of the convergent thinking answers are produced by logical thinking.  
The six basic methods of creative computing are all useful in solving problems. In this 
study, the method of knowledge combination is used to realise the integration and 
evaluation of medical observation and monitoring methods and related recommended 
diagnosis methods. The enhancement of human creativity is used to test the creativity of 
psychological theory and computers. It can stimulate tacit knowledge and related 
movement into procedural knowledge to produce cycle-breaking method. The 
combination of divergent thinking and convergent thinking is one of the bases of 
realising creative guidance methods. Based on the knowledge combination method and 
abstract theory, combined with the improvement of human creativity, a new 
classification of creativity is completed. The next section is used to emphasise how to 




creativity in this study. A new creative calculation method is designed. 
As mentioned above, the creative computing methods used in this study include 
knowledge combination (from two or more disciplines), enhancement of human 
creativity (not just the development of computational creativity), encouragement of tacit 
knowledge and its transformation into procedural knowledge, spanning the abstract level, 
and being a mixture of divergent thinking and convergent thinking. 
Knowledge combination is used to detect the path of creativity generation, especially 
the fusion of knowledge and models of different disciplines based on computers. The 
knowledge of other subjects is connected with computer science knowledge to form 
mixed tacit knowledge. Then, knowledge movement is realised by programming, from 
tacit knowledge to procedural knowledge, the theoretical model is transformed into a 
computer operation model, and the artificial creation system is realised. 
The intersection of abstract levels is the basis of new creative taxonomy. Due to the 
traditional creativity in human society, it is necessary to establish a new classification 
method to improve the possibility of computer detection of creativity. 
The creative guidance method is based on the combination of convergent thinking and 
divergent thinking and Boden's three creative methods. This method realises the creative 
theory weaving with artificial intelligence algorithm. 
Based on creative computing, the knowledge combination method can be used for 
generating data connecting. The weighted data and connections are useful for creating 
emotion calculating models. Therefore, creative computing is the basic theory for 
guiding knowledge combination and data connecting. 
 
2.6 Summary 
In this chapter, five main literature areas are explained specifically, including basic 
development state, connections with this research, and applications in the target area. 
Wearable medical-related equipment development is explained initially. The 
information of this area is stated clearly as the background of the research.  
Existing research on mental health care is depicted in the Section 2.2. Some proposed 
research methods and theories are stated in this section. Emotion’s definition is 
concluded in this section with a list of classification methods by psychologists or 
medical researchers. As emotions, especially extreme emotions have negative influences 




proposed research. All the mental health-related literature is the basis of the research 
questions and research contributions. Solving existing mental health-related problems 
and generating accurate supervision are useful for the users. 
The inter-disciplinary method can be completed based on machine learning theories and 
methods. As the entire workflow of the mental health supervision and management 
system includes four kinds of data analysis, structured data, voice data, facial image data, 
and behaviour actions data, machine learning is the kernel basis for generating 
algorithms for completing analysis. Machine learning and deep learning development 
and theories are both depicted in this section.  
Knowledge graph and block chain consensus mechanisms are explained for being 
applied in this research thesis. Basic knowledge graph theory and blockchain consensus 
mechanisms are explained, which are the basis for establishing consensus algorithms to 
integrate different emotions. 
Creative computing is being regarded as support for generating interdisciplinary 
methods for solving problems in the mental health area. In this section, creative 






Chapter 3  
Constructing an Artificial Intelligence 
based Mental Health Care Framework 
Objectives 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
• To present an overview of the proposed artificial intelligence-based mental health 
care framework. 
• To state mental health-related data collection and pre-processing workflow. 
• To depict body index data, voice data, and video data analysis algorithm workflow. 
• To explain consensus mechanisms and mental health supervision workflow. 
• To identify mental health care advice generator workflow. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
An artificial intelligence-based mental health care framework is established in this 
research. The framework is used for constructing mental health-related data preparation, 
processing data analysis, generating mental health supervising and advice. The mental 
health care framework includes several related techniques and algorithms, which are 
mental health-related data preparation techniques, mental health data analysis and 
recognition technique, consensus mechanisms, and mental health supervision and advice 
generation technique. Each technique includes specific algorithms to reach the final aim 
for achieving mental health supervision and management for users. Specific techniques 
can be applied for establishing subsystems for three types of collected data and the entire 
framework can be used to establish a system being set on wearable products.  
3.1 System Overview 
Psychological research only pays attention to emotion. In the middle of the 20th century, 
behaviourism dominated experimental psychology completely, and few research were 
focusing on emotion. When the laboratory research appears, it is mainly limited to the 
"conditioned emotional response". The researchers use the classic conditioned way to 
achieve study propulsion, rather than simply use the emotional research method. 
Behaviourism regards emotion as private and unobservable, so it is only suitable to study 
it through "serious conversation". Since the 1970s, the study of emotion has grown 




developmental psychology, and neuroscience all have attractive discoveries to present. 
This is not to say that behaviourists are wrong. To a large extent, they are right: emotions 
are intrinsic and difficult to measure. Despite these challenges, researchers have invented 
new and intelligent methods to induce and measure emotions in the laboratory and the 
real world. 
Although at the beginning of the birth of psychology, the study of emotion has been paid 
attention to, the neglect of the research method of emotion is an important reason for the 
low development rate. At the end of the 20th century, with the rise of cognitive 
neuroscience, researchers' interest in emotion was aroused again. One important reason 
is the promotion of new research methods and new technologies. Functional magnetic 
resonance (fMRI), event-related potential (ERPs), multi-channel physiological 
recording, biofeedback, eye movement recording, cognitive behaviour experiment, and 
hormone measurement is widely used in the research fields of emotion assessment, 
emotional disorder diagnosis, and emotion regulation. 
However, even though emotions can be detected by using advanced medical techniques, 
supervision cannot be achieved continuously. Along with the development of wearable 
products, including shoes, clothes, watches, and so forth, the interactions between users 
and software can be real-time achieved. Advanced algorithms in artificial intelligence 
including deep learning and machine learning are kernel processing functions in the 
software. Therefore, the framework of mental health care can be used for generating 
mental health care system being acted as emotion supervisor and manager. Advice is 
created for warning emotions of the user. 
The mental health care framework includes three phases, which are mental health-
related data preparation phase, mental health analysis, and recognition phase, and mental 
health supervision and advice generation phase. The framework has three subsystems 
for processing different data types based on three main phases. Specific steps and 
working principles are explained in the following contents. 
Framework starts from the interactions between users and wearable products. Users can 
be connected with wearable products by chips and sensors, that could be embedded in 
wearable products. Related body data can be collected in this way. The data has two 
types, which are structured data and unstructured data. Structured data is the body data 
in different aspects that are related to physical health, including body temperature, BMI, 




image data, and behaviour video data. Such unstructured data is required to be 
transferred to data that can be processed by AI algorithms. Mental health data of the 
users is the initial data of the entire framework. Data pre-processing can be applied 
before data mining, the quality of data mining patterns is greatly improved, and the 
efficiency of actual mining is increased. Data pre-processing refers to the necessary 
processing such as auditing, filtering, and sorting before classifying the collected data. 
The second step of the data preparation phase is the classification of mental health-
related data. Based on classification regulations, collected data can be classified into 
structured data and unstructured data. Further, structured data is the body condition data, 
which may have an association with unstructured data and mental health aspects. 
Unstructured data includes voice data and image data. Voice data can be collected by 
sensors (microphone) that are embedded in wearable products. Image data includes 
facial image data and user’s behaviour data. Each kind of data is processed by specific 
algorithms to evaluate emotions from the data. The output of the mental health analysis 
and recognition phase is the possible mood of the user. The last step of the framework is 
the mental supervision and advice generation phase. The output possible mood is 
evaluated, and related advice is output for users to change extreme emotions that are 
identified and warned by the framework. The structure of mental health care framework 
with three phases is depicted in Figure 3. 1. 
 
Figure 3. 1 Structure of Mental Health Care Supervision and Management Framework 
 
In the framework, AI and machine learning algorithms are applied for data processing 
and analysis. Machine learning classification algorithm is used for mental health data 




make analysing process more effective. The knowledge graph technique is used to store 
classified mental health data and generating connections between different nodes. 
Logical representations between nodes can boost more accurate outcomes being 
generated. Deep learning algorithms are applied in the process as well. Natural language 
processing techniques are used for transferring voice data into texts. Emotions can be 
analysed from user’s expressions that are collected by using wearable products. Neural 
network-related algorithms are used for detecting emotional expressions from image and 
behaviour videos. Four possible moods from four kinds of data analysis, including body 
index data based mood, voice data based mood, facial expression data based mood, and 
behaviour data based mood, are output for integration and evaluation. Consensus 
mechanisms in the blockchain area are used as the basis for integration techniques. By 
analysing four possible moods, integrated possible moods can be detected. The 
evaluation algorithm based on medical knowledge is created. If the warning threshold is 
reached, warning from the specific system that is established in wearable products are 
activated, which means extreme mood may appear and the user should be careful. 
Eventually, if the detected possible emotion is not an extreme emotion, the system will 
return to activate wearable products to keep collecting data and complete the entire data 
processing.  
For there are three types of data that will be processed in this research, including body 
index data, voice data, and video data, specific data processing workflow and principles 
are different. To secure the accuracy of mental health analysis results and efficiency of 
the processing procedure, three techniques are created based on data types. Body index-
based mental health analysis technique, voice-based mental health analysis technique, 
and video-based mental health analysis technique include three data processing steps, 
which are data pre-processing, graph theory-based knowledge connection, and data 
analysis and emotion recognition for each technique. The three techniques for three 
kinds of collected meta data include the initial two phases of the framework, data pre-
processing, and data analysis. The last phase, the supervision and advice generation 
phase is completed after three techniques are completed. Consensus mechanisms are 
used for integrating output results of three techniques, which are possible emotions 





Figure 3. 2 Entire Workflow of Mental Health Care Supervision and Management 
Framework with Three Phases 
 
Body index data is classified into different categories of body indexes and being 
processed based on statistical models. Traditional analyses for body index data are based 
on medical research to evaluate body conditions. The statistical model is established 
with eight aspects for evaluating body conditions, which can be collected by using 
sensors and chips in a time interval.  
Voice data has a distinct data structure compared with body indexes data. The process 
of digital voice is the process of analogue-to-digital conversion (ADC) to obtain audio 
data from continuous analogue-to-digital (ADC) signals from microphones that are set 
in wearable products. Digital voice playback is to convert audio data into analogue-audio 
signal output by digital to analogue-conversion (DAC). There are two important 
indicators in digital sound, namely sampling rate, and sampling size. In the voice data 
emotion detecting process, data type transferring is required. In the pre-processing step, 
voice data is transferred into text data, which is fit natural language processing related 




for output text contents. Natural language processing algorithm-based text data analysis 
is applied for emotion detection from the text data, which is also the emotion that is 
expressed by voice data.  
Video data is special compared with the two data types above. Video data can be 
collected by using cameras that are set in wearable products. Behaviours and facial 
expressions are recorded by the camera. Therefore, behaviour parts and facial images 
with expressions should be separated from the collected dataset for further analysis 
respectively. Separation mechanisms are formulated for classification into two 
categories. Then, facial expression images are pre-processed and being analysed by 
using CNN-based algorithms to detect emotional changes from the facial expressions. 
For behaviour data, after being pre-processed, RNN is used for emotion detecting. 
Expected emotions based on facial expression analysis and behaviour analysis will be 
output.  
Consensus mechanisms are used for integrating four possible emotions from three 
techniques to generate expected emotion. The verification model and validation model 
are established in this step. Emotion values for different emotion levels are calculated 
based on consensus mechanisms. Output expected emotions are verified by compared 
with emotion values that are calculated by the verification model. 
Emotion can be confirmed after the consensus mechanisms step, supervision decisions 
can be made based on the emotional level. Threshold values of the extreme emotion 
value are confirmed in the supervision step. Extreme emotions include negative extreme 
emotions and positive extreme emotions. Warnings will be made when emotion value 
reaches the threshold. Related advice is generated by using an expert system. The 
eventual output of the framework is the advice for extreme emotions with a warning for 





Figure 3. 3 Structure of Mental Health Care Framework with Three Techniques Based 
on Three Data Types 
Specific workflow and techniques that are used in the framework will be illustrated in 
Chapter 4, Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. Section 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 are used for clarifying the 
workflow of each phase and three kernel techniques that are structured in the framework. 
 
3.2 Mental Health-Related Data Preparation Technique 
In this phase, the kernel part is how to classify collected data and establishing a 
knowledge graph with different types of data. Logic relationships between data from 
different categories can be established based on knowledge graph techniques. This phase 
is the basis for mental health data analysis and recognition phase for identifying 
emotions.  
There are four steps in this phase, which are data collection, data pre-processing, data 
classification, and knowledge graph establishment for body index data pre-processing 
and voice data pre-processing. For video data pre-processing, there one more step before 
the pre-processing procedure, which is data separation. Behaviour data and facial 
expression data are separated by related mechanisms into different categories. Pre-
processing for facial data and behaviour data are in the same steps as body index data 





Figure 3. 4 Mental Health Data Preparation Phase Workflow 
 
Data collections are based on three types, which are chips and sensors collection, voice 
collection, and video collection. With three aspects of the collection, the data system that 
can represent people’s emotional expression is integrated. Based on medical research on 
people’s emotions, behaviours and voices are the most expressive way of presenting 
emotions. Meanwhile, the body indexes are changed with emotional changes. Therefore, 
behaviour analysis is necessary, including facial recognition and behaviour analysis. 
Based on medical research, people usually express extreme emotions with unexpected 
behaviours or exaggerated actions along with related facial expressions. Facial 
expression refers to the expression of various emotional states through the changes of 
eye muscles, facial muscles, and mouth muscles. People's eyes are the best at 
communicating. Different eye behaviours can express people's different emotions. For 
example, when one is happy or excited, the smile is expressed; when one is angry, glare 




expressed. Eyes can not only convey feelings but also communicating. There is much 
information between people that can only be understood through eye contact or facial 
expression reading. In this case, through observing people's eyes, their inner thoughts 
and wishes can be understood, and their attitudes are deduced: approve or oppose, accept 
or reject, like or dislike, sincere or false, and so forth. Relevant experiments show that 
different parts of the face have different expressive functions. For example, the eyes are 
the most important to express sadness, the mouth is the most important to express 
happiness and disgust, while the forehead can provide surprise signals, and the eyes, 
mouth, and forehead are very important to express anger. There are also experimental 
studies that show that mouth muscles are more important than eye muscles in expressing 
emotions such as joy and resentment, while eye muscles are more important than mouth 
muscles in expressing emotions like sadness and fear. Moreover, body indexes and 
emotions have relationships. Body indexes are changed when the emotion of people 
fluctuates. The physiological measurement of emotions looks at the way the body 
prepares for these behaviours. Many emotional conditions are a state of arousal of 
tension - a rapid heartbeat, a tightening of the abdomen, and the beginning of the opening 
of the hand. The increased activity of the sympathetic nervous system (SNS) is important 
for waking up and preparing the body for "fight or flight" actions. It promotes 
physiological changes, increases blood flow and muscle oxygen supply, and enables 
individuals to prepare for more complex physical activities. Therefore, the classification 
of the collected data is imperative. Structured data and unstructured data are processed 
with different kinds of algorithms for detecting potential emotions. Specific 
classification processes for different data types are illustrated in Chapter 4, Chapter 5, 
and Chapter 6 respectively. 
Knowledge graph basic mechanisms are explained in Chapter 2. In this phase, a 
knowledge graph is used for building relationships between mental health-related data. 
With a knowledge graph, logical relationships can be quantitative and analysis results 
could be more accurate. The construction and application of a large-scale knowledge 
base need the support of many kinds of intelligent information processing technology. 
Through knowledge extraction technology, entity, relationship, attribute, and other 
knowledge elements can be extracted from some open semi-structured and unstructured 
data. Through knowledge fusion, the ambiguity can be eliminated between reference 




knowledge base. Knowledge reasoning is based on the existing knowledge base to 
further mine the hidden knowledge and relationships between mental health data, to 
enrich and expand the knowledge base. The synthesis vector that is formed by distributed 
knowledge representation is of great importance to the construction, reasoning, fusion, 
and application of the knowledge base. Knowledge graph enhances the accuracy of 
mental health data analysis. Specific techniques and applications for three data types 
will be illustrated in Chapter 4, Chapter 5, and Chapter 6 respectively.  
The output of the mental health related data preparation phase is four kinds of mental 
health related data and a built knowledge graph for four kinds of data. 
 
3.3 Mental Health Analysis and Recognition Technique 
Four types of algorithms are applied in this phase, including statistical algorithm, natural 
language processing, knowledge graph-based neural network algorithm, and physical 
model-based neural network algorithm. Matching the output data of data preparation 
phase, statistical data, voice data, facial data and behaviour data are used for further 
processing to mine related information for emotion detection. Four possible moods are 
output into a consensus algorithm for emotion integration analysis.  
 





A statistical model is established in this phase for body data processing. Body indexes 
that are related to mental health are collected. Based on real-time collected data, possible 
emotions can be predicted. Statistical model refers to a model based on probability 
theory and established by mathematical and statistical methods. Some processes cannot 
be derived by theoretical analysis, but the functional relationship between variables can 
be obtained by experimental data and mathematical statistics, which is called the 
statistical model. The commonly used mathematical-statistical analysis methods include 
the maximum post probability estimation method, the maximum likelihood rate 
identification method and so on. Common statistical models include the general linear 
model, generalised linear model and mixed model. The significance of statistical model 
is still statistical when inferring the regularity of a large number of random events, so it 
is called statistical inference. For medical health data, the aim of this model is used for 
detecting related emotions that are expressed by such dataset.  
Voice data is collected for analysing language emotion expressions. Voice data is 
transferred into text data for natural language processing. Some methods are used for 
analysing emotions in the texts with natural language processing.  
In this research, natural language processing is used with knowledge graph to detect 
logic in texts that are transferred from voice data. Language is one of the most 
intuitionistic emotional expression ways, which usually contains sufficient information.  
Moreover, the knowledge graph-based neural network algorithm is used for processing 
facial data. Connections between facial data and other types of data are imperative to 
assist neural network algorithm in discovering emotions. Similarly, physical model-
based neural network model is used for analysing behaviour of people to predict 
emotions. Behaviour analysis is based on neural network algorithm and behaviour 
disassembling. People’s behaviours are determined by emotions and can be 
disassembled into several steps. The moving range of behaviours can be detected by 
using a physical model in a time interval and each moving range can be analysed by 
using neural network related algorithm. In machine learning and related fields, the 
computational model of artificial neural network (ANN) is inspired by the central 
nervous system (especially the brain) of animals, and it can be used to estimate or rely 
on a large number of inputs and general unknown approximate functions. Artificial 
neural networks are usually presented as interconnected "neurons", which can calculate 




Neural network is an artificial system with the functions of learning, association, 
memory, pattern recognition and other intelligent information processing. An important 
feature of neural network is that it can learn from the environment and store the learning 
results in the synaptic connection of the network. The learning of neural network is a 
training and model optimising process. Under the stimulation of its environment, some 
sample patterns are input to the data processing, and the weight matrix of each layer of 
the network is adjusted according to principles (learning algorithm). When the weight 
of each layer of the network converges to a certain value, the learning process is stopped. 
Then, the generated neural network can be used to classify the real data. Artificial neural 
network also has the ability of self-adaptive and self-organisation. In the process of 
learning or training, the synaptic weight value is changed to adapt to the requirements 
of the surrounding environment. The same network can have different functions due to 
different learning methods and contents. Artificial neural network is a system with 
learning ability, which can develop knowledge to exceed the original knowledge level 
of designers. In general, its learning and training methods can be divided into two types: 
one is supervised or supervised learning, which is classified or imitated by using the 
given sample standard; the other is unsupervised learning or unsupervised learning, 
which only specifies the learning methods or some rules, and the specific learning 
contents follow the system environment is different. Mental health-related data can be 
used as a training dataset for neural network related algorithms. The testing dataset is 
used for examining the output mood is accurate or not compared with exact outcomes. 
Therefore, generating four specific models for four types of data, training models and 
adjusting parameters is essential, which may influence on outcomes of the entire system. 
The output of this phase is the possible emotion of the user, which will be processed 
further for evaluation and warning management. To confirm the eventual emotion of the 
real-time state of the user, a consensus mechanism is applied in this research as an 
integration algorithm. 
 
3.4 Mental Health Supervision and Advice Generation Technique 
In this section, mental health supervision and advice generation phase workflow and 
related information explanation are presented. The workflow includes an emotion 






Figure 3. 6 Mood Evaluation and Advice Generation Phase 
 
Emotion evaluation has completed the emotion value calculation in a different method 
compared with mental health analysis and recognition step. Each basic emotion has a 
threshold value which is the baseline for supervising extreme emotions, both positive 
extreme emotion and negative extreme emotion. Warning decision-making can be 
completed with this comparison. When the emotion value reaches the threshold, 
warnings of the framework (or applied system) are activated. When the emotion value 
does not reach the threshold, the framework will return to the wearable products for new 
iteration from data collection. The expert system can be used for advice generation for 
mental health care problems. Specific advice generation will be illustrated in Chapter 6. 
The output of this step is advice for mental health problems and warnings for extreme 
emotions. Iteration will be continued for real-time supervision when emotion does not 
reach the extreme value. 
 
3.5 Summary 
In this chapter, artificial intelligence based mental health care system is proposed and 
workflows are explained briefly. A specific summary of this chapter is: 
Artificial intelligence-based mental health care framework includes three steps for 
addressing the input data, which are data preparation, mental health data analysis, and 
mental health supervision. For the input data, there are three types, structured data for 




the processing procedure.  
The data preparation technique is explained in Section 3.2, which includes data 
collecting, data transferring, and data classification. Generally, for three types of data, 
preparation techniques are different. Body index data can be collected and classified 
based on basic body index categories. Voice data can be transferred into text data and is 
classified into different categories in different time intervals. Video data can be divided 
into two kinds of data, which are facial expression data and behaviour data in the time 
interval. Further data classification is completed based on the time interval. 
Data analysis for mental health analysis and recognition is explained in Section 3.3. 
Different algorithms are applied for mental health data analysis to output expected 
emotions. Body index data is analysed by statistical models. Voice data is processed by 
using a natural language processing algorithm-based model. Facial expression data is 
processed by using CNN based algorithm. Behaviour data is processed by using RNN 
algorithm. Knowledge graph is added as the additional technique to counting impacts 
for emotions between four kinds of data. Eventually, consensus mechanisms are used 
for integrating expected emotions to be the final output. 
Mental health supervision and advice generation techniques are used for warning 
extreme emotions based on the output of mental health data analysis. The expert system 
is applied in the advice generation.  
Details of these three steps in four kinds of data analysis are explained in Chapter 4, 





Chapter 4  




• To employ body index related data collection techniques and pre-processing 
techniques. 
• To discover graphical relationships between body index data and other mental 
health related data. 
• To depict quantitative relationships between emotion value and body indexes. 
• To explain entire workflow of body index data analysis. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
In this chapter, body index based mental health analysis technique is illustrated in three 
steps, which are body index data pre-processing step, graph theory-based knowledge 
connection with body index data, body index data analysis and emotion recognition, 
and a summary for the technique. The creative point of this technique is the graph 
theory-based knowledge connections between body index data and other two types of 
data, and the formula establishment between body indexes categories and emotional 
value of the user. Specific workflow of body index data pre-processing includes data 
collection, data clearance, and data classification. Collected data from the wearable 
products are cleared and classified into different categories, which are ready for further 
data connections and data analysis. The knowledge graph is established with other 
related data categories as well. The weighted connections have influences on the 
possible emotion analysis. The knowledge graph can be used to improve the accuracy 
of emotion analysis. In the third step, the body index data analysis workflow is 
explained with statistical formulas. Creative computing is used as the guidance for 
developing this body index-based mental health analysis techniques to generate the sub-
system. Theories and methods from the statistical area and physical and mental health 
area are combined to develop models. Related elements are considered in the model 




4.1 Body Index Data Pre-Processing 
 
Figure 4. 1 Body Index Data Pre-processing Workflow 
Wearable product is a major kind of product in the intelligent era. It has been researched 
for a long period of time in several aspects, such as in the aspect of user and wearable 
devices interaction design, medical treatment and so forth. With the creativity 
development in AI theory and techniques, wearable computing technology has been 
greatly improved and has made breakthrough progress in the interaction aspect. At 
present, in addition to Google's augmented reality glasses, Apple's iWatch and Huawei's 
sports bracelet, which can be made to achieve recognised results on the market. There 
are also children's phone watches, necklaces to track the activities of the elderly and 
smart watches to enhance interaction experiences. 
The development of wearable products and related advanced AI techniques evolves 
new business models, which users in a new round of developing opportunities for 
academia and industry. Interactions between wearable products play an important role 
in improving the quality of people’s lives and promoting economic and social 
development for the society. However, considering the perspective of convenience, 
wearable technology seems to have a positive development margin. Based on some 
proposed research, it shows that spreading wearable products broadly is still facing 
huge challenges, such as manufacturers are affected by inconstant changes of intelligent 
devices and lack of innovative thoughts with the growing maturity of big data, cloud 
computing, wireless communication and social networks. 
Therefore, the interaction between wearable products, including intelligent shoes and 





Interaction relationships between user body index data collection and wearable 
products can be depicted in Figure 4. 1. In this research, wearable products are made to 
be the carriers for the intelligent software for supervising and managing the mental 
health of people. Mental health supervision and management should be based on 
sufficient data collection and analysis. Data collection is based on interactions between 
the user and wearable products. Compared with other wearable devices, such as 
watches, bracelets, and glasses, shoes and clothes are convenient for body index data 
collection.  
Starting with the industrial design aspect, intelligent shoes for mental health body index 
data collection and interaction with the user should be explained. Existing wearable 
intelligent shoes contain chips and sensors at the bottom inside the shoes, which are 
used for identifying body indexes from the user’s feet. Body indexes include blood 
pressure, temperature, BMI (body mass index), heart rate, weight, blood oxygen, and 
so forth. Wearable products should be able to detect changes in the user’s body index 
data that can be connected with the health condition. Meanwhile, the indexes can be 
collected and detected by techniques that can be applied in wearable products. In 
intelligent shoes, chips and sensors can be connected directly with the feet of the user. 
Collected data is related to or can be used to calculate blood pressure, body temperature, 
heart rate, weight, blood oxygen, and BMI.  
When the wearable products contact the skin, the sensor will send out a beam of light 
to hit the skin during the test, collect the pulse waveform, and analyse the heart rate, 
blood pressure, blood oxygen, through analysing the waveform.  
For detecting body temperature, some techniques have already been developed. The 
temperature sensor is an important part of the design of wearable body temperature 
monitoring system. Thermal sensor is commonly used, and the flexible temperature 
sensor is one of its development directions. Thermistor is a kind of resistance whose 
resistivity changes obviously with temperature. It can be divided into positive 
temperature coefficient (PTC) thermistor and negative temperature coefficient (NTC) 
thermistor. NTC thermistor is widely used because of its high measurement accuracy, 
high interchangeability and good reliability. The 103at-4 NTC thermistor temperature 
sensor, produced by the Japan Shimitec company, has a temperature measuring range 
of - 60 ~ 150 ℃ and maximum power consumption of 6 MW. It has a very small value 




reach 2s and the accuracy can reach ± 0.3 ℃. It is suitable for temperature detection 
with wearable products. 
To collect the weight data of the user, the mechanism is similar to weight scale. 
Advanced techniques can make the weight scale to be small so that can be combined 
with wearable intelligent shoes. 
BMI equals the division between the square of body weight and height (international 
unit: 2113kg/m2). BMI is an important standard commonly used in the world to 
measure the degree of obesity and health. BMI is mainly used for statistical body health 
analysis. The absolute value of body weight cannot be used to judge the degree of 
obesity, which is naturally related to height. Therefore, BMI obtains relatively objective 
parameters through body weight and height and uses the parameters to weigh body 
mass. 
The principle of measuring heart rate by using wearable products is that sensors emit a 
beam of light with a specific wavelength, which is absorbed and reflected by blood 
vessels and then received by a photoelectric sensor. The heart rate is calculated by 
analysing the received pulse wave pattern. By extracting the cycle (T) of each pulse 
wave, the heart rate can be obtained (Heart rate = 60 / cycle T).  
The transportation of oxygen in the blood is mostly in the way of combining with 
Hemoglobin, which means that oxygen combines with Hemoglobin to produce 
Oxyhemoglobin. Therefore, Hemoglobin and Oxyhemoglobin are presented in the 
blood. When the light beam passes through the blood vessel, the absorption degrees of 
the above two substances are different. The concentration of Oxyhemoglobin can be 
obtained by selecting the wavelength with the largest difference between the 
absorbance of two substances, usually 660nm and 940nm, and establishing the equation 
of light absorption degree at 660nm and 940nm respectively.  
A blood pressure bracelet is based on the method of pulse transmission time to measure 
the continuous blood pressure of the human body. The measurement of the continuous 
blood pressure value of the human body can be calculated by the pulse wave 
transmission speed, that is, the time difference between the corresponding characteristic 
points in the simulation mathematical model and the PPG can obtain the pulse 
transmission time (PTT) or pulse transmission speed (PWV), and then calculate the 
blood pressure. The accuracy of blood pressure value is directly related to the location 




of PCP on the accuracy of blood pressure measurement, technology improves the 
accuracy of blood pressure measurement by fusing the results of PCP peak and starting 
point when measuring pulse transmission time. The accuracy of human arterial blood 
pressure calculated by the pulse wave peak and the starting point of the optical 
capacitance product is estimated. When the waveform quality index is low, the filtering 
result depends on the estimated value more, and when the waveform quality index is 
high, it depends on the direct measurement value more. Then, the arterial blood pressure 
obtained by the two methods is fused according to the filtering residual. 
The process of identifying and fixing the problem data is also called data cleaning. 
Examples of statistical methods used in data cleaning include: 
• Abnormal point detection. A method of identifying outliers in the data 
distribution. 
• Data filling. A method of repairing or filling in damaged or missing data in 
observations. 
The decision Tree algorithm is an advanced classification algorithm based on three 
theories. Decision Tree is a tree integration model, which sums the results of K (number 
of trees) trees as the final prediction value.  
The decision tree is used for classifying data in the highest layer of this graph database. 
 
The decision tree classification process can be explained as: 
Input dataset 𝐷 = {(𝑥1, 𝑦1), (𝑥1, 𝑦1), … , (𝑥8, 𝑦8)} 
Attribute Set 𝐴 = {𝑎1, 𝑎2, … , 𝑎8}; 
Function Tree(D, A); 
Generating nodes; 
If samples in D all belong to the same class C; 
Then mark nodes from D as leaf nodes in class C; 
Return; 
If 𝐴 = ∅ | samples in D have the same values on A; 
 
Then record nodes in Set D as leaf nodes. The class is marked as a class with the most 
samples in Set D; 
Return; 




For every value 𝑎𝑖
′ in recorded subset 𝑎′; 
Generating a branch for the node, 𝐷𝑖 is defined as a sample subset including elements 
𝑎𝑖
′; 
If 𝐷𝑖 = ∅; 
Then mark the branch nodes as leaf nodes. 
Return; 
Else regard (𝐷𝑖 , 𝐴\{𝑎
′}) as branch nodes. 
end; 
Output: decision tree regards node as root nodes. 
Decision tree classification in this research is used to analyse predicted outcomes to 
which the body index data belongs. Based on the definition and each connection 
between differentiated body index data, the entropy of each data unit can be calculated 
by: 
𝐻(𝑇) =  𝐼𝐸(𝑝1, 𝑝2, … , 𝑝8)   
The sum of 𝑝1, 𝑝2, … , 𝑝8 is 100%, which are used to represent the percentage of each 
category in the body index database. Different characteristics of the target body index 
database can be used for defining classification labels through calculating the entropy 
of them. Characteristics with the highest entropy are used for the first classification for 
the target database. Then, the same process in the child nodes iterates. 
 
4.2 Graph Theory-Based Knowledge Connection with Body Index Data 
The input data of this step is the body index data that are collected by chips and sensors 
in the wearable products. Body index data are classified into different categories in 
eight aspects. For body index data, connections between different categories and 
emotions can be detected based on medical research. Voice expression data, facial 
expression data, and behaviour data have connections with body index data as well. 
Body indexes data, voice data, image for facial expression data, video for behaviour 
data should be connected for further emotion analysis. Four types of data have 
relationships with each other. To establish a knowledge graph for collected data, there 
are still some distinguished aspects compared with the general knowledge graph.  
For a general knowledge graph, from the semantic point of view, knowledge graph 
describes the concepts, entities, and their relationships in the objective world, so that 




specifically, in the process of human interaction with the Internet world, a large amount 
of complex information is generated, which is generally preserved by the body index, 
voice, and video data carriers. The knowledge graph is made to attempt to make the 
computer analysis, reading and understanding these data, accurately mining and finding 
valuable knowledge hidden behind the data, and providing knowledge services for 
requirements in mental health analysis, supervision, and management.  
Nodes in the knowledge map include: 
Entity: it refers to something distinguishable and independent, such as a person, a city, 
a plant, a commodity. All things in the world are made up of concrete things, which 
refers to entities. The entity is the most basic element in the knowledge map. Different 
entities have different relationships. 
Semantic class (concept): it is a collection of entities with the same characteristics, such 
as state, nationality, books, computers. The concept mainly refers to the set, category, 
object type, the kind of things, such as people, geography. 
Content: it is usually used as the name, description, and explanation of entity and 
semantic class, and can be expressed by text, image, audio, and video, etc. 
Property (value): it points to an entity. Different attribute types correspond to the edges 
of different types of attributes. Property value mainly refers to the value of the property 
specified by the object.  
Relation: it is formalised as a function that maps k points to a Boolean value. In the 
knowledge map, the relation is a function that maps K graph nodes (entity, semantic 
class, attribute value) to a Boolean value. 





Figure 4. 2 Relationships between Body Index Data and Mental Health-Related Data 
Each two of the data types has relationships with each other. The knowledge graph in 
this research is used for building connections between mental health data. Entities, 
relationships, and attributes are extracted by using different methods. As texts, 
behaviour, facial expression, body indexes data are in the different data structure, 
extraction methods are distinguished.  
General emotions value formula can be represented as: 
𝐸 =  𝐴𝑔𝐺 +  𝐴𝑦𝑌 +  𝐴𝑣𝑉 +  𝐴ℎ𝐻  
E represents emotion value based on the collected data.  
Y represents body index data emotion value. 
G represents facial expression emotion value.  
H represents texts' emotional value, which are emotions that are presented by language.  
V represents behaviour emotion value.  
𝐴𝑔, 𝐴𝑦 , 𝐴𝑣, 𝐴ℎ represents related parameters for four types of emotional data.  
The voice data is important data for mental health analysis. Wearable products and 
related microphones and related chips and sensors can collect voice data and other types 
of data. Voice data can be collected and being analysed to detect emotions. Other mental 
related data, including body index data and video data, have influences on the emotion 
analysis results. 




𝑌 =  
𝐸 − (𝐴𝑔𝐺 +  𝐴𝑣𝑉 +  𝐴ℎ𝐻)
𝐴𝑦
 
As the body index data have relationships with the other three types of data directly, so 
the formula can be generated as: 
𝑌 =  
𝐴𝑔𝐺 +  𝐴𝑣𝑉 +  𝐴ℎ𝐻
𝜕𝐴𝑦
 
𝜕 is the parameter that represents the weight between body index data and other types 
of data. 




𝐸− (𝐴𝑔𝐺+ 𝐴𝑣𝑉+ 𝐴ℎ𝐻)
𝐴𝑦
 , 
setting 𝛽 =  𝐴𝑔𝐺 +  𝐴𝑣𝑉 +  𝐴ℎ𝐻,  






  (when 𝐴𝑦 ≠ 0) 
Then, 𝜕𝐸 −  𝜕𝛽 =  𝛽 




Lastly, E can be represented as: 




(𝐴𝑔𝐺 +  𝐴𝑣𝑉 +  𝐴ℎ𝐻) ∗ (1 − 𝛼)
𝛼
  
In the formula, it is can be concluded that emotions have close relationships with facial 
expression, behaviours and language expression. Meanwhile, body index data has 
connections with facial expression, behaviour and language expression as well. 
Knowledge graph can be established based on the quantitative relationships between 
each of these entities.  
4.3 Body Index Data Analysis and Emotion Recognition 
In Figure 4. 3, the entire workflow for analysing body index and connecting emotion 
changes with body indexes is presented. Body index data is collected by using sensors 
in the wearable products, such as intelligent shoes. Blood pressure, body temperature, 
body mass index, heart rate, weight, and blood oxygen existence change in a period 
when the emotion of an individual with wearable products reaches to be extreme. 
The workflow of the statistical algorithm includes three steps, which are the SVM 
classification algorithm, model generation, and associating rules. The final output of 





Figure 4. 3 Workflow of Statistical Algorithm for Body Index Analysis 
The kernel of the statistical algorithm is based on body indexes. The body index value 
can be represented by using collected six types of data that can be used for expressing 
body states, including blood pressure, body temperature, body mass index, heart rate, 
weight changes in a period, and blood oxygen. Based on medical subject theories and 
practical statistical data, for all the six data categories, normal healthy data is listed 
below. 
Table 4. 1 Normal Health Body Index Data Range 
Body Index Normal Data Max Threshold Min Threshold 
Blood Pressure 80-130mmHg 140mmHg 60 mmHg 
Body 
Temperature 
36.3℃-37.2℃ 37.3℃ 35.0℃ 
Heart Rate 75 Times per 
Minute 
100 Times per 
Minute 
60 Times per 
Minute 
Blood Oxygen >=95% 100% 90% 
Body Mass 
Index 
18.5-23.9 24 16 







The relationships between BiV and emotional value of BiV can be presented by formula, 
𝐸𝑏𝑖𝑣 =  𝑓(𝐵𝑖𝑉)𝑡 
The mapping relationships between body index value and emotional value can be 
presented with simple formula expression with another variable t, that represents time. 
All six body index data changes along with the time. Each index has a linear 
relationship with a body index value, which has connections with emotional expression.  
Then, the body index value can be represented by the formula, 
𝐵𝑖𝑉 =  𝑤1𝑋1 +  𝑤2𝑋2 +  𝑤3𝑋3 + 𝑤4𝑋4 + 𝑤5𝑋5 + 𝑤6𝑋6 +b 
X represents the changes compared with the basic index level. Weights of different 
indexes are distinguished for each individual.  
𝑋1 represents the blood pressure. 
𝑋2 represents the body temperature. 
𝑋3 represents the heart rate. 
𝑋4 represents blood oxygen. 
𝑋5 represents the body mass index. 
𝑋6 represents the weight changes in a period (usually compare with history data) 
To confirm the weight for each element in the body index data type, a principle for 
calculating the emotion relevance value is required. The relationship between body 
index value and sub-elements is multi-variate linear regression. The formula can be 




…w6]   [x1, x2, … x6] 
𝐵𝑖𝑉 =  𝑤𝑇𝑥𝑖 + 𝑏 
To confirm the weights and bias of the multi-variable formula, the least square method 
with Euclidean space is applied to estimate parameters. 
Set 𝑓(𝑥𝑖) represent the real value of body index; BiV is the estimated value. The mean 
square error between real value and estimated value can be calculated, 













To confirm the weight value and bias, it is a process of calculating the minimum value 
of the function (𝑤∗, 𝑏∗) =  ∑ (𝑓(𝑥𝑖) − 𝑤
𝑇𝑥𝑖 − 𝑏)
26
1 , which is the parameter estimation 
of linear regression least square. To do the deviation for w and b,  
𝜕(𝑤∗, 𝑏∗)
𝜕𝑤
= 2(𝑤 ∑ 𝑥𝑖





𝑓(𝑥𝑖) − 𝑏) ∗ 𝑥𝑖) 
𝜕(𝑤∗, 𝑏∗)
𝜕𝑏
= 2(6𝑏 − ∑(
6
1
 𝑓(𝑥𝑖) − 𝑤𝑥𝑖)) 
To set two-equation to zero, the value of weight and bias can be output based ordinary 
least squares, 
𝑤 =













𝑏 =  
1
6




For this multi-variable formula, the matrix can be used for weight and bias 
representation. When the real value of each sub-data aspect is collected, the mean of 
related aspects can be calculated in the time interval. Weight and bias are confirmed. 
The weight of each sub-data aspect in the body index value formula represents the 
relevance between body health states and specific index. Based on the data from Table 
4. 2, the weight of each body index can be calculated. The floating percentage of each 
body index is the basis for calculating the weight and bias, which are variable x. 
Therefore, the weights are 0.20, 0.75, 0.20, 0.20, 0.19. Thus, the final formula of body 
index value for emotion is, 
𝐵𝑖𝑉 =  0.20𝑋1 +  0.75𝑋2 +  0.20𝑋3 + 0.20𝑋4 + 0.19𝑋5 + 𝑋6 + 𝑏 
Table 4. 2 Emotion Relevance Percentage of Body Indexes 
Sub-Data Aspects Threshold  Emotion Relevance 
Percentage 
Blood Pressure 80-130mmHg 20% 
Body Temperature 36.3℃-37.2℃ 75% 
Heart Rate 75 Times per Minute 20% 
Blood Oxygen >=95% 20% 
Body Mass Index 18.5-23.9 19% 





Collected data of users are classified into two categories with support vector machine 
linear classification algorithm. In machine learning, a support vector machine (SVM, 
also known as support vector network) is a supervised learning model and related 
learning algorithm to analyse data in classification and regression analysis. Given a set 
of training instances, each training instance is marked as belonging to one or the other 
of two categories. SVM training algorithm creates a model that assigns a new instance 
to one of two categories, making it a non-probability binary linear classifier. In SVM 
model, instances are represented as points in space, so the mapping makes the instances 
of individual categories separated by as wide and obvious intervals as possible. Then, 
the new instances are mapped to the same space, and the categories are predicted based 
on which side of the interval being fallen on. In this algorithm, SVM is simply used for 
classifying changed data and unchanged data from the collected dataset. The categories 
are based on the normal range of each body index.  
Healthy body indexes and related data from the expert system is used for generating a 
healthy index model for processing extreme emotion dataset. Extreme emotions, 
ecstasy, terror, amazement, grief, loathing, rage, matching with an extreme range of 
body indexes. The max and minimum value of each body index matching with extreme 
emotions. The healthy index model is applied for identifying extreme emotions with 
body index data.  
The changing data of body indexes match the healthy index model with extreme 
parameters, the extreme emotion is supervised and should be warned to the wearable 
products user.  
The output result of this algorithm is the possible emotion of the user with a statistical 
model. The possible emotion will be processed in the consensus mechanism and 
integration model to complete eventual confirmation about the real-time emotion. 
 
4.4 Summary 
This chapter illustrated the body index data-based mental health analysis technique, 
including body index pre-processing, graph theory-based knowledge connection with 
body index data and body index data analysis and emotion recognition algorithm. The 
entire technique can process body index data that is collected from the user by wearable 




initially preparing for further analysis. Graph theory-based knowledge graph have been 
built for establishing weighted connections between body index data and other mental 
health-related data. Weighted connections have influences on entire possible emotion 
analysis. Body index data and mental health (emotions) have quantitative relationships 
based on statistical theory and medical theory. The final output of this technique is the 











• To employ voice related data collection techniques and pre-processing 
techniques. 
• To discover graphical relationships between voice data and other mental health 
related data. 
• To depict quantitative analysis for emotion and voice data analysis algorithm for 
emotion recognition. 
• To explain the entire workflow of voice data analysis. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
5.1 Voice Data Pre-Processing 
 
Figure 5. 1 Mental Health Related Voice Data Pre-processing Workflow 




interactions between wearable products and users as illustrated in Chapter 4, the voice 
data collection process is easier to be stated. The interaction between wearable products, 
including intelligent shoes and clothes, is based on existing mature techniques with 
creativity and imagination to some extent.  
Interaction relationships between user’s voice data collection and wearable products can 
be depicted in Figure 5. 1. In this research, wearable products are important carriers for 
intelligent mental health system. Mental health supervision and management should be 
based on sufficient data collection and analysis. Data is ccollected based on the 
interactions between the user and the wearable products.  
Begining with the industrial design aspect, the intelligent shoes for mental health voice 
data collection and interaction with the user will be explained. The chips and sensors 
locate on the inside of the existing wearable intelligent shoes are used for identifying 
body indexes from user’s feet. For voice data, microphones are considered to be the best 
choice for collecting data. In the market, MEMS microphone is popular for broad 
application. MEMES refers to Micro-Electro-Mechanical System, and MEMS is 
developed based on microelectronic technology (semiconductor manufacturing 
technology), which integrates lithography, etching, thin-film, Liga, silicon 
micromachining, non-silicon micromachining and precision machining technologies. 
Micro electromechanical system (MEMS) is a type of micro device or system which 
integrates micro sensors, micro actuators, micro mechanical structure, micro power and 
micro-energy, signal processing and control circuit, high-performance electronic 
integrated device, interface and communication. MEMS is a revolutionary new 
technology, which is widely used in the high-tech industry. It is also a key technology 
related to the development of science and technology, economic prosperity and national 
defense security. MEMS focuses on ultra-precision machining, involving 
microelectronics, materials, mechanics, chemistry, mechanics and many other 
disciplines. It covers the branches of physics, chemistry and mechanics such as force, 
electricity, light, magnetism, sound and surface in micro-scale. 
MEMS microphone refers to the microphone made by MEMS technology, also known 
as microphone chip or silicon microphone. The pressure-sensing film of MEMS 
microphone is directly etched on a silicon chip by MEMS technology. The integrated 
circuit chip is usually integrated into some related circuits, such as a preamplifier. In 




microphone. MEMS microphones are often built-in analogue digital converters, which 
directly output digital signals and become digital microphones to facilitate the 
connection with today's digital circuits. 
MEMS microphone is mainly used in some small mobile products such as mobile 
phones and PDAs. In the past, almost all of the miniature microphones were electric 
condenser microphones. 
Embedded microphones are placed in the shoes, which are both at the top of the shoes. 
Data collection can be achieved in this way as the permitted voice collection distance is 
over 50 meters.  
The process of identifying and fixing the problem data is also called data cleaning. 
The decision tree algorithm is an advanced classification algorithm based on tree 
theories. Decision Tree is a tree integration model, which sums the results of K (number 
of trees) trees as the final prediction value.  
The decision tree is used for classifying data in the highest layer of this graph database.  
Decision tree classification can be used to analyse the predicted outcomes to which the 
data belongs. Based on the definition and each connection between differentiated 
knowledge, the entropy of each knowledge unit can be calculated by: 
𝐻(𝑇) =  𝐼𝐸(𝑝1, 𝑝2, … , 𝑝𝑖)                       
The sum of 𝑝1, 𝑝2, … , 𝑝𝑖 is 100%, which is used to represent the percentage of each 
category in the entire database. Different characteristics of the target knowledge 
database can be used for defining classification labels through calculating the entropy of 
them. Characteristics with the highest entropy are used for the first classification for 
target knowledge database. Then, iterating the same process for the child nodes. 
 
5.2 Graph Theory-Based Knowledge Connection 
The input data at this step is the voice data that were collected from the microphones in 
the wearable products. The connection between voice data, emotions and other mental 
health related data can be detected based on medical research. Except the above data, 
the body index data, facial expression data, and behaviour data have connections with 
voice expression data as well. 
The body indexes data, voice data, images for facial expression data, video for 
behaviour data should be connected for further emotion analysis. In fact, these four 




knowledge graph were explained in Chapter 4. As well as the relationships between 
body index data, voice data, video data were presented in Figure 4. 2. The two of the 
data types have relationships with each other. Knowledge graph in this research is used 
for building connections of mental health data. Entities, relationships, and attributes are 
extracted by using different methods. As texts, behaviour, facial expression, body index 
data have different data structures, therefore, the extraction methods should be 
distinguished.  
The general emotions value formula has been stated in the previous chapter. 
The voice data is the basic data for mental health analysis. Wearable products and 
related microphones can detect the voice data and other types of data that are related to 
it. Real-time changes of the body index data can be catched directly by sensors and 
chips. But the facial related data, voice data, and behaviour related data requires further 
analysis to match the relevant emotions.  
For body index data Y, it can be represented by the formula: 
𝐻 =  
𝐸 − (𝐴𝑔𝐺 + 𝐴𝑦𝑌 + 𝐴𝑣𝑉)
𝐴ℎ
 
As the body index data have relationships with the other three types of data directly, so 
the formula can be generated as: 
𝐻 =  
𝐴𝑔𝐺 +  𝐴𝑦𝑌 +  𝐴𝑣𝑉
𝜕𝐴ℎ
 
𝜕 is the parameter that represents the weight between body index data and other types 
of data. 







setting 𝛽 =  𝐴𝑔𝐺 +  𝐴𝑦𝑌 +  𝐴𝑣𝑉,  






  (when 𝐴ℎ ≠ 0) 
Then, 𝜕𝐸 −  𝜕𝛽 =  𝛽 




Lastly, E can be represented as: 




(𝐴𝑔𝐺 +  𝐴𝑣𝑉 +  𝐴ℎ𝐻) ∗ (1 − 𝛼)
𝛼
  
In this formula, it is can be concluded as emotions have close relationships with facial 




can be confirmed in the following analysis based on consensus mechanisms with 
medical theory. In this step, the quantitative relationships between emotion value and 
text data is transferred from voice data. They are confirmed as a multi-variable 
influential state. 
Meanwhile, voice data has connections with body index data, facial expression, 
behaviour as well. The knowledge graph can be established based on the quantitative 
relationships between each of these entities. 
5.3 Voice Data Analysis and Emotion Recognition 
 
Figure 5. 2 Workflow of Voice Data Emotion Analysis  
In Figure 5. 2 presents the entire workflow of voice data emotion analysis. Voice data is 
collected by using the microphone in wearable products, including wearable intelligent 
clothes, wearable intelligent shoes, and some other equipment.  
 




As voice can rarely be processed directly, the data will be required to be transferred into 
texts. Mechanism of transferring is listed in Figure 5. 3. The whole process of speech 
recognition system construction includes two parts: training and recognition. Training is 
usually done off-line, and the pre-collected massive speech and language databases are 
processed and mined to acquire the "acoustic model" and "language model" required by 
the speech recognition system. At the meantime, the recognition process is usually done 
on-line, which automatically recognises the real-time speech of users. The recognition 
process can be divided into two modules: front-end module and back-end module. The 
main function of the front-end module is detecting the endpoints (removing the 
redundant mute and non-voice), reducing noise and extracting features, etc.. The 
function of the "back-end" module is to use the trained "acoustic model" and "language 
model" to carry out statistical pattern recognition (also known as "decoding") on the 
user's speech feature vector to get the text information contained in it. In addition, there 
is an "adaptive" feedback module in the back-end module, which can self-study the 
user's voice, to "acoustic model" and "voice" The model "carries out necessary" 
correction "to further improve the accuracy of recognition.  
Pre-treatment: 
⚫ Mute removal at the head and tail to reduce interference.  
⚫ The sound is divided into frames, that is to say, the sound is divided into small 
segments. Each segment is called a frame, which is realised by using the moving 
window function. It is not just a simple cut, and it also has overlaps between the 
frames. 
Feature extraction: It has two main algorithms which are LPCC and MFCC. The purpose 
of it is to transform each frame of waveform into a multi-dimensional vector containing 
the sound information. 
Acoustic model (AM): It is acquired by training voice data. Eigenvector is its input, and 
the output is phoneme information. 
Dictionary: It’s the correspondence between words and phonemes. For example, English 
is the correspondence between phonetic symbols and words. 
Language model (LM): Through the training of text information, the probability of a 
single word or word related to each other is obtained. 




Output texts include the information that the user wants to express in the time interval. 
There are three steps in the workflow that will be used to analysis the emotion in the 
tests, which are cutting the texts into words, analysing words emotions values, and 
accumulate emotions of words to the texts.  
Table 5. 1 Emotion Words Classification and Relevance 
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4  













































































Initially, texts are cut into sentences based on periods and other punctuation that mean 
the end of the sentence. Then each sentence will be cut into words for further processing. 
English words can be simply cut into three steps, which are getting word groups based 
on space, symbol, paragraph separation, filtering out stop word and extracting the stem 
of the sentence. Most of the emotion related words are adjectives. Based on words listed 
in Table 5. 1, all the words are adjectives and they are related to emotion expressions or 




first level contains six basic emotions. The second level includes some other related 
emotions with a heavier tension. The third level is heavier than the words in the second 
level. The fourth level includes the extreme words compared with basic emotion words. 
The extreme emotion values of each level are 1, 2, 3 and 4 points. Further, the words in 
the emotion words diagram have related emotions words as well. The related words and 
searching data can be presented based on google searching index. If the word is 
connected with level 1 more than others, the points will be the same as the word in level 
1. The others obey the same rule. Therefore, the emotion value of each sentence can be 
calculated in this way based on knowledge graph for emotion words connection supports. 
Furthermore, the different sentences are accumulated to be texts with emotions values 
separately. Texts’ emotion, which is the emotion that is expressed by the voice from the 
user, is identified.  
The possible emotion that is output in this step will be processed further in the consensus 
algorithm to confirm the actual emotion of the user in the time interval. 
5.4 Summary 
In this chapter, entire workflow of voice data collection, clearance, classification and 
analysis methods were explained, as wll as the specific techniques and algorithms. 
Voice data is different from the body index data in type. The collected voice data should 
be transferred into text data for further processing. Therefore, based on transferring 
methods, voice data is transferred into text data. The specific workflow for analysing 
text data and mining emotions in the text data is completed. The eventual output of this 
chapter is the possible emotion that is expressed by voice. The specific techniques and 
algorithms that are applied for pre-processing voice data and analysing voice data. 
Natural language process combined with words emotion expression form the final 
possible emotion of voice data. Creative computing is applied in the model developing 
with inter disciplines. Theories and methods are combined to be considered to confirm 









• To depict mechanisms for separating facial expression data and behaviour data 
from video data. 
• To employ video related data collection techniques and pre-processing 
techniques. 
• To discover graphical relationships among facial data, behaviour data and other 
mental health related data. 
• To state facial data pre-processing technique. 
• To depict facial data analysis algorithm for emotion recognition. 
• To state behaviour data pre-processing technique. 
• To depict behaviour data analysis algorithm for emotion recognition. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
6.1 Facial Expression-Based Mental Health Analysis Technique 
6.1.1 Facial Expression Data Pre-Processing 
 




As being illustrated in Chapter 4, the wearable products development and advanced 
techniques that can be applied in the interactions between wearable products and users, 
video data collection process can be completed. The interaction between wearable 
products, including intelligent shoes and clothes, is based on existing mature techniques 
with creativity and imagination to some extent.  
Interaction relationships between user’s video data collection and wearable products can 
be depicted in Figure 6. 1. In this research, wearable products can be used as carriers for 
AI based algorithms for facial expression data collection. Mental health supervision and 
management should be based on sufficient data collection and analysis. Data collection 
is based on interactions between the user and wearable products.  
Starting with the industrial design aspect, intelligent shoes for mental health voice data 
collection and interaction with the user will be explained. The existing wearable 
intelligent shoes contains cameras on the top inside the shoes, which are used for 
identifying video data from the users. For video data, minicameras are considered to be 
the best choice for data collection.  
The process of identifying and fixing the problem data is also called data cleaning. 
Examples of statistical methods used in data cleaning include: 
⚫ Abnormal point detection: It is a method of identifying outliers in data distribution. 
⚫ Data filling is a method of repairing or filling in damaged or missing data in 
observations. 
 
The decision tree is used for classifying data in the highest layer of this graph database.  
Decision tree classification can be used to analyse predicted outcomes to which the data 
belongs. Based on the definition and the connections between differentiated knowledge, 
the entropy of each knowledge unit can be calculated by: 
𝐻(𝑇) =  𝐼𝐸(𝑝1, 𝑝2, … , 𝑝𝑖)                       
The sum of 𝑝1, 𝑝2, … , 𝑝𝑖 is 100%, which is used to represent the percentage of each 
category in the entire database. Different characteristics of the target knowledge 
database can be used for defining classification labels through calculating the entropy of 
them. Characteristics with the highest entropy are used for the first classification for the 
target knowledge database. Then, iterating the same process for its child nodes. 
6.1.2 Graph Theory-Based Knowledge Connection 




the wearable products. The connections between facial data, emotions and other mental 
health related data can be detected based on medical research. In addition, body index 
data, facial expression data, and behaviour data also have connections with voice 
expression data. 
Body indexes data, voice data, image for facial expression data, video for behaviour data 
should be connected for further emotion analysis. Actually, four types of data have 
relationships with each other. The elements and the structure of general knowledge graph 
elements have been shown in Chapter 4. As well as the relationships between body index 
data, voice data, video data are presented in Figure 4.2. 
Two of the data types has relationships with each other. Knowledge graph in this research 
is used for building connections between mental health data. Entities, relationships and 
attributes are extracted by using different methods. As texts, behaviour, facial expression, 
body indexes data are in different data structure, therefore, the extraction methods must 
be distinguished.  
General emotions value formula can be represented as: 
𝐸 =  𝐴𝑔𝐺 +  𝐴𝑦𝑌 +  𝐴𝑣𝑉 +  𝐴ℎ𝐻  
E represents emotion value based on collected data.  
Y represents body index data emotion value. 
G represents facial expression emotion value.  
H represents texts' emotional value, which are emotions that are presented by language.  
V represents behaviour emotion value.  
𝐴𝑔, 𝐴𝑦 , 𝐴𝑣, 𝐴ℎ represents related parameters for four types of emotion data.  
The body index data is the basic data for mental health analysis. Wearable products and 
related sensors and chips can detect the body index data and other types of data are 
related to the basis. Real-time changes of the body index data can be detected directly 
by sensors and chips. But the facial-related data, voice data, and behaviour related data 
are required further analysis to match relevant emotions.  
For facial expression data G, it can be represented by formula: 
𝐺 =  
𝐸 − (𝐴ℎ𝐻 + 𝐴𝑦𝑌 + 𝐴𝑣𝑉)
𝐴𝑔
 
As the body index data have relationships with other three types of data directly, so the 
formula can be generated as: 
𝐺 =  






𝜕 is the parameter represents the weight between facial expression data and other types 
of data. 







setting 𝛽 =  𝐴ℎ𝐻 +  𝐴𝑦𝑌 +  𝐴𝑣𝑉,  






  (when 𝐴ℎ ≠ 0) 
Then, 𝜕𝐸 −  𝜕𝛽 =  𝛽 




Lastly, E can be represented as: 




(𝐴ℎ𝐻 +  𝐴𝑦𝑌 +  𝐴𝑣𝑉) ∗ (1 − 𝛼)
𝛼
  
From the above formula, it is can be concluded as emotions have close relationships 
with facial expression, behaviours and language expression. The weight of four kinds of 
data can be confirmed in the following analysis based on consensus mechanisms with 
medical theory. In this step, the quantitative relationships between emotion value and 
facial expression data are confirmed as a multi-variable influential state. 
Meanwhile, facial expression data has connections with body index data, voice data, 
behaviour as well. knowledge graph can be established based on the quantitative 
relationships between each of these entities. 
 
6.1.3 Facial Expression Data Analysis and Emotion Recognition 
 




In this step, facial expression is identified for emotion reasoning. Traditionally, facial 
expression analysis for detecting emotion uses a conventional neural network for 
identifying and analysing. In this research, a new method is proposed. The entire 
workflow is presented in Figure 6.2. Video data have been transferred into images. As 
data is collected by using wearable products, the video data can collect most of the 
user’s faces and bodies. Cameras are positioned at the top of shoes and sides of clothes. 
Facial images can easily be cut out for further processing.  
Traditionally, in facial expression recognition, face detection technology is needed. 
When the face recognition is completed, the expression image is pre-processed (colour 
image greying, image geometric normalisation and light pre-processing), and then the 
expression features are extracted and analysed to realise expression recognition. In 
recent years, there are some researches on facial expression recognition at home and 
abroad, and many algorithms emerge, but the recognition accuracy of facial expression 
still needs to be improved. 
This design report uses face detection technology, and carries on the marking, the image 
grayscale, the image geometry normalisation and so on. Through extracts the mouth, 
the size changes of the eyes to judge, the recognition accuracy is low, therefore, the 
subsequent improvement and the consummation is needed. 
Firstly, the face, mouth and eyes are detected, recognised and marked, and then image 
is greyed and normalised. By using TensorFlow and OpenCV for processing image of 
user/s face, the related output of normalised images is in Figure 6.3, 
 
 




The facial expression with outlines can be presented. To identify the facial expression, 
the entire faces are divided into different modules, include the eyes module and the 
month module. Original images can be processed with the CNN algorithm to analysing 
emotions in two modules. In the process of image processing, matrix convolution to 
calculate image features is usually being used. There are two types of matrix 
convolution: they are full convolution and valid convolution. Full convolution is used 
for image classification based on six basic emotions and six extreme emotions. The 
categories cover the emotion-changing range of an individual.  
Image segmentation can be achieved based on graph theory. This kind of method is 
based on graph theory to map the image to an undirected graph with weight. The pixel 
is used as the node, regards the image segmentation problem as the vertex partition 
problem of the graph, and uses the minimum cut criterion to get the best segmentation 
of the image. In this method, the problem of image segmentation is associated with the 
problem of Min cut. The usual method is to map the image to be segmented to  
𝑔 = (𝑉, 𝑒) 
V represents the set of nodes, can be represented as𝑉 = { 𝑣1, … , 𝑣𝑛}. 
E represents the set of edges. 
Each node belongs to set V in the graph and relating to each pixel of the image. Each 
edge belongs to E connecting to a pair of adjacent pixels. The weight of the edge 
𝑤(𝑣𝑖, 𝑣𝑗) represents the weights of edges. The principle of segmentation is to keep the 
similarity between the divided subgraphs to the maximum and the similarity between 
the subgraphs to the minimum. The eyes module and mouth module can be segmented 
in this way for further processing. 
The most important step in facial recognition for emotion identifying is to discover the 
features of each face image. As it can be seen for the face outline images, the different 
features can be recognised directly to different facial expressions. The machine should 
be trained to detect features in different modules and different angles. In Figure 6.4, 
side faces should be recognised as well. The camera in the wearable products can obtain 
face data from different angles. Side face facial expression analysis is essential for 
emotion analysis. According to all the profile images from the video data, outlines of 
user’s face can be obtained in this way. The entire face is abstracted in lines. Meanwhile, 




Lines will be analysed by using CNN to matching different emotions. Full convolution 
for profile image recognition definition formula is, 







Figure 6. 4 Profile of Side Face 
Setting the image to be an m*m pixels image, the formula for grey profile image of 
facial expression recognition is: 





∗ 𝑋(𝑖, 𝑗) 
To calculate the activation value, the data should exist in a three-dimensional form. At 
the input layer, if it is a grey image, then there is only one feature. If it is a coloured 
image, it should have three features. The features of the previous layer will be 
convoluted with the corresponding convolution kernel to output new features. For eyes 
module and month module recognition, l layer is set, the formula should be: 








∗ 𝑋(𝑖, 𝑗) + 𝑏(𝑙) 
The input feature image is 𝑥𝑙−1(𝑚 ∗ 𝑚). b represents bias value. 
After recognition of entire face image and modules are segmented into the eyes module 
and mouth module, the sub-sample layer can work on sub-features extraction.  
Consensus analysis methods are used at this step for combining two possible emotions 
from the entire face image emotion expression and profile image emotion expression. 




consensus mechanism theory will be illustrated in the next section. The output of this 
step is the possible emotion based on facial expression analysis. 
 
6.2 Behaviour Expression-Based Mental Health Analysis Technique 
6.2.1 Behaviour Data Pre-Processing 
 
Figure 6. 5 Mental Health Related Behaviour Data Pre-processing Workflow 
 
Comparing to the wearable products development and advanced techniques that can be 
applied in the interactions between wearable products and users in Chapter 4, the voice 
data collection process is easier to be stated. The interaction between wearable products, 
including intelligent shoes and clothes is based on existing mature techniques with 
creativity and imagination to some extent.  
Interaction relationships between user’s video data collection and wearable products can 
be depicted in Figure 6.5. In this research, wearable products are used in intelligent shoes. 
Mental health supervision and management should be based on sufficient data collection 
and analysis. Data collection is based on interactions between the user and wearable 
products.  
From the industrial design aspect, intelligent shoes for mental health video data 
collection and interaction with the user will explained. Existing wearable intelligent 




identifying body indexes from user’s feet. For behaviour data, cameras are considered 
to be the best choice for data collection.  
The process of identifying and fixing the problem data is also called data cleaning. 
Examples of statistical methods used in data cleaning include: 
⚫ Abnormal point detection is a method for identifying outliers in data distribution. 
⚫ Data filling is the method for repairing or filling in damaged or missing data in 
observations. 
The decision tree is used for classifying data in the highest layer of this graph database.  
Decision tree classification can be used to analyse the predicted outcomes to which the 
data belongs. Based on the definition and each connection between differentiated 
knowledge, the entropy of each knowledge unit can be calculated by: 
𝐻(𝑇) =  𝐼𝐸(𝑝1, 𝑝2, … , 𝑝𝑖)                       
The sum of 𝑝1, 𝑝2, … , 𝑝𝑖 is 100%, which is used to represent the percentage of each 
category in the entire database. Different characteristics of the target knowledge 
database can be used for defining classification labels through calculating the entropy of 
them. Characteristics with the highest entropy are used for the first classification for the 
target knowledge database. Then, iterating the same process at the child nodes. 
 
6.2.2 Graph Theory-Based Knowledge Connection 
The input data of this step is the behaviour data that are collected by cameras in the 
wearable products. The connections between behaviour data, emotions and other 
mental health related data can be detected based on medical research. Body index data, 
facial expression data, and behaviour data also have connections with voice expression 
data. 
Body indexes data, voice data, image for facial expression data, video for behaviour 
data should be connected for further emotion analysis. Actually, four types of data have 
relationships with each other. General knowledge graph elements and structure has been 
illustrated in Chapter 4. The relationships between body index data, voice data, video 
data are presented in Figure 4.2. 
Two of the data types has relationships with each other. Knowledge graph in this 
research is used for building connections between mental health data. Entities, 




behaviour, facial expression, body indexes data are in the different data structure, 
therefore, the extraction methods should be distinguished.  
General emotions value formula can be represented as: 
𝐸 =  𝐴𝑔𝐺 +  𝐴𝑦𝑌 +  𝐴𝑣𝑉 +  𝐴ℎ𝐻  
E represents emotion value based on collected data.  
Y represents body index data emotion value. 
G represents facial expression emotion value.  
H represents texts' emotional value, which are emotions that are expressed by language.  
V represents behaviour emotion value.  
𝐴𝑔, 𝐴𝑦 , 𝐴𝑣, 𝐴ℎ represents related parameters for four types of emotion data.  
The body index data is the basic data for mental health analysis. Wearable products and 
related sensors and chips can detect the body index data and other types of data are 
related to the basis. Real-time changes of the body index data can be detected directly 
by sensors and chips. But the facial-related data, voice data, and behaviour related data 
require further analysis to match relevant emotions.  
For behaviour data V, it can be represented by formula: 
𝑉 =  
𝐸 − (𝐴𝑔𝐺 + 𝐴𝑦𝑌 + 𝐴ℎ 𝐻)
𝐴𝑣𝑉
 
As the body index data have relationships with the other three types of data directly, so 
the formula can be generated as: 
𝑉 =  




𝜕 is the parameter that represents the weight between body index data and other types 
of data. 







setting 𝛽 =  𝐴𝑔𝐺 +  𝐴𝑦𝑌 + 𝐴ℎ  𝐻,  






  (when 𝐴ℎ ≠ 0) 
Then, 𝜕𝐸 −  𝜕𝛽 =  𝛽 












(𝐴𝑔𝐺 +  𝐴𝑦𝑌 + 𝐴ℎ 𝐻) ∗ (1 − 𝛼)
𝛼
  
In the formula, it can be concluded as emotions have close relationships with facial 
expression, behaviours, and language expression. The weight of four kinds of data can 
be confirmed in the following analysis based on consensus mechanisms of medical 
theory. In this step, the quantitative relationships between emotion value and text data, 
which is transferred from voice data, are confirmed as a multi-variable influential state. 
Meanwhile, behaviour data has connections with body index data, facial expression, 
voice data as well. A knowledge graph can be established based on the quantitative 
relationships between each of these entities. 
 
6.2.3 Behaviour Data Analysis and Emotion Recognition 
 
 
Figure 6. 6 Workflow of Behaviour Data Emotion Analysis 
In this step, the workflow of behaviour data analysis and emotion output is explained. 
The graph theory and recurrent neural network (RNN) are used to build the basic 




the dynamic process in the time domain to achieve end-to-end behaviour recognition 
and detection, which is the kernel technique in this workflow.  
Initially, the video data are segmented into movement actions based on the time interval 
of emotion detecting of the system. As it is known, the process of action has to go 
through multiple states (corresponding to many time frames), and the human body also 
presents different postures at each time. Thus, each frame is different in entire behaviour 
or action. Taking "boxing" as an example, the whole process has gone through the initial 
approach stage, the climax stage, and the end-stage. In contrast, the climax stage of fist 
and foot swing contains more information, which is the most helpful to distinguish the 
movements.  
The movement will be divided further into three categories, corresponds to the three 
parts of human body, that are hands, arms and legs. The three modules are three 
essential parts for emotion expression in behaviour. For example, it is proposed that 
there are 27 small bones in the human hand, which are connected by a network like a 
ligament structure and rely on muscle stretching to complete various joint activities. 
For many subconsciouses, without noticing it, it's transmitted to the fingers, making the 
fingers move. Based on psychology theories, the body linguists point out that every 
finger in people has its language. The hand does not only have emotions, but also a lot 
of emotions. The hand does not only allow people to grasp things flexibly but also 
delicately depicts people's emotions. Such as, when a person is in a state of doubt or 
low degree, he will gently rub one hand against the other. But when ten fingers cross 
the friction and placed on the table or one side of the body, it looks like self-confidence. 
In fact, on the contrary, this action shows distress and depression. 
Three modules are divided in a similar method with facial data segmentation. The 
formula is, 






Two RNN networks (temporal RNN of time channel and spatial RNN of space channel) 
are used to process the key point data of profile of behaviour in video data. Finally, the 
weighted average method is adopted in the fractional layer. These two networks can be 
regarded as a whole of end-to-end training.  
The key point coordinates of each time are spliced into a vector, and the RNN network 




structures: multilayer RNN and hierarchical RNN. Multilayer RNN simply stacks a 
single RNN, and the output of the upper RNN is the input of the next RNN. It is can be 
found that the best result is when stacking 2-3 layers. Hierarchical RNN is inspired by 
previous work, that is, the key points of the human body are divided into five parts 
(trunk, for each part of the coordinate point, the coordinates at the same time are spliced 
into a vector, and RNN is used to learn the movement of this part. Then, the input of 
RNN of different parts at the same time is spliced together. Moreover, the RNN network 
is used to learn the movement law of the whole human body. The schematic diagram of 
hierarchical RNN is shown in the figure below. 
For spatial channels, spatial RNN aims to learn the connection between different 
coordinate points. To facilitate RNN processing, it is required to transform the structure 
of the key point graph into a sequence. For example, for Kinect V1 data, there are 20 
key points in total, and the structure is shown in (a) below. Two methods are used to 
transform the structure of the key point graph into a sequence. The first method (chain 
sequence) is shown in figure (b) below. According to the physical connection, it was 
found that the key points of the human body can be divided into three sequences: hands, 
trunk, and feet. So these three sequences are concatenated into a sequence. The second 
method (traversal sequence) is shown in Figure (c) below. Starting from the centre of 
the human body, the method of traversal is used to access all the key points once. Output 
a sequence according to the order of node access.  
 
Figure 6. 7 Profile of Human Body 
Hands, arms and legs are positioned with points to recognition the actions. The 
threshold of each module is related to extreme emotional expression in actions. For 
skeleton based behaviour recognition, three-dimensional coordinates of key points of 




prevent overfitting in the process of network training, the data enhancement technology 




This chapter considers the video data is processed for emotion evaluation. Video data 
is separated into facial expression data and behaviour data. Facial expression data is 
processed by using CNN based algorithm to analyse emotions that are expressed by the 
user. The outline of the user’s facial expression is abstracted for more accurate emotion 
analysis. Behaviour data are processed by using RNN based reinforcement learning 
algorithm. The outline of the entire user’s body is used for more accurate emotion 
analysis. Possible emotions are output at the end of this chapter. The entire chapter 
explains the specific processing procedure with algorithm working mechanisms. 
Creative computing is applied in this section for model development that is used for 
analysing facial expression data analysis and behaviour expression data analysis. The 
elements from facial expression analysis and behaviour expression analysis are 
considered in the model developing process. Further, the elements from mental health 







Consensus Mechanisms and Mental Health 




• To depict the consensus algorithm for integrating possible emotions 
• To state mental health supervision mechanism 
• To explain the mental health expert system and methods for generating advice 




Figure 7. 1 Mental Health Supervision and Problems Advice Generator Workflow 
 
In this chapter, the workflow of the mental health supervision and problems advice 
generator is explained. Entire workflow includes two steps, they are emotion evaluation 
and advice generation. Based on analysis of four kinds of mental health related data, 
body indexes data, voice data, facial data, and behaviour data, the possible emotion is 




The entire process can be set on the wearable products and using the cloud resources. 
The data workflow can be described as data collecting, data storage and classification, 
data extraction, emotion analysis, and suggestions generation. The data can be collected 
from the user based on wearable products. Cloud resources are set by using the internet 
connecting with the system. Emotion analysis algorithms are used for analysing 
collected data to supervise the emotions of people in order to manage the mental health. 
The emotions that can be detected by the system represent the mental health states of the 
user. 
 





7.1 Consensus Mechanism and Integrated Mental Health Diagnosis 
Psychologist Mehrabrian stated that emotional expression can be depicted by the 
formula [11]: 
𝐸𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 7% ∗ 𝐿𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑢𝑎𝑔𝑒 + 38% ∗ 𝑉𝑜𝑖𝑐𝑒 + 55% ∗ 𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛  (1) 
PDA model is a traditional emotion evaluating model. The model considers that the 
emotion of human has three dimensions: pleasure, activation, and dominance. In this 
model, P represents pleasure, which indicates the positive and negative characteristics 
of an individual emotional statement. A represents Arousal-nonarousal, which indicates 
the level of individual neurophysiological activation. D represents dominance, which 
indicates the control state of an individual to situations and others.  
At the same time, the values of these three dimensions can also represent specific 
emotions. For example, the coordinates of anger are (- 0.56,0.70,0.34) (the range of 
values on each dimension is - 1 to + 1. + 1 means the value of this dimension is high, 
and - 1 means the value on this dimension is low). 
Based on the above stated method, the emotion evaluation methods of this research can 
be defined in this section. Initially, there are four aspects to confirm the emotion of an 
individual, which are body index, the voice of the individual, facial expression of the 
individual, and behaviours of the individual. Considering the application of the 
framework and applicable system for mental health supervision, data that can be 
collected by wearable products and related sensors can be used for completing four kinds 
of analysis.  
Body index can be analysed by using a statistical model and healthy subject methods to 
confirm body index value, which is the basis for analysing emotion from body index 
data. Emotion has a close relationship with the mental health of individuals.  
Voice data is used for analysing emotions that are expressed by people with language, 
which occupies 7% at least emotion expression based on traditional expression theory. 
The NLP technique is the kernel algorithm in the voice data analysis.  
Facial data can represent about 55% of expressions of an individual. CNN algorithm is 
the kernel analysis algorithm for emotion analysis. 
Behaviour dada is the fourth dimension for emotion analysis and presented in this 
research. Some actions can express emotions better compared with language and facial 
expression. 




and integrated algorithms for analysing four possible emotions are completed at the end 
of this chapter. The techniques used at this step are the blockchain method and the 
logistic regression model. The final output is one emotion based on four possible 
emotions from four analysis methods.  
The specific workflow of each algorithm and mechanisms of each step are illustrated 
below in three sub-sections, which are mental health analysis sub-algorithms, consensus 
mechanism and integrated mental health diagnosis, and a summary of this chapter.  
Based on Figure 7.2, the entire workflow of the mental health analysis and recognition 
technique has two steps, which are the mental health analysis sub algorithms process 
step and consensus mechanism and the integrated algorithm step. At the first step, mental 
health analysis sub-algorithms are applied for processing data that are collected from the 
user by using wearable products (the sensors), and data from the knowledge graph 
database (the history data). Four types of data are processed in four distinguished 
algorithms. Eventually, four possible emotions are the output of this step. In the second 
step, a consensus mechanism and the integrated algorithm are established to evaluate 
four output emotions and combine them to be the result for the user. The possible 
emotion based on mental health analysis and recognition technique is generated based 
on body index, facial expression, voice expression, and behaviour expression. The 
detected emotion will be further processed in the next phase for being validated and 
mental health-related suggestion report will be generated. 
Specific processes and related algorithms and techniques that are applied will be 
illustrated below. 
In this sub-section, four sub-algorithms are explained and demonstrated with detailed 
workflow, formulas, and some data. Four algorithms include a statistical algorithm for 
body index analysis, voice data analysis, facial data analysis, and behaviour data analysis. 
Being connected with the knowledge graph database and applying the knowledge graph 
methods in the analysis process, weighted directed and undirected connections are 
applied in the entire analysis process. A statistical algorithm for body index analysis is 
used for focusing on matching between body index changes and emotional expression. 
Some basic body indexes present the variations when the emotion of individual changes 











Table 7. 1 Expression Influential Index and Emotion Relevant Index for Four Kinds of 
Data Types 




Body Index - - 
Voice Data 7% 25.8% 
Facial Expression Data 38% 14.3% 
Behaviour Data 55% 20.5% 
 
Based on Mehrabrian’ theory, people usually express themselves in three ways, language, 
voice, and facial expression. Body index is the standard evaluation type of data for 
stating body healthy description and emotion-related description. Therefore, body index 
is not one of the influential percentages for expression when communication happens 
between two individuals. The other three types of data are related to expression with 
percentages of 7%, 38%, and 55% based on proposed research and experiments by 
Mehrabrian. 
The relationships between emotion value and value of voice data, facial data, behaviour 
data can be simply defined as, 
𝐸𝐵𝑖𝑉 =  𝑓𝐵𝑖𝑉(𝐵𝑖𝑉)𝑡 
𝐸𝑔 =   𝑓𝐺(𝐺)𝑡 
𝐸ℎ =  𝑓𝐻(𝐻)𝑡 
𝐸𝑣 =  𝑓𝑉(𝑉)𝑡 
Entire emotion value can be represented as: 
𝐸 = [  𝑓𝐵𝑖𝑉(𝐵𝑖𝑉) +  𝑓𝐺(𝐺) +   𝑓𝐻(𝐻) +   𝑓𝑉(𝑉)]𝑡             (2) 
t represents the time interval that different kinds of data are collected. 
𝐸𝐵𝑖𝑉 represents the body index emotion value. 
𝐸𝑣 represents the voice data emotion value. 
𝐸𝑔 represents the facial data emotion value.  
𝐸ℎ represents the behaviour data emotion value. 
Each formula with mapping rules  𝑓𝑖(𝑖) is different, which are stated in the following 
sub-sections. Emotion value is an important indicator of mental health analysing and 
supervising. 




calculation. Emotion relevance percentage can be calculated after four functions being 
confirmed. The time sequence of each dataset has influences on emotion analysis and 
real-time emotion expressions. The general physical time interval is four minutes, which 
means that emergent physical diseases could threaten an individual’s health and life after 
four minutes pass. The time interval is defined based on proposed research of the medical 
subject and practical experience, the most golden rescue time for an individual when he 
or she is required emergency medical rescue.  
Table 7. 2 Time Interval Calculation Principle 
Data Type Sub-Data Aspects Threshold  Time Interval 
(Seconds) 
BiV - - 240 
G(Facial 
Expression) 
Eyes Module 70% 30 
Month Module 70% 30 
H (Behaviours Data) Hands Module 50% 30 
Arms Module 50% 30 
Legs Module 30% 30 
V (Voice Data) Content 40% 30 
Voice Volume 50% 30 
Intonation 50% 30 
 
To confirm a scientific time interval calculation mechanism, the time interval calculation 
principle is formulated based on emotion expression relevance data [39]. The golden 
rescue time of physical diseases 4 minutes, which is 240 seconds is the basis of mental 
health supervision time interval calculation. Four kinds of data and eight kinds of sub-
data types are considered to be calculation elements. Each element has 30 seconds for 
minus use. If one of the sub-data types reaches the threshold for expressing emotion 
extremely, the 30 seconds will be deducted from the entire 240 seconds. Then the time 
interval of the entire system will be changed to 210 seconds. For example, if the voice 
volume reaches the threshold (will be illustrated specifically in the following subsections) 
at 50%, the 30 seconds will be deducted from the time interval. On quantitative 
consideration, the evidence for formulating threshold and percentage for deducting time 
interval is based on the emotion influential value of each data type, which is stated in 




already on the way to reaching extreme emotion most of the time when the voice volume 
is 50% higher than his or her normal voice volume. The influences on emotion value are 
larger.  
Extreme emotions usually lead to extreme behaviours. Therefore, the time interval for 
mental health supervision is less than the general physical health supervision’s time 
interval.  
Based on the time interval and threshold definition, the emotion-relevant percentage can 
be calculated with the harmonic mean formula. For each data type, the value of variables 
and times of 𝛽 is different. 
𝐸𝑟𝑝 =  
(1 + 𝛽𝑖) ∗ ∏ 𝑝
𝑗
1
(𝛽𝑖 ∗ ∏ 𝑝
𝑗
1 ) + 𝑞
 
Erp represents the emotion relevance percentage. 
𝛽 represents influential relevance. 
i represents the number of elements in each data type. 
p represents elements threshold in each data type. 
q represents the average percentage of the entire elements’ threshold of each data type. 
It is required to explain the definition of 𝛽. Based on bootstrapping, the probability of 











 ≈ 0.368 
For influential relevance 𝛽, it can be calculated with this method. Influential relevance 
can be understood to be a probability of affecting the emotion of an individual. Therefore,  







=  1 −
1
𝑒
 ≈ 0.632 
In this way, all the elements’ emotion relevance percentage can be calculated below: 
For facial data, the formula is, 
𝐸𝑟𝑝𝐺 =  
(1 + 0.6322) ∗ 0.7 ∗ 0.7
(0.6322 ∗ 0.7 ∗ 0.7) + 0.7
= 0.143 
For the behaviour data, the formula is, 
𝐸𝑟𝑝𝐻 =  
(1 + 0.6323) ∗ 0.5 ∗ 0.5 ∗ 0.3
(0.6323 ∗ 0.5 ∗ 0.5 ∗ 0.3) + 0.43
= 0.205 
For the voice data, the formula is, 
𝐸𝑟𝑝𝑉 =  
(1 + 0.6323) ∗ 0.4 ∗ 0.5 ∗ 0.5





The emotion relevance percentages represent the quantitative relationships between 
emotion and relevant module expressions.  
The calculated emotion relevance percentage for each data type and threshold 
percentage of each sub-element is the basis of consensus mechanisms. Specific data and 
principles are the basis for the sub-algorithms data processing below. 
 
The relationships between emotion value and value of voice data, facial data, behaviour 
data can be simply represented as: 
𝐸𝑔 =  𝑓(𝐺)𝑡 
𝐸ℎ =  𝑓(𝐻)𝑡 
𝐸𝑣 =  𝑓(𝑉)𝑡 
Entire emotion value can be represented as: 
𝐸 = [ 𝑓(𝐵𝑖𝑉) +  𝑓(𝐺) +  𝑓(𝐻) +  𝑓(𝑉)]𝑡 
By combining the emotion calculating model and knowledge graph of original data, the 
weights between four types of data can be added in the formula to improve the relativity 
between possible emotion and the user. 
An undirected knowledge graph between four types of data can represent the 
relationships between each two of them, which can be added as the weight of the emotion 
formula.  
 
Figure 7. 4 Weighted Relationships between Entities 
 
𝐸𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒 = [𝑤13(𝑓(𝐵𝑖𝑉) +  𝑓(𝐺)) + 𝑤12(𝑓(𝐵𝑖𝑉) +  𝑓(𝑉)) + 𝑤14(𝑓(𝐵𝑖𝑉) +  𝑓(𝐻))
+ 𝑤23(𝑓(𝑉) +  𝑓(𝐺)) + 𝑤24(𝑓(𝑉) +  𝑓(𝐻))
+  𝑤34(𝑓(𝐻) +  𝑓(𝐺))]𝑡 




𝐸𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒 = [𝑓(𝐵𝑖𝑉)(𝑤13 + 𝑤12 + 𝑤14) +  𝑓(𝐺)(𝑤13 + 𝑤23 + 𝑤34)
+ 𝑓(𝑉)(𝑤12 + 𝑤23 + 𝑤24) + 𝑓(𝐻)(𝑤14 + 𝑤24 + 𝑤34)]𝑡 
Consensus mechanism can be explained based on two words, consensus and mechanism. 
Consensus means the consensus of all participants means that everyone accepts and 
supports these decisions. The mechanism means the establishment process consists of 
clear rules to achieve specific goals. In the financial area, the consensus mechanism 
refers to the process of reaching a unified agreement on the state of the network in a 
decentralised way. It is also known as consensus algorithm. It helps to verify and verify 
that information is added to the ledger to ensure that only real transactions are recorded 
on the blockchain. 
The consensus mechanism agrees that the consensus mechanism attempts to solve one 
of the most complex problems around distributed systems: the authenticity and accuracy 
of data to reach a unified agreement. Unlike centralised systems, users do not have to 
trust anyone in the system. Protocol rules embedded in the network ensure that the state 
of the public ledger is always updated with the consensus of the public. 
Therefore, the consensus mechanism is responsible for updating the data state in the 
distributed network safely. 
Rules that have been hardcoded into the protocol ensure that a unique source of data can 
always be found and agreed upon in a global computer network. These rules protect the 
whole network and realise the network without trust without central data or mediation. 
In emotion identifying with four kinds of data, four algorithms analyse, and output 
possible emotions based on collected data by using wearable products. Four possible 
emotions should be integrated to generate the final output.  
Consensus mechanisms in the blockchain domain mean a kind of decision-making based 
credit identification mechanism. The so-called "consensus mechanism" is to complete 
the verification and confirmation of the transaction in a short time through the voting of 
special nodes. For a transaction, if several nodes with unrelated interests can reach a 
consensus, the whole network can reach a consensus on this. More generally speaking, 
if a Chinese weibo blogger, an American virtual currency player, an African student, and 
a European traveller don't know each other, but they all agree that you are a good person, 
then you can basically conclude that you are not bad. 
To maintain the same data for the whole blockchain network nodes and ensure the 




protocol, which is the consensus algorithm that is used here. All nodes of bitcoin follow 
the unified protocol specification. Protocol specification (consensus algorithm) is 
composed of relevant consensus rules, which can be divided into two major cores: 
workload proof and longest chain mechanism. The ultimate embodiment of all the rules 
(consensus) is the longest chain of bitcoin. The purpose of consensus algorithm is to 
ensure that bitcoin runs continuously on the longest chain, to ensure the consistency and 
reliability of the entire accounting system. 
Users in the blockchain do not need to consider the credit of the other party, neither need 
to trust the other party, nor need a trusted intermediary or central organisation. They only 
need to implement the transaction according to the blockchain protocol. The premise of 
this smooth transaction without a trusted third-party intermediary is the consensus 
mechanism of blockchain. That is, in the market environment of mutual ignorance and 
trust, each node participating in the transaction has no motivation or behaviour of 
cheating in violation of regulations for its interests. So each node will voluntarily abide 
by the pre-set rules to judge the authenticity and reliability of each transaction and 
writing the records passed the inspection to the blockchain. The interests of each node 
are different. Logically, they have no motive to conspire to cheat, especially when some 
nodes in the network have a public reputation. Blockchain technology uses the 
consensus algorithm based on mathematical principles to establish a "trust" network 
between nodes and uses technical means to achieve an innovative credit network. 
 
7.2 Mental Health Supervision Mechanism 
 




In Figure 7.5, eight basic emotions can be represented in a funnel model. Basic emotions 
can be evaluated by using emotion values and emotion index. There is an inseparable 
relationship between people's emotions and people's ideology. Therefore, the study of 
people's emotional changes can judge people's inner world -- Ideological dynamics. If it 
is said that mastering the ideological dynamics is the first step to mobilise people's 
enthusiasm, then the analysis of the emotional index is the first step in this first step. 
People's mood is always related to people's requirements, which are the source of 
people's behaviour. Therefore, to stimulate people's motivation and make them be 
developed in a predetermined direction, it is very important to judge people's 
requirements, starting from observing and analysing emotions. 
People's emotions are not only changeable but also calculable. According to psychology, 





When the realisation value exceeds the expected value, the emotion index is greater than 
1. Because the inner desire is satisfied, people's emotions will be excited. The greater 
the emotional index is, the more excited people will be. For example, if someone 
accidentally gets a floating salary that he didn't expect in advance, and he will feel a kind 
of unexpected satisfaction, and his enthusiasm for work will also rise unprecedentedly. 
When the emotion index is less than 1, the realisation value is smaller than the expected 
value. Because the inner expectation is not satisfied, the emotion presents a depressive 
state. The smaller the emotional index, the lower the mood. 
People's emotion is not only affected by the realisation value, but also restricted by the 
expected value.  
As positive emotions and negative emotions have different influences on the emotion 
value of an individual. The emotion value formula can be represented as, 
𝐸 =  {−𝑘𝐸𝑖
2   𝐸𝑖 ≤ 0
𝑘𝐸𝑖2     𝐸𝑖 ≥ 0
 
When the calculated emotion value of step two, mental health analysis and recognition, 
equals the emotion value that is calculated based on the emotion index, the outcomes of 
possible emotion are reliable. The output emotion in step two can be validated and the 
model is feasible and reliable. In this step, the emotion value is compared with the value 
that is output by the consensus step. Three kinds of emotion data are analysed to 





Further, eight emotions have a threshold based on the emotion value that is being 
calculated with the emotion index. When emotion value from the mental health analysis 
and recognition step reaches the extreme emotion threshold, the alarm of the supervision 
module will turn on. Further actions will be done by the mental health supervision and 
management system. 
 
7.3 Mental Health Expert System for Suggestion Generation 
 
Figure 7. 6 Expert Architecture 
Expert system (ES) is one of the most active and extensive fields of artificial intelligence. 
The expert system is defined as using the computer model of human expert reasoning to 
deal with complex problems that need experts to explain in the real world and draw the 
same conclusion as experts. In short, as shown in Figure 7.6, an expert system can be 
regarded as a combination of "knowledge base" and "inference machine". 
The main work of a knowledge base system is to collect human knowledge, and 
expresses it systematically or modularises it so that computers can infer and solve 
problems. There are two types of knowledge base: one is knowledge itself, which is to 
analyse the substance and concepts and confirm the relationship between them; the other 
is the experience rule, judgment, and intuition of human experts. The knowledge base is 
different from traditional databases in information organisation, integration, execution, 
and other steps and methods. Generally speaking, the knowledge base contains 
knowledge that can be used for decision-making, while the content of a traditional 
database is unprocessed data, which can only be applied through retrieval, interpretation, 
and other processes. 
The inference engine is based on algorithms or decision-making strategies to infer 
mental health knowledge to deduce the correct answer according to the user's questions. 




General approach: using blind search to find possible answers for mental health-related 
problems, or using heuristic searching to find the most likely answers. 
Control strategies: there are three types of control strategies: forward chaining, backward 
chaining, and Bi-directional chaining. The forward formula is to find the answer from 
the known conditions and use the data to deduce the conclusion gradually. The 
backtracking type sets the goal first and then proves the goal.  
Additional thinking skills: it is used to deal with the uncertainty between several 
concepts in the knowledge base, and generally uses fuzzy logic to calculate. Reasoning 
opportunity determines the applicable inference level according to the knowledge base, 
the user's problem, and the complexity of the problem. 
The mental health care problems solution and advice generation expert systems include 
five categories of sub-systems, which are, 
⚫ Rule-based expert system: using a series of rules to express mental health-related 
knowledge. 
⚫ Framework-based expert system: This is a natural extension of the rule-based expert 
system, using object-oriented programming to describe mental health-related data 
structure. 
⚫ Case-based expert system: using previous cases to solve current problems. 
⚫ Model-based expert system: a clear definition of the model, design principal concept, 
and standard mental health knowledge base. 
⚫ Network-based expert system: positioning human-computer interaction in the 
network (Internet) level. 
Related mental health advice can be generated in this method to control the extreme 
emotions of the user. The user can be protected from being hurt by extreme emotions. If 
the emotion did not reach the extreme threshold, the iteration would be back to the 
wearable sensors for real-time supervision. 
 
7.4 Summary 
In this chapter, consensus mechanisms and mental health supervision, and problems 
advice generation techniques are explained. Consensus mechanisms are established for 
integrating four kinds of emotions to output the final expected emotion. Mental health 
supervision working principles and specific algorithms are explained in this chapter. The 




on the wearable products for interacting with users, warnings should be activated when 










• To present the architecture of artificial intelligence-based Mental Health Care 
system 
• To explain different functions blocks of the system, including sentiment analysis 
block, sentiment supervision block, and feedback block 
• To depict related interfaces of artificial intelligence-based Mental Health Care 
system 
• To demonstrate intelligent Mental Health Care system applying with wearable 
cloth serving the user for sentiment supervision and management 
• To illustrate intelligent Mental Health Care system applying with wearable shoes 
serving the user for sentiment supervision and sentiment problems feedback 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
8.1 Constructing an Artificial Intelligence-based Mental Health Care 
System 
The proposed artificial intelligence-based mental health care system is based on mental 
health supervision and management framework. Artificial intelligence related 
techniques and algorithms are applied for generating a framework and system. In this 
chapter, the specific mental health care workflow and a developed mental health care 
system with three kinds of subsystems. Body index data, voice data, and video data can 
be processed by the system to present the emotion of the user. Data can be collected by 
using wearable shoes with sensors, chips, microphones, and cameras.  
Especially, the specific workflow of the artificial intelligence-based mental health care 
with starting point and ending point are presented. Three subsystems are illustrated in 
this chapter for a specific application with wearable products. The workflows are stated 
in Chapter 3, specific techniques and algorithms are stated in Chapter 4, Chapter5, 
Chapter 6, and Chapter 7, which are the overall workflow of the entire artificial 




intelligence-based mental health care system includes three subsystems for analysing 
body index data, voice data, and video data for emotion analysis in the time interval.  
Each subsystem includes three main processes, which are data preparation, data 
emotional analysis, supervision, and management function. The data processing 
procedure can be presented partly in the system.  
 
8.1.1Architecture of Artificial Intelligence-based Mental Health Care System 
 
 
Figure 8. 1 Application Structures of Mental Health Care System 
 
In Figure 8.1, the application structure of the mental health care system is set in the 
wearable products is presented. Wearable products are connected with the user for 
collecting data.  
From the development perspective, the MHCS is developed by Java programming 
language as an Application Programming Interface (API). Kernel functions can be 
achieved by using Java techniques.  
From a technical perspective, the mental health care system and three subsystems for 
different types of data processing are developed by classes. Overriding and overloading 
are used for coding the MHCS. The data is collected from the wearable products, which 
is the initial input of the system. Developed algorithms for emotion analysis are achieved 
at the backend of the system. Graph databases are applied in the system establishment, 
they are used for advice generation for the user for emotional problems.  
For the mental health management system, the user interface is presented in this chapter. 
The user can check the states of each emotion analysis and possible emotions in the time 




storage. The system obtains the data and completes the emotion analysis. Different 
emotion percentages are presented in the system interfaces.  
Especially, the results inferred in the system include four kinds of data types, which are 
body index data with numbers, voice data, image data, and behaviour active video data. 
The data are transferred into properties that were saved in the database. Connections 
between different kinds of data are built in the graph database, which is another basis for 
emotion analysis.  
The tools that are used in the development process of the mental health care system are 
the Eclipse Integrated Development Environment (IDE) for Java Developers, Neo4j. 
Java is selected as the developing language since MHCS API is planned to be developed. 
Neo4j is written in Java programming language. Thus, Neo4j can be connected with Java 
developed API. An API developed in Java can be easily implemented cross-platform and 
called in different applications. 
 
8.1.2 Mental Health Care System Interfaces 
 
Figure 8. 2 Main User Interface of the Mental Health Care and Management System 
The main user interface of the mental health care system includes three main buttons, 
which lead to three data processing subsystems for emotion analysis for the user. Data 
is collected by using sensors and chips, microphones, and cameras. The system can be 





Figure 8. 3 Body Index Data Analysis Results Checking User Interface 
In the body index data analysis emotion supervision interface, the basic eight emotion 
progress bars are implemented for presenting the emotions of the user. On the right side 
of the interface, the related body index data can be checked and compared with the basic 
healthy range.  
 
Figure 8. 4 Voice Emotion Analysis Interface 
In the voice emotion analysis, the related progress bar for emotion presenting is listed 
on the left side of the interface. The transferred texts of the user’s voice are presented on 






Figure 8. 5 Video Emotion Analysis Interface 
 
Video data related to emotion analysis and supervision subsystem is used for analysing 
facial expressions and behaviours. Similar to the other two subsystems, emotion 
progress bars are used for emotion exhibition. Videos in the time interval are presented 
on the right side of the interface.  
An advice interface can be used to present related tips for adjusting emotions. Wearable 
products' reactions to emotions are presented in this interface as well. 
 
 






Figure 8. 7 Wearable Shoes Reaction Interface 
An entire emotion analysis interface can be used for presenting data analysing results 
for the user. Connections mechanisms between the user and the wearable shoes will be 
explained in the next section. In the case study, the data is from the public internet case. 
The cases are about the people (Anonymous) who have or don’t have mental health 
problems. Those data can be collected from the public internet. The system can run with 
those data and output results. Related experiments with individuals are not in the plan of 
my research. The individual experiment will cause privacy problems and leading to 
ethical problems.  
8.2 Application in Wearable Shoes 
The artificial intelligence-based mental health care system can be applied in wearable 
shoes. As being explained in the thesis above, sensors, chips, microphones, and cameras 
can be implemented in the wearable shoes for data collection. The design of intelligence 





Figure 8. 8 Intelligent Shoe Structure 
Body index data is collected by using sensors and chips, which are located at the bottom 
of the shoes. Blood pressure, body temperature, body mass index, heart rate, weight 
changes in a period, and blood oxygen-related data can be collected and transferred to 
the mental health care system by intelligent shoes. 
On top of the shoes, microphones and tiny cameras are set for collecting voice data and 
video data. It is presented in Figure 8.8, the shoe sole level is at the bottom. The cushion 
is used for making a comfortable experience. Then chips level and sensors level are built 
above for collecting body index data. cameras and microphones are built on the top of 
the shoes for voice data collection and video data collection.  
The mental health care system is set on the cloud to connect with intelligent shoes. In 
Figure 8.1, the mental health care system structure that is set on the wearable shoes is 
presented. the entire process is completed on the cloud. Data are collected by wearable 
shoes and being stored in the cloud. Three types of data are processed by the mental 
health system to supervise the emotions of the user and generating related advice for 
extreme emotions. Related experiment results can be checked in Appendix B. 
8.3 Summary 
This chapter stated how the proposed intelligence-based mental health care system is set 
in the wearable intelligence shoes. 
A specific artificial intelligence-based mental health care system is established for 
setting on wearable intelligent shoes. The intelligence shoes are designed for building 




architecture of the artificial intelligence-based mental health care system is presented in 
this chapter. 
The mental health care system interfaces present how user could manage the intelligent 
equipment and the system. The system can be used for analysing different mental related 
data and detecting emotions in the time interval. Meanwhile, the data can be visualised 
by using the system. 
A prototype is completed for presenting the management process of the user’s mental 
health and related interfaces. Figures for intelligent shoe design are stated in this chapter 
and specific placing of the sensors, chips, microphones, and cameras are explained as 














• To summarise the thesis and draw conclusions 
• To answer the research questions and revisit the success criteria 
• To revisit original contributions 
• To explain the limitation of the work 
• To propose future work 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
9.1 Summary of Thesis 
Based on the objectives of this thesis and related research on wearable products, mental 
health care, machine learning, and computing-related techniques, scholars chase at 
improving mental health care intelligent level. Mental health care has become one of the 
concerns for the modern individual for high-level pressure in living life and working.  
The system in this research is named artificial intelligence-based mental health care 
system, which includes three techniques, mental health-related data pre-processing 
technique, mental health analysis, and recognition technique, mental health supervision 
and problems suggestion generation technique. Knowledge combination theory is used 
for establishing a graph data structure database in the health care area.  
In the data pre-processing technique, mental health-related data is collected through 
wearable product interactions with the user. Collected data is classified and stored into 
different categories for further analysis. Decision Tree Classification, which is a 
classification algorithm based on the decision tree, is applied for classifying health 
related data. Pre-processing of collected data on data corruptions, data cleaning, and 
transferring unstructured data to structured data are completed in this step. Further, 
knowledge graph and related graph database techniques are used for weighted 
connections establishment between different data entities and categories. The abstraction 
method, which is one of the essential creative computing methods is applied for 
completing building relationships and ‘imagining’ connections between entities. There 
are three types of data in the collected dataset, which are body indexes data, voice data, 




between each label. Connections between different labels are established based on an 
essential factor, time intervals. The entire process of mental health-related data pre-
processing techniques are stated in Chapter 4. 
Then mental health-related data is processed by four algorithms. Body indexes data, 
voice data, facial expression data, and behaviour expression data are addressed by a 
statistical model, NLP-based emotion detecting algorithm, facial expression analysis 
algorithm, and behaviour expression analysis algorithm, which are explained in Chapter 
5. 
Mental health supervision and problems advice generation techniques work based on 
previous steps processing results. the possible mood has been evaluated based on 
emotion value. The warning is alarmed and advice is generated based on the real-time 
emotion of the user. The entire workflow is based on supervision mechanisms and expert 
system mechanisms, which have been stated in Chapter 6. 
Being applied with wearable products, the real-time emotion and extreme emotions of 
the user are detected by the mental health care system. Application with wearable clothes 
and wearable shoes are stated as two experiments for this research. 
Further evaluation of solutions for research questions and success criteria are listed in 
the following section. 
9.2 Evaluation 
9.2.1 Answering Research Questions 
The entire thesis is used to discuss the problem of how to manage and supervise mental 
health in an intelligent way based on AI algorithms and wearable equipment. By using 
creative computing methods and artificial intelligence approaches, three data processing 
steps are established for generating AI-based mental health care framework and AI-
based mental health supervision and management system with wearable products for the 
specific application. An artificial intelligence-based mental health care framework and 
an artificial intelligence-based mental health care system both obtain user’s data through 
wearable products with sensors, including chips and cameras, being stored in related 
graph-structured database, evaluating real-time emotions and supervising extreme 
emotions. Relevant advice and actions can be output for adjusting user’s emotion to be 
in a positive state. In the evaluation step, the accuracy of output results can be confirmed 
by user’s reaction. Real-time emotions and extreme emotions will be evaluated by using 




expression, and behaviour detecting data will be reused for re-evaluating the real-time 
state of the users  
Regarding wearable products as carriers of the AI-based mental health care system, 
iteration in the system for supervising real-time emotion is useful for evaluating results 
and the entire workflow. 
For research question No. 1, as being explained in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, the emotions 
of human beings have been classified into six basic categories. Essential influential 
factors have been listed in Chapter 2, including language, issues, environments, and so 
forth. For AI-based mental health care supervision and management framework and 
system, four kinds of factors are imperative influential factors for emotion analysis and 
mental health analysis, which are body indexes data, voice data, facial expression data, 
and behaviour data. Based on different inputs, emotions will be detected by four 
algorithms. For research sub-question No. 1.1, in Chapter 2, existing research on mental 
health has been concluded and presented. Some factors that have been accepted by most 
scholars are imperative factors for this research. Mental health care influential factors 
can be discovered from literature reviews and experiments for emotion research. 
Explanations of influential factors in this research are stated in Chapter 3 and Chapter 5 
respectively. 
For research sub-question No.1.2, building mental health evaluation model, several 
aspects of the individual should be collected and considered, including basic body 
indexes, voice expression states, facial expression, and behaviour expression. Based on 
psychology theories for analysing the emotion of an individual, emotions can be 
expressed by using voices, gestures, facial subtle expressions, and behaviours. 
According to and traditional Chinese medical methods, diagnosing an illness is based 
on the data collected through “observing, listening, asking, and feeling”. Therefore, four 
aspects of factors, body indexes, voice data, facial expression data, and behaviours data, 
are confirmed as the most influential factors for mental health care analysis model 
establishment. Those statements are explained in Chapter 5. 
For research sub-question No. 1.3, the models are established based on machine learning 
algorithms, statistical methods, and graph theory, which are illustrated in Chapter 4, and 
Chapter 5. Analysis of voice data and video data are completed with NLP algorithm and 
Artificial Neural Network algorithm with fitted characteristics and parameters for the 




data. Graph theory and graph databases are used for creating connections between 
different data types. The health care analysis model and mental health supervision and 
management can be more accurate. 
For research question 2, the statistical model for body indexes data analysis and 
machine learning algorithms for voice and video data processing is illustrated in 
Chapter 5. Graph database and related quantitative connections are built in Chapter 4. 
For research sub-question No. 2.1, body indexes data analysis, the multi-variable 
statistical model is established based on six basic body indexes that have relationships 
with emotion changes for individuals.  
NLP model is established for voice data analysis. The entire model includes voice-text 
transferring, text cutting, emotion words accumulating, and emotion value calculating. 
Artificial Neural Network for facial expression analysis is established for possible 
emotions that are expressed by different modules on an individual’s face.  
Behaviour emotion expression analysis model is connected with mental health care by 
analysing behaviours of the user.  
For research sub-question No. 2.2, the decision tree algorithm is used as the basis for 
classifying collected mental health-related data in Chapter 4, data pre-processing step. 
NLP algorithm is used for analysing and stating emotion values in texts for voice data 
emotion value calculation, which is explained in Chapter 5. 
Conventional Neural Network is the basis for facial expression recognition so that 
module emotion analysis can be completed. This workflow is illustrated in Chapter 5. 
Recurrent Neural Network is the basis for behaviour recognition to complete emotion 
analysis, which is illustrated in Chapter 5 as well. 
For research sub-question No. 2.3, in Chapter 5, extreme emotions have related values 
that are calculated based on four kinds of data collected with wearable products. In the 
evaluation step, when the emotion value reaches the warning threshold, the emotion 
reaches the extreme state. the kernel step is to confirm the emotion value with 
established mental health care models.  
For research question 3, artificial intelligence-based mental health care framework is 
established in Chapter 3. The specific workflow of the mental health care framework is 
explained in Chapter 3. The entire framework includes three steps, which are the data 
pre-processing step, mental health evaluation step, and the evaluation step. A specific 




For research sub-question No. 3.1, AI-based mental health care framework includes 
three modules, which are the preparation module, emotion analysis module, and 
evaluation model. For specific systems, mental health supervision and management can 
be completed by using data collection and pre-processing, emotion analysis and 
recognition, and mental health supervision and suggestion generation. The whole 
contents about the framework and system workflow and specific approaches are 
illustrated in Chapter 3 to Chapter 6. 
For research sub-question No. 3.2, to address emotion recognition and emotion 
supervision, general steps of the framework are imperative to be established. Further, 
specific models and algorithms are established in target points in the framework.  
For research sub-question No. 3.3, to connect the mental health care system with 
wearable products, cloud resources are applied for data storage and data transferring. 
Relevant sensors and chips are used for disposing of the mental health care system. 
For research question 4, wearable products are the carrier between the user and the 
mental health care system. Related data, including body indexes data, voice data, and 
video data, are collected by using wearable products. It means wearable products are the 
data source for mental health supervision. Further, real-time interactions between the 
user and wearable products can achieve real-time management for the user’s mental 
health. Iteration in the system happens in the set time interval.  
For research sub-question No. 4.1, connections between wearable products and the user 
are through sensors and chips. Body index data are collected by using sensors or chips 
in wearable products. Voice data is collected by microphones. Video data is collected by 
using cameras. Software with mental health supervision and management system is 
disposed of in the wearable products to achieve connections. All the demonstrations 
about the connections between mental health framework-based software and wearable 
products are in Chapter 4.  
For research sub-question No. 4.2, a framework for mental health care is established 
based on general steps for processing data. The data flow in this research can be 
generally applied extensively. Further, based on medical diagnose methods, data that is 
collected in this research for mental health analysis and supervision includes all the 
kernel aspects that people express emotions normally. Sensors, chips, microphones, and 
mini-cameras are easy to be set in the wearable products for data collection. Specific 




9.2.2 Revisiting Success Criteria 
In Chapter 1, a series of success criteria are established for generating mental health care 
framework for supervising and managing mental health with wearable products for 
people in normal life. The general success criteria for this research is ‘how to evaluate 
the framework is feasible for mental health care detecting, the eventual section of this 
thesis, evaluation of the output emotion and related value are completed based on the 
emotional funnel. The user of wearable products with mental health supervision and 
management system is another evaluation method to feel the accuracy of the output 
results. 
For success criteria ‘Discovering cross-domain methods for generating artificial 
intelligence-based mental health care management and supervision’, creative computing 
has been applied for creating interdisciplinary implementation between artificial 
intelligence methods and mental health care management and supervision. Machine 
learning, deep learning knowledge graph techniques, and blockchain theory are 
combined with mental health-related theory. AI-related knowledge and mental health-
related knowledge are fused to be an interdisciplinary system for solving emotion 
supervision and management problems. 
For success criteria ‘Building quantitative relationships between body health indexes 
and mental health states’, based on body indexes medical diagnosis statistical model has 
been established for evaluating emotion value. It is a multi-variable formula for emotion 
value calculation.  
For success criteria ‘Generating framework of artificial intelligence-based mental 
health care detecting’, the entire workflow of AI-based mental health care framework 
is explained in Chapter 3. Specific steps and techniques that are applied in the 
framework are depicted as well. 
For success criteria ‘Generating specific rules for evaluating mental health detecting 
outcomes’, this research thesis has established an evaluation model in Chapter 6, which 
has been applied for extreme emotion supervision and further management and 
iterations in the system.  
For success criteria ‘Establishing mental health care systems to prove application of 
mental health care framework’, specific applications can be presented by establishing 
mental health supervision and management system on wearable products. Connections 




to be applied in real-time mental health care. 
For success criteria, ‘Using a feasible case study to proof applying mental health care 
systems on wearable products’, an AI-based mental health supervision and management 
system that is established to be an application software. Output results are validated at 
the end of the system. Advice on emotions is created based on collected user’s data. 
Output results are used for warning user’s abnormal emotions and ease emotions to be 
natural or even positive. An inference engine was developed in the experiment and was 
used for the advice generation of the prototype on generating creativity. The developed 
applications in the experiment illustrated how the mental health care system and related 
methods are applied in this prototype. 
 
9.3 Revisiting Original Contributions 
This thesis proposed an AI-based mental health care framework for generating specific 
systems to supervising and managing the mental health of the user in Chapter 3. In 
Chapter 4, Chapter 5, and Chapter 6, three main steps are illustrated, mental health 
analysis and recognition step, and advice generation step are the kernel steps of the 
system since real-time emotion is detected and evaluated in these steps. Collected data, 
includes body indexes data, voice data, video data are processed to detect emotions by 
using mental health analysis and recognition techniques and related approaches. There 
is a list of contributions of this research for achieving mental health supervision and 
management. The following revisits the expected original contributions in Section 1.5 
and concludes the realised contributions according to this research. Specific revisiting 
original contributions are listed below: 
C1: Mental health care framework and system are achieved by this research including 
mental health data preparation, mental health data analysis, and mental health report 
generation, which is illustrated generally in Chapter 3. Body indexes data, voice data, 
and video data are processed by using specific algorithms to output possible emotions 
of the user. The outcomes are provided for users to detect mental health. Chapter 4 to 
Chapter 6 are used for explaining algorithm and techniques details. 
C2: Novel approaches for generating mental health by using collected mental health data 
based on combinations of knowledge in two subjects. Data processing techniques and 
algorithms are explained in Chapter 4 to Chapter 6. Collected three kinds of data are 




network-based facial expression analysis, and recurrent neural network-based behaviour 
analysis.  
C3: Quantitative relationships between mental health and body health indexes are 
established by using math models. Formulas can depict relationships between mental 
expressions and body indexes based on detecting people’s behaviours, languages, and 
facial expressions. A statistical model with multi-variables is established and applied for 
matching body indexes changes and emotions of an individual. 
C4: Novel algorithms for mental health care are created based on behaviour and facial 
expression analysis. Traditional algorithms for facial expression and behaviour analysis 
are NLP and RNN respectively. In this research, novel algorithms for facial expression 
analysis and behaviour analysis are created, including module dividing and consensus 
methods. Detailed processes of novel algorithms are explained mainly in Chapter 5 and 
Chapter 6. 
C5: Outcomes evaluation is completed on evaluating output and mental health analysis 
process. The results of the entire system are the possible emotion of the user and advice 
for protecting the user from extreme emotions. The evaluation method for mental health 
analysis is completed and depicted in Chapter 6. 
 
9.4 Overall Conclusions 
This thesis has explored related approaches to supervising and managing mental health 
by using body index data, voice data, video data, which can be addressed to output real-
time emotions of the user. The cardinal contribution of this research thesis was dedicated 
to generating a framework that can be applied for supervising and managing mental 
health with three main steps and three types of collected data. The entire system includes 
three steps and four kinds of algorithms. The data pre-processing step, mental health 
analysis and recognition step, and mental health supervision and advice generation step 
are three steps in the data flow. Relevant algorithms are applied for processing these four 
kinds of data respectively. Particularly, mental health care (supervision and management) 
systems are established in an applicable scene with wearable products, which are 
explained in the case study chapter. Further. Validation and evaluation of emotion 
analysis are essential. Emotion recognition should be accurate since the supervision of 





The original contributions and success criteria have been revisited. It can be useful to 
evaluate limitations in this proposed research thesis.  
Currently, Knowledge and related databases are required to be established manually but 
ideally these should be built more automatically. The relationships between data from 
different categories are also established manually and an automatic tool for generating 
relationships between different mental health related data is necessary for data 
processing efficiency improvement. 
Behaviour expression-based mental health analysis and facial expression-based mental 
health analysis is required to be impacted between these two categories. The behaviour 
expression analysis algorithm is used for analysing the simulated skeleton of the user. 
Simply analysis of the skeleton and related actions can rarely be accurate about the 
emotion from the behaviour. More complicated and reliable algorithms are required for 
behaviour emotion expressions.  
 
9.6 Future Work 
Emotion-related data connections automation generator is one of the future works based 
on the proposed research. Even though the connections between different types of 
mental health data are established in Chapter 4, the relationships are completed manually. 
It is worth generating novel algorithms for establishing relationships between different 
types.  
Generating novel behaviour mental health analysis algorithms is also essential for 
mental health care and management. Wearable shoes can be used to collect behaviour 
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Appendix 1  
Selected Source Code of Intelligent Mental Health 
Care System 





















public class mainUI { 
 
 protected Shell shlMentalHealthSystem; 
 private Text txtInstructions; 
 private Text txtMentalHealthSystem; 
 
 /** 
  * Launch the application. 
  * @param args 
  */ 
 public static void main(String[] args) { 
  try { 




   window.open(); 
  } catch (Exception e) { 
   e.printStackTrace(); 




  * Open the window. 
  */ 
 public void open() { 
  Display display = Display.getDefault(); 
  createContents(); 
  shlMentalHealthSystem.open(); 
  shlMentalHealthSystem.layout(); 
  while (!shlMentalHealthSystem.isDisposed()) { 
   if (!display.readAndDispatch()) { 
    display.sleep(); 
   } 




  * Create contents of the window. 
  */ 
 protected void createContents() { 




  shlMentalHealthSystem.setSize(634, 399); 
  shlMentalHealthSystem.setText("Mental Health System"); 
  shlMentalHealthSystem.setLayout(new FormLayout()); 
   
  Button btnvoice = new Button(shlMentalHealthSystem, SWT.NONE); 
  btnvoice.setFont(SWTResourceManager.getFont("Eras Medium ITC", 10, 
SWT.NORMAL)); 
  btnvoice.setBackground(SWTResourceManager.getColor(240, 255, 240)); 
  btnvoice.addSelectionListener(new SelectionAdapter() { 




   public void widgetSelected(SelectionEvent e) { 
    shlMentalHealthSystem.setVisible(false);// 隐藏窗口 
    voiceSupervision voicesupervision = new voiceSupervision(); 
    voicesupervision.open(); 
   } 
  }); 
  FormData fd_btnvoice = new FormData(); 
  btnvoice.setLayoutData(fd_btnvoice); 
  btnvoice.setText("Voice Supervision"); 
   
  Button btnbodyIndex = new Button(shlMentalHealthSystem, SWT.NONE); 
  btnbodyIndex.setFont(SWTResourceManager.getFont("Eras Medium ITC", 
10, SWT.NORMAL)); 
  btnbodyIndex.setBackground(SWTResourceManager.getColor(240, 255, 
240)); 
  fd_btnvoice.left = new FormAttachment(btnbodyIndex, 6); 
  fd_btnvoice.top = new FormAttachment(0, 96); 
  btnbodyIndex.addSelectionListener(new SelectionAdapter() { 
   @Override 
   public void widgetSelected(SelectionEvent e) { 
    shlMentalHealthSystem.setVisible(false); 
    bodyIndexSupervision bodyindexsupervision = new 
bodyIndexSupervision(); 
    bodyindexsupervision.open(); 
   } 
  }); 
  FormData fd_btnbodyIndex = new FormData(); 
  fd_btnbodyIndex.left = new FormAttachment(0, 81); 
  fd_btnbodyIndex.right = new FormAttachment(100, -393); 
  fd_btnbodyIndex.top = new FormAttachment(0, 96); 
  btnbodyIndex.setLayoutData(fd_btnbodyIndex); 
  btnbodyIndex.setText("Body Index Supervision"); 
   
   
  Button btnvideo = new Button(shlMentalHealthSystem, SWT.NONE); 
  btnvideo.setFont(SWTResourceManager.getFont("Eras Medium ITC", 10, 
SWT.NORMAL)); 
  btnvideo.setBackground(SWTResourceManager.getColor(240, 255, 240)); 




  FormData fd_btnvideo = new FormData(); 
  fd_btnvideo.top = new FormAttachment(btnvoice, 0, SWT.TOP); 
  fd_btnvideo.left = new FormAttachment(btnvoice, 6); 
  fd_btnvideo.right = new FormAttachment(100, -97); 
  btnvideo.setLayoutData(fd_btnvideo); 
  btnvideo.setText("Video Supervision"); 
  btnvideo.addSelectionListener(new SelectionAdapter() { 
   @Override 
   public void widgetSelected(SelectionEvent e) { 
    shlMentalHealthSystem.setVisible(false); 
    videoSupervision videosupervision = new videoSupervision(); 
    videosupervision.open(); 
   } 
  }); 
   
  txtInstructions = new Text(shlMentalHealthSystem, SWT.BORDER | 
SWT.MULTI); 
  txtInstructions.setFont(SWTResourceManager.getFont("Eras Bold ITC", 
9, SWT.NORMAL)); 
  fd_btnvideo.bottom = new FormAttachment(txtInstructions, -6); 
  fd_btnvoice.bottom = new FormAttachment(txtInstructions, -6); 
  fd_btnbodyIndex.bottom = new FormAttachment(txtInstructions, -6); 
  txtInstructions.setBackground(SWTResourceManager.getColor(173, 216, 
230)); 
  txtInstructions.setTouchEnabled(true); 
  txtInstructions.setText("Instructions:\r\nClick the supervision 
bottons above to check emotion states \r\nbased on each kind of data"); 
  FormData fd_txtInstructions = new FormData(); 
  fd_txtInstructions.bottom = new FormAttachment(100, -10); 
  fd_txtInstructions.top = new FormAttachment(0, 290); 
  fd_txtInstructions.left = new FormAttachment(0, 124); 
  fd_txtInstructions.right = new FormAttachment(0, 497); 
  txtInstructions.setLayoutData(fd_txtInstructions); 
   
  txtMentalHealthSystem = new Text(shlMentalHealthSystem, 
SWT.BORDER); 
  txtMentalHealthSystem.setText("Mental Health System"); 
  txtMentalHealthSystem.setFont(SWTResourceManager.getFont("Eras 







  FormData fd_txtMentalHealthSystem = new FormData(); 
  fd_txtMentalHealthSystem.top = new FormAttachment(0, 24); 
  fd_txtMentalHealthSystem.right = new FormAttachment(100, -153); 

































public class bodyIndexSupervision { 
 




 private Text txtPleaseSelectA; 
 private Text txtBodyIndexSupervision; 
 private Text text; 
 
 /** 
  * Launch the application. 
  * @param args 
  */ 
 public static void main(String[] args) { 
  try { 
   bodyIndexSupervision window = new bodyIndexSupervision(); 
   window.open(); 
  } catch (Exception e) { 
   e.printStackTrace(); 




  * Open the window. 
  */ 
 public void open() { 
  Display display = Display.getDefault(); 
  createContents(); 
  shlMentalHealthSystem.open(); 
  shlMentalHealthSystem.layout(); 
  while (!shlMentalHealthSystem.isDisposed()) { 
   if (!display.readAndDispatch()) { 
    display.sleep(); 
   } 




  * Create contents of the window. 
  */ 
 protected void createContents() { 
  shlMentalHealthSystem = new Shell(); 
  shlMentalHealthSystem.setBackground(SWTResourceManager.getColor(173, 216, 
230)); 
  shlMentalHealthSystem.setSize(634, 399); 
  shlMentalHealthSystem.setText("Mental Health System"); 
  shlMentalHealthSystem.setLayout(new FormLayout()); 
   




  progressBar.setSelection(7); 
  FormData fd_progressBar = new FormData(); 
  fd_progressBar.top = new FormAttachment(0, 73); 
  fd_progressBar.left = new FormAttachment(0, 110); 
  progressBar.setLayoutData(fd_progressBar); 
   
  ProgressBar progressBar_1 = new ProgressBar(shlMentalHealthSystem, 
SWT.NONE); 
  progressBar_1.setSelection(70); 
  FormData fd_progressBar_1 = new FormData(); 
  fd_progressBar_1.top = new FormAttachment(progressBar, 18); 
  fd_progressBar_1.left = new FormAttachment(progressBar, 0, SWT.LEFT); 
  progressBar_1.setLayoutData(fd_progressBar_1); 
   
  ProgressBar progressBar_2 = new ProgressBar(shlMentalHealthSystem, 
SWT.NONE); 
  progressBar_2.setSelection(10); 
  FormData fd_progressBar_2 = new FormData(); 
  fd_progressBar_2.top = new FormAttachment(progressBar_1, 17); 
  fd_progressBar_2.left = new FormAttachment(progressBar, 0, SWT.LEFT); 
  progressBar_2.setLayoutData(fd_progressBar_2); 
   
  ProgressBar progressBar_3 = new ProgressBar(shlMentalHealthSystem, 
SWT.NONE); 
  FormData fd_progressBar_3 = new FormData(); 
  fd_progressBar_3.top = new FormAttachment(progressBar_2, 18); 
  fd_progressBar_3.left = new FormAttachment(progressBar, 0, SWT.LEFT); 
  progressBar_3.setLayoutData(fd_progressBar_3); 
   
  ProgressBar progressBar_4 = new ProgressBar(shlMentalHealthSystem, 
SWT.NONE); 
  progressBar_4.setSelection(3); 
  FormData fd_progressBar_4 = new FormData(); 
  fd_progressBar_4.top = new FormAttachment(progressBar_3, 15); 
  fd_progressBar_4.left = new FormAttachment(progressBar, 0, SWT.LEFT); 
  progressBar_4.setLayoutData(fd_progressBar_4); 
   
  ProgressBar progressBar_5 = new ProgressBar(shlMentalHealthSystem, 
SWT.NONE); 
  FormData fd_progressBar_5 = new FormData(); 
  fd_progressBar_5.top = new FormAttachment(progressBar_4, 20); 
  fd_progressBar_5.left = new FormAttachment(progressBar, 0, SWT.LEFT); 
  progressBar_5.setLayoutData(fd_progressBar_5); 




  ProgressBar progressBar_6 = new ProgressBar(shlMentalHealthSystem, 
SWT.NONE); 
  progressBar_6.setSelection(10); 
  FormData fd_progressBar_6 = new FormData(); 
  fd_progressBar_6.bottom = new FormAttachment(progressBar, -14); 
  fd_progressBar_6.left = new FormAttachment(progressBar, 0, SWT.LEFT); 
  progressBar_6.setLayoutData(fd_progressBar_6); 
   
  ProgressBar progressBar_7 = new ProgressBar(shlMentalHealthSystem, 
SWT.NONE); 
  FormData fd_progressBar_7 = new FormData(); 
  fd_progressBar_7.top = new FormAttachment(progressBar_5, 17); 
  fd_progressBar_7.left = new FormAttachment(progressBar, 0, SWT.LEFT); 
  progressBar_7.setLayoutData(fd_progressBar_7); 
   
  Label lblNewLabel = new Label(shlMentalHealthSystem, SWT.NONE); 
  lblNewLabel.setFont(SWTResourceManager.getFont("Eras Bold ITC", 9, 
SWT.NORMAL)); 
  lblNewLabel.setBackground(SWTResourceManager.getColor(173, 216, 230)); 
  FormData fd_lblNewLabel = new FormData(); 
  fd_lblNewLabel.top = new FormAttachment(progressBar_6, 0, SWT.TOP); 
  lblNewLabel.setLayoutData(fd_lblNewLabel); 
  lblNewLabel.setText("Surprise"); 
   
  Label lblJoy = new Label(shlMentalHealthSystem, SWT.NONE); 
  lblJoy.setFont(SWTResourceManager.getFont("Eras Bold ITC", 9, SWT.NORMAL)); 
  lblJoy.setBackground(SWTResourceManager.getColor(173, 216, 230)); 
  fd_lblNewLabel.left = new FormAttachment(lblJoy, 0, SWT.LEFT); 
  lblJoy.setText("Joy"); 
  FormData fd_lblJoy = new FormData(); 
  fd_lblJoy.top = new FormAttachment(progressBar, 0, SWT.TOP); 
  lblJoy.setLayoutData(fd_lblJoy); 
   
  Label lblHappiness = new Label(shlMentalHealthSystem, SWT.NONE); 
  lblHappiness.setFont(SWTResourceManager.getFont("Eras Bold ITC", 9, 
SWT.NORMAL)); 
  lblHappiness.setBackground(SWTResourceManager.getColor(173, 216, 230)); 
  fd_lblJoy.left = new FormAttachment(lblHappiness, 0, SWT.LEFT); 
  lblHappiness.setText("Happiness"); 
  FormData fd_lblHappiness = new FormData(); 
  fd_lblHappiness.top = new FormAttachment(progressBar_1, 0, SWT.TOP); 
  fd_lblHappiness.right = new FormAttachment(progressBar_1, -4); 
  lblHappiness.setLayoutData(fd_lblHappiness); 




  Label lblNatural = new Label(shlMentalHealthSystem, SWT.NONE); 
  lblNatural.setFont(SWTResourceManager.getFont("Eras Bold ITC", 9, 
SWT.NORMAL)); 
  lblNatural.setBackground(SWTResourceManager.getColor(173, 216, 230)); 
  lblNatural.setText("Natural"); 
  FormData fd_lblNatural = new FormData(); 
  fd_lblNatural.bottom = new FormAttachment(progressBar_2, 0, SWT.BOTTOM); 
  fd_lblNatural.left = new FormAttachment(lblNewLabel, 0, SWT.LEFT); 
  lblNatural.setLayoutData(fd_lblNatural); 
   
  Label lblSadness = new Label(shlMentalHealthSystem, SWT.NONE); 
  lblSadness.setFont(SWTResourceManager.getFont("Eras Bold ITC", 9, 
SWT.NORMAL)); 
  lblSadness.setBackground(SWTResourceManager.getColor(173, 216, 230)); 
  lblSadness.setText("Sadness"); 
  FormData fd_lblSadness = new FormData(); 
  fd_lblSadness.bottom = new FormAttachment(progressBar_3, 0, SWT.BOTTOM); 
  fd_lblSadness.left = new FormAttachment(lblNewLabel, 0, SWT.LEFT); 
  lblSadness.setLayoutData(fd_lblSadness); 
   
  Label lblFear = new Label(shlMentalHealthSystem, SWT.NONE); 
  lblFear.setFont(SWTResourceManager.getFont("Eras Bold ITC", 9, 
SWT.NORMAL)); 
  lblFear.setBackground(SWTResourceManager.getColor(173, 216, 230)); 
  lblFear.setText("Fear"); 
  FormData fd_lblFear = new FormData(); 
  fd_lblFear.bottom = new FormAttachment(progressBar_4, 0, SWT.BOTTOM); 
  fd_lblFear.left = new FormAttachment(lblNewLabel, 0, SWT.LEFT); 
  lblFear.setLayoutData(fd_lblFear); 
   
  Label lblDisguating = new Label(shlMentalHealthSystem, SWT.NONE); 
  lblDisguating.setFont(SWTResourceManager.getFont("Eras Bold ITC", 9, 
SWT.NORMAL)); 
  lblDisguating.setBackground(SWTResourceManager.getColor(173, 216, 230)); 
  lblDisguating.setText("Disguating"); 
  FormData fd_lblDisguating = new FormData(); 
  fd_lblDisguating.bottom = new FormAttachment(progressBar_5, 0, SWT.BOTTOM); 
  fd_lblDisguating.left = new FormAttachment(lblNewLabel, 0, SWT.LEFT); 
  lblDisguating.setLayoutData(fd_lblDisguating); 
   
  Label lblAngary = new Label(shlMentalHealthSystem, SWT.NONE); 
  lblAngary.setFont(SWTResourceManager.getFont("Eras Bold ITC", 9, 
SWT.NORMAL)); 




  lblAngary.setText("Angary"); 
  FormData fd_lblAngary = new FormData(); 
  fd_lblAngary.top = new FormAttachment(progressBar_7, 0, SWT.TOP); 
  fd_lblAngary.left = new FormAttachment(lblNewLabel, 0, SWT.LEFT); 
  lblAngary.setLayoutData(fd_lblAngary); 
   
   
  Button btnMain = new Button(shlMentalHealthSystem, SWT.NONE); 
  btnMain.setBackground(SWTResourceManager.getColor(250, 235, 215)); 
  btnMain.setFont(SWTResourceManager.getFont("Eras Demi ITC", 9, 
SWT.NORMAL)); 
  FormData fd_btnMain = new FormData(); 
  fd_btnMain.top = new FormAttachment(lblAngary, 22); 
  fd_btnMain.left = new FormAttachment(0, 10); 
  btnMain.setLayoutData(fd_btnMain); 
  btnMain.setText("Main"); 
  btnMain.addSelectionListener(new SelectionAdapter() { 
   @Override 
   public void widgetSelected(SelectionEvent e) { 
    shlMentalHealthSystem.setVisible(false);// hiding 
    mainUI mainui = new mainUI(); 
    mainui.open(); 
   } 
  }); 
   
  Button btnVoicepage = new Button(shlMentalHealthSystem, SWT.NONE); 
  btnVoicepage.setBackground(SWTResourceManager.getColor(250, 235, 215)); 
  btnVoicepage.setFont(SWTResourceManager.getFont("Eras Demi ITC", 9, 
SWT.NORMAL)); 
  FormData fd_btnVoicepage = new FormData(); 
  fd_btnVoicepage.bottom = new FormAttachment(btnMain, 0, SWT.BOTTOM); 
  fd_btnVoicepage.right = new FormAttachment(100, -81); 
  btnVoicepage.setLayoutData(fd_btnVoicepage); 
  btnVoicepage.setText("VoicePage"); 
  btnVoicepage.addSelectionListener(new SelectionAdapter() { 
   @Override 
   public void widgetSelected(SelectionEvent e) { 
    shlMentalHealthSystem.setVisible(false);// hiding 
    voiceSupervision voicesupervision = new voiceSupervision(); 
    voicesupervision.open(); 
   } 
  }); 
   




  Combo combo = new Combo(shlMentalHealthSystem, SWT.NONE); 
  combo.setBackground(SWTResourceManager.getColor(255, 255, 255)); 
  FormData fd_combo = new FormData(); 
  fd_combo.top = new FormAttachment(progressBar_2, 0, SWT.TOP); 
  fd_combo.right = new FormAttachment(btnVoicepage, 15, SWT.RIGHT); 
  combo.setLayoutData(fd_combo); 
  combo.add("Blood Pressure"); 
  combo.add("Body Temperature"); 
  combo.add("Heart Rate"); 
  combo.add("Blood Oxygen"); 
  combo.add("Body Mass Index"); 
  combo.add("Weight"); 
   
   
  txtPleaseSelectA = new Text(shlMentalHealthSystem, SWT.BORDER); 
  fd_combo.left = new FormAttachment(txtPleaseSelectA, 0, SWT.LEFT); 
  txtPleaseSelectA.setFont(SWTResourceManager.getFont("Eras Medium ITC", 9, 
SWT.NORMAL)); 
  txtPleaseSelectA.setBackground(SWTResourceManager.getColor(173, 216, 230)); 
  txtPleaseSelectA.setText("Please Select a kind of Body Index Data"); 
  FormData fd_txtPleaseSelectA = new FormData(); 
  fd_txtPleaseSelectA.left = new FormAttachment(progressBar_1, 49); 
  fd_txtPleaseSelectA.top = new FormAttachment(progressBar_1, 0, SWT.TOP); 
  txtPleaseSelectA.setLayoutData(fd_txtPleaseSelectA); 
   
  txtBodyIndexSupervision = new Text(shlMentalHealthSystem, SWT.BORDER); 
  txtBodyIndexSupervision.setText("Body Index Supervision"); 
  txtBodyIndexSupervision.setFont(SWTResourceManager.getFont("Eras Medium 
ITC", 20, SWT.NORMAL)); 
  txtBodyIndexSupervision.setBackground(SWTResourceManager.getColor(173, 216, 
230)); 
  FormData fd_txtBodyIndexSupervision = new FormData(); 
  fd_txtBodyIndexSupervision.top = new FormAttachment(0, 22); 
  fd_txtBodyIndexSupervision.left = new FormAttachment(progressBar_6, 6); 
  txtBodyIndexSupervision.setLayoutData(fd_txtBodyIndexSupervision); 
   
  Button btnVideopage = new Button(shlMentalHealthSystem, SWT.NONE); 
  btnVideopage.setBackground(SWTResourceManager.getColor(250, 235, 215)); 
  btnVideopage.setFont(SWTResourceManager.getFont("Eras Demi ITC", 9, 
SWT.NORMAL)); 
  btnVideopage.setText("VideoPage"); 
  FormData fd_btnVideopage = new FormData(); 
  fd_btnVideopage.top = new FormAttachment(btnMain, 0, SWT.TOP); 




  btnVideopage.setLayoutData(fd_btnVideopage); 
  btnVideopage.addSelectionListener(new SelectionAdapter() { 
   @Override 
   public void widgetSelected(SelectionEvent e) { 
    shlMentalHealthSystem.setVisible(false);// hiding 
    videoSupervision videosupervision = new videoSupervision(); 
    videosupervision.open(); 
   } 
  }); 
   
  Button btnSubmit = new Button(shlMentalHealthSystem, SWT.NONE); 
  btnSubmit.setBackground(SWTResourceManager.getColor(250, 235, 215)); 
  btnSubmit.setFont(SWTResourceManager.getFont("Eras Demi ITC", 9, 
SWT.NORMAL)); 
  btnSubmit.setText("Submit"); 
  FormData fd_btnSubmit = new FormData(); 
  fd_btnSubmit.top = new FormAttachment(progressBar_3, 0, SWT.TOP); 
  fd_btnSubmit.right = new FormAttachment(combo, 0, SWT.RIGHT); 
  btnSubmit.setLayoutData(fd_btnSubmit); 
   
  text = new Text(shlMentalHealthSystem, SWT.BORDER); 
  FormData fd_text = new FormData(); 
  fd_text.bottom = new FormAttachment(btnVoicepage, -54); 
  fd_text.top = new FormAttachment(progressBar_4, 0, SWT.TOP); 
  fd_text.left = new FormAttachment(combo, 0, SWT.LEFT); 
  fd_text.right = new FormAttachment(100, -66); 
  text.setLayoutData(fd_text); 
  btnVoicepage.addSelectionListener(new SelectionAdapter() { 
   @Override 
   public void widgetSelected(SelectionEvent e) { 
    shlMentalHealthSystem.setVisible(false);// hiding 
    videoSupervision videosupervision = new videoSupervision(); 
    videosupervision.open(); 
   } 































public class voiceSupervision { 
 
 protected Shell shlMentalHealthSystem; 
 private Text txtVoiceEmotionSupervision; 
 private Text txtIWouldLike; 
 
 /** 
  * Launch the application. 
  * @param args 
  */ 
 public static void main(String[] args) { 
  try { 
   voiceSupervision window = new voiceSupervision(); 
   window.open(); 
  } catch (Exception e) { 
   e.printStackTrace(); 




  * Open the window. 
  */ 
 public void open() { 
  Display display = Display.getDefault(); 




  shlMentalHealthSystem.open(); 
  shlMentalHealthSystem.layout(); 
  while (!shlMentalHealthSystem.isDisposed()) { 
   if (!display.readAndDispatch()) { 
    display.sleep(); 
   } 




  * Create contents of the window. 
  */ 
 protected void createContents() { 
  shlMentalHealthSystem = new Shell(); 
  shlMentalHealthSystem.setBackground(SWTResourceManager.getColor(173, 216, 
230)); 
  shlMentalHealthSystem.setSize(634, 399); 
  shlMentalHealthSystem.setText("Mental Health System"); 
  shlMentalHealthSystem.setLayout(new FormLayout()); 
   
  ProgressBar progressBar = new ProgressBar(shlMentalHealthSystem, SWT.NONE); 
  progressBar.setSelection(7); 
  FormData fd_progressBar = new FormData(); 
  fd_progressBar.top = new FormAttachment(0, 73); 
  fd_progressBar.left = new FormAttachment(0, 110); 
  progressBar.setLayoutData(fd_progressBar); 
   
  ProgressBar progressBar_1 = new ProgressBar(shlMentalHealthSystem, 
SWT.NONE); 
  progressBar_1.setSelection(60); 
  FormData fd_progressBar_1 = new FormData(); 
  fd_progressBar_1.top = new FormAttachment(progressBar, 18); 
  fd_progressBar_1.left = new FormAttachment(progressBar, 0, SWT.LEFT); 
  progressBar_1.setLayoutData(fd_progressBar_1); 
   
  ProgressBar progressBar_2 = new ProgressBar(shlMentalHealthSystem, 
SWT.NONE); 
  progressBar_2.setSelection(3); 
  FormData fd_progressBar_2 = new FormData(); 
  fd_progressBar_2.top = new FormAttachment(progressBar_1, 17); 
  fd_progressBar_2.left = new FormAttachment(progressBar, 0, SWT.LEFT); 
  progressBar_2.setLayoutData(fd_progressBar_2); 
   





  FormData fd_progressBar_3 = new FormData(); 
  fd_progressBar_3.top = new FormAttachment(progressBar_2, 18); 
  fd_progressBar_3.left = new FormAttachment(progressBar, 0, SWT.LEFT); 
  progressBar_3.setLayoutData(fd_progressBar_3); 
   
  ProgressBar progressBar_4 = new ProgressBar(shlMentalHealthSystem, 
SWT.NONE); 
  progressBar_4.setSelection(10); 
  FormData fd_progressBar_4 = new FormData(); 
  fd_progressBar_4.top = new FormAttachment(progressBar_3, 15); 
  fd_progressBar_4.left = new FormAttachment(progressBar, 0, SWT.LEFT); 
  progressBar_4.setLayoutData(fd_progressBar_4); 
   
  ProgressBar progressBar_5 = new ProgressBar(shlMentalHealthSystem, 
SWT.NONE); 
  FormData fd_progressBar_5 = new FormData(); 
  fd_progressBar_5.top = new FormAttachment(progressBar_4, 20); 
  fd_progressBar_5.left = new FormAttachment(progressBar, 0, SWT.LEFT); 
  progressBar_5.setLayoutData(fd_progressBar_5); 
   
  ProgressBar progressBar_6 = new ProgressBar(shlMentalHealthSystem, 
SWT.NONE); 
  progressBar_6.setSelection(20); 
  FormData fd_progressBar_6 = new FormData(); 
  fd_progressBar_6.bottom = new FormAttachment(progressBar, -14); 
  fd_progressBar_6.left = new FormAttachment(progressBar, 0, SWT.LEFT); 
  progressBar_6.setLayoutData(fd_progressBar_6); 
   
  ProgressBar progressBar_7 = new ProgressBar(shlMentalHealthSystem, 
SWT.NONE); 
  FormData fd_progressBar_7 = new FormData(); 
  fd_progressBar_7.top = new FormAttachment(progressBar_5, 17); 
  fd_progressBar_7.left = new FormAttachment(progressBar, 0, SWT.LEFT); 
  progressBar_7.setLayoutData(fd_progressBar_7); 
   
  Label lblNewLabel = new Label(shlMentalHealthSystem, SWT.NONE); 
  lblNewLabel.setFont(SWTResourceManager.getFont("Eras Bold ITC", 9, 
SWT.NORMAL)); 
  lblNewLabel.setBackground(SWTResourceManager.getColor(173, 216, 230)); 
  FormData fd_lblNewLabel = new FormData(); 
  fd_lblNewLabel.top = new FormAttachment(progressBar_6, 0, SWT.TOP); 
  lblNewLabel.setLayoutData(fd_lblNewLabel); 




   
  Label lblJoy = new Label(shlMentalHealthSystem, SWT.NONE); 
  lblJoy.setFont(SWTResourceManager.getFont("Eras Bold ITC", 9, SWT.NORMAL)); 
  lblJoy.setBackground(SWTResourceManager.getColor(173, 216, 230)); 
  fd_lblNewLabel.left = new FormAttachment(lblJoy, 0, SWT.LEFT); 
  lblJoy.setText("Joy"); 
  FormData fd_lblJoy = new FormData(); 
  fd_lblJoy.top = new FormAttachment(progressBar, 0, SWT.TOP); 
  lblJoy.setLayoutData(fd_lblJoy); 
   
  Label lblHappiness = new Label(shlMentalHealthSystem, SWT.NONE); 
  lblHappiness.setFont(SWTResourceManager.getFont("Eras Bold ITC", 9, 
SWT.NORMAL)); 
  lblHappiness.setBackground(SWTResourceManager.getColor(173, 216, 230)); 
  fd_lblJoy.left = new FormAttachment(lblHappiness, 0, SWT.LEFT); 
  lblHappiness.setText("Happiness"); 
  FormData fd_lblHappiness = new FormData(); 
  fd_lblHappiness.top = new FormAttachment(progressBar_1, 0, SWT.TOP); 
  fd_lblHappiness.right = new FormAttachment(progressBar_1, -4); 
  lblHappiness.setLayoutData(fd_lblHappiness); 
   
  Label lblNatural = new Label(shlMentalHealthSystem, SWT.NONE); 
  lblNatural.setFont(SWTResourceManager.getFont("Eras Bold ITC", 9, 
SWT.NORMAL)); 
  lblNatural.setBackground(SWTResourceManager.getColor(173, 216, 230)); 
  lblNatural.setText("Natural"); 
  FormData fd_lblNatural = new FormData(); 
  fd_lblNatural.bottom = new FormAttachment(progressBar_2, 0, SWT.BOTTOM); 
  fd_lblNatural.left = new FormAttachment(lblNewLabel, 0, SWT.LEFT); 
  lblNatural.setLayoutData(fd_lblNatural); 
   
  Label lblSadness = new Label(shlMentalHealthSystem, SWT.NONE); 
  lblSadness.setFont(SWTResourceManager.getFont("Eras Bold ITC", 9, 
SWT.NORMAL)); 
  lblSadness.setBackground(SWTResourceManager.getColor(173, 216, 230)); 
  lblSadness.setText("Sadness"); 
  FormData fd_lblSadness = new FormData(); 
  fd_lblSadness.bottom = new FormAttachment(progressBar_3, 0, SWT.BOTTOM); 
  fd_lblSadness.left = new FormAttachment(lblNewLabel, 0, SWT.LEFT); 
  lblSadness.setLayoutData(fd_lblSadness); 
   
  Label lblFear = new Label(shlMentalHealthSystem, SWT.NONE); 





  lblFear.setBackground(SWTResourceManager.getColor(173, 216, 230)); 
  lblFear.setText("Fear"); 
  FormData fd_lblFear = new FormData(); 
  fd_lblFear.bottom = new FormAttachment(progressBar_4, 0, SWT.BOTTOM); 
  fd_lblFear.left = new FormAttachment(lblNewLabel, 0, SWT.LEFT); 
  lblFear.setLayoutData(fd_lblFear); 
   
  Label lblDisguating = new Label(shlMentalHealthSystem, SWT.NONE); 
  lblDisguating.setFont(SWTResourceManager.getFont("Eras Bold ITC", 9, 
SWT.NORMAL)); 
  lblDisguating.setBackground(SWTResourceManager.getColor(173, 216, 230)); 
  lblDisguating.setText("Disguating"); 
  FormData fd_lblDisguating = new FormData(); 
  fd_lblDisguating.bottom = new FormAttachment(progressBar_5, 0, SWT.BOTTOM); 
  fd_lblDisguating.left = new FormAttachment(lblNewLabel, 0, SWT.LEFT); 
  lblDisguating.setLayoutData(fd_lblDisguating); 
   
  Label lblAngary = new Label(shlMentalHealthSystem, SWT.NONE); 
  lblAngary.setFont(SWTResourceManager.getFont("Eras Bold ITC", 9, 
SWT.NORMAL)); 
  lblAngary.setBackground(SWTResourceManager.getColor(173, 216, 230)); 
  lblAngary.setText("Angary"); 
  FormData fd_lblAngary = new FormData(); 
  fd_lblAngary.top = new FormAttachment(progressBar_7, 0, SWT.TOP); 
  fd_lblAngary.left = new FormAttachment(lblNewLabel, 0, SWT.LEFT); 
  lblAngary.setLayoutData(fd_lblAngary); 
   
  Button btnMain = new Button(shlMentalHealthSystem, SWT.NONE); 
  btnMain.setBackground(SWTResourceManager.getColor(250, 235, 215)); 
  btnMain.setFont(SWTResourceManager.getFont("Eras Demi ITC", 9, 
SWT.NORMAL)); 
  btnMain.setText("Main"); 
  FormData fd_btnMain = new FormData(); 
  fd_btnMain.bottom = new FormAttachment(100, -10); 
  fd_btnMain.left = new FormAttachment(0, 34); 
  btnMain.setLayoutData(fd_btnMain); 
  btnMain.addSelectionListener(new SelectionAdapter() { 
   @Override 
   public void widgetSelected(SelectionEvent e) { 
    shlMentalHealthSystem.setVisible(false);// hiding 
    mainUI mainui = new mainUI(); 
    mainui.open(); 
   } 




   
  Button btnVideopage = new Button(shlMentalHealthSystem, SWT.NONE); 
  btnVideopage.setBackground(SWTResourceManager.getColor(250, 235, 215)); 
  btnVideopage.setFont(SWTResourceManager.getFont("Eras Demi ITC", 9, 
SWT.NORMAL)); 
  btnVideopage.setText("VideoPage"); 
  FormData fd_btnVideopage = new FormData(); 
  fd_btnVideopage.bottom = new FormAttachment(100, -10); 
  fd_btnVideopage.left = new FormAttachment(0, 530); 
  btnVideopage.setLayoutData(fd_btnVideopage); 
  btnVideopage.addSelectionListener(new SelectionAdapter() { 
   @Override 
   public void widgetSelected(SelectionEvent e) { 
    shlMentalHealthSystem.setVisible(false);// hiding 
    videoSupervision videosupervision = new videoSupervision(); 
    videosupervision.open(); 
   } 
  }); 
   
   
  txtVoiceEmotionSupervision = new Text(shlMentalHealthSystem, SWT.BORDER); 
  txtVoiceEmotionSupervision.setBackground(SWTResourceManager.getColor(173, 
216, 230)); 
  txtVoiceEmotionSupervision.setFont(SWTResourceManager.getFont("Eras Medium 
ITC", 20, SWT.NORMAL)); 
  txtVoiceEmotionSupervision.setText("Voice Emotion Supervision"); 
  FormData fd_txtVoiceEmotionSupervision = new FormData(); 
  fd_txtVoiceEmotionSupervision.bottom = new FormAttachment(progressBar_6, -
16, SWT.BOTTOM); 
  fd_txtVoiceEmotionSupervision.top = new FormAttachment(0, 10); 
  fd_txtVoiceEmotionSupervision.left = new FormAttachment(progressBar_6, 6); 
  fd_txtVoiceEmotionSupervision.right = new FormAttachment(100, -1); 
  txtVoiceEmotionSupervision.setLayoutData(fd_txtVoiceEmotionSupervision); 
   
  Button btnBodyindexpage = new Button(shlMentalHealthSystem, SWT.NONE); 
  btnBodyindexpage.setBackground(SWTResourceManager.getColor(250, 235, 215)); 
  btnBodyindexpage.setFont(SWTResourceManager.getFont("Eras Demi ITC", 9, 
SWT.NORMAL)); 
  btnBodyindexpage.setText("BodyIndexPage"); 
  FormData fd_btnBodyindexpage = new FormData(); 
  fd_btnBodyindexpage.bottom = new FormAttachment(btnMain, 0, SWT.BOTTOM); 
  fd_btnBodyindexpage.right = new FormAttachment(btnVideopage, -6); 
  btnBodyindexpage.setLayoutData(fd_btnBodyindexpage); 




  txtIWouldLike = new Text(shlMentalHealthSystem, SWT.BORDER | SWT.CENTER | 
SWT.MULTI); 
  txtIWouldLike.setText("I would like to thank you for coming out to 
Cleveland and teaching time management at PPG for our employees. I personally have 
implemented methods you demonstrated. Additionally, I have received very good 
feedback from so many participants.\r\nI truly enjoyed the training you provided 
and found it to be very value added. Thanks a bunch for providing the tools and 
ideas."); 
  FormData fd_txtIWouldLike = new FormData(); 
  fd_txtIWouldLike.bottom = new FormAttachment(progressBar_7, -2, 
SWT.BOTTOM); 
  fd_txtIWouldLike.right = new FormAttachment(100, -10); 
  txtIWouldLike.setLayoutData(fd_txtIWouldLike); 
   
  Label lblTransferredTexts = new Label(shlMentalHealthSystem, SWT.NONE); 
  fd_txtIWouldLike.top = new FormAttachment(lblTransferredTexts, 20); 
  fd_txtIWouldLike.left = new FormAttachment(lblTransferredTexts, 0, 
SWT.LEFT); 
  lblTransferredTexts.setBackground(SWTResourceManager.getColor(173, 216, 
230)); 
  lblTransferredTexts.setFont(SWTResourceManager.getFont("Eras Medium ITC", 
12, SWT.NORMAL)); 
  FormData fd_lblTransferredTexts = new FormData(); 
  fd_lblTransferredTexts.bottom = new FormAttachment(100, -255); 
  fd_lblTransferredTexts.left = new FormAttachment(progressBar_1, 41); 
  lblTransferredTexts.setLayoutData(fd_lblTransferredTexts); 
  lblTransferredTexts.setText("Transferred Texts"); 
  btnBodyindexpage.addSelectionListener(new SelectionAdapter() { 
   @Override 
   public void widgetSelected(SelectionEvent e) { 
    shlMentalHealthSystem.setVisible(false);// hiding 
    bodyIndexSupervision bodyindexsupervision = new 
bodyIndexSupervision(); 
    bodyindexsupervision.open(); 
   } 





























public class videoSupervision { 
 
 protected Shell shlMentalHealthSystem; 
 private Text txtVideoEmotionSupervision; 
 
 /** 
  * Launch the application. 
  * @param args 
  */ 
 public static void main(String[] args) { 
  try { 
   videoSupervision window = new videoSupervision(); 
   window.open(); 
  } catch (Exception e) { 
   e.printStackTrace(); 




  * Open the window. 
  */ 
 public void open() { 
  Display display = Display.getDefault(); 
  createContents(); 
  shlMentalHealthSystem.open(); 




  while (!shlMentalHealthSystem.isDisposed()) { 
   if (!display.readAndDispatch()) { 
    display.sleep(); 
   } 




  * Create contents of the window. 
  */ 
 protected void createContents() { 
  shlMentalHealthSystem = new Shell(); 
  shlMentalHealthSystem.setBackground(SWTResourceManager.getColor(173, 216, 
230)); 
  shlMentalHealthSystem.setSize(634, 399); 
  shlMentalHealthSystem.setText("Mental Health System"); 
  shlMentalHealthSystem.setLayout(new FormLayout()); 
   
  ProgressBar progressBar = new ProgressBar(shlMentalHealthSystem, SWT.NONE); 
  progressBar.setSelection(10); 
  FormData fd_progressBar = new FormData(); 
  fd_progressBar.top = new FormAttachment(0, 73); 
  fd_progressBar.left = new FormAttachment(0, 110); 
  progressBar.setLayoutData(fd_progressBar); 
   
  ProgressBar progressBar_1 = new ProgressBar(shlMentalHealthSystem, 
SWT.NONE); 
  progressBar_1.setSelection(50); 
  FormData fd_progressBar_1 = new FormData(); 
  fd_progressBar_1.top = new FormAttachment(progressBar, 18); 
  fd_progressBar_1.left = new FormAttachment(progressBar, 0, SWT.LEFT); 
  progressBar_1.setLayoutData(fd_progressBar_1); 
   
  ProgressBar progressBar_2 = new ProgressBar(shlMentalHealthSystem, 
SWT.NONE); 
  progressBar_2.setSelection(5); 
  FormData fd_progressBar_2 = new FormData(); 
  fd_progressBar_2.top = new FormAttachment(progressBar_1, 17); 
  fd_progressBar_2.left = new FormAttachment(progressBar, 0, SWT.LEFT); 
  progressBar_2.setLayoutData(fd_progressBar_2); 
   
  ProgressBar progressBar_3 = new ProgressBar(shlMentalHealthSystem, 
SWT.NONE); 




  fd_progressBar_3.top = new FormAttachment(progressBar_2, 18); 
  fd_progressBar_3.left = new FormAttachment(progressBar, 0, SWT.LEFT); 
  progressBar_3.setLayoutData(fd_progressBar_3); 
   
  ProgressBar progressBar_4 = new ProgressBar(shlMentalHealthSystem, 
SWT.NONE); 
  progressBar_4.setSelection(5); 
  FormData fd_progressBar_4 = new FormData(); 
  fd_progressBar_4.top = new FormAttachment(progressBar_3, 15); 
  fd_progressBar_4.left = new FormAttachment(progressBar, 0, SWT.LEFT); 
  progressBar_4.setLayoutData(fd_progressBar_4); 
   
  ProgressBar progressBar_5 = new ProgressBar(shlMentalHealthSystem, 
SWT.NONE); 
  FormData fd_progressBar_5 = new FormData(); 
  fd_progressBar_5.top = new FormAttachment(progressBar_4, 20); 
  fd_progressBar_5.left = new FormAttachment(progressBar, 0, SWT.LEFT); 
  progressBar_5.setLayoutData(fd_progressBar_5); 
   
  ProgressBar progressBar_6 = new ProgressBar(shlMentalHealthSystem, 
SWT.NONE); 
  progressBar_6.setSelection(30); 
  FormData fd_progressBar_6 = new FormData(); 
  fd_progressBar_6.bottom = new FormAttachment(progressBar, -14); 
  fd_progressBar_6.left = new FormAttachment(progressBar, 0, SWT.LEFT); 
  progressBar_6.setLayoutData(fd_progressBar_6); 
   
  ProgressBar progressBar_7 = new ProgressBar(shlMentalHealthSystem, 
SWT.NONE); 
  FormData fd_progressBar_7 = new FormData(); 
  fd_progressBar_7.top = new FormAttachment(progressBar_5, 17); 
  fd_progressBar_7.left = new FormAttachment(progressBar, 0, SWT.LEFT); 
  progressBar_7.setLayoutData(fd_progressBar_7); 
   
  Label lblNewLabel = new Label(shlMentalHealthSystem, SWT.NONE); 
  lblNewLabel.setFont(SWTResourceManager.getFont("Eras Bold ITC", 9, 
SWT.NORMAL)); 
  lblNewLabel.setBackground(SWTResourceManager.getColor(173, 216, 230)); 
  FormData fd_lblNewLabel = new FormData(); 
  fd_lblNewLabel.top = new FormAttachment(progressBar_6, 0, SWT.TOP); 
  lblNewLabel.setLayoutData(fd_lblNewLabel); 
  lblNewLabel.setText("Surprise"); 
   




  lblJoy.setFont(SWTResourceManager.getFont("Eras Bold ITC", 9, SWT.NORMAL)); 
  lblJoy.setBackground(SWTResourceManager.getColor(173, 216, 230)); 
  fd_lblNewLabel.left = new FormAttachment(lblJoy, 0, SWT.LEFT); 
  lblJoy.setText("Joy"); 
  FormData fd_lblJoy = new FormData(); 
  fd_lblJoy.top = new FormAttachment(progressBar, 0, SWT.TOP); 
  lblJoy.setLayoutData(fd_lblJoy); 
   
  Label lblHappiness = new Label(shlMentalHealthSystem, SWT.NONE); 
  lblHappiness.setFont(SWTResourceManager.getFont("Eras Bold ITC", 9, 
SWT.NORMAL)); 
  lblHappiness.setBackground(SWTResourceManager.getColor(173, 216, 230)); 
  fd_lblJoy.left = new FormAttachment(lblHappiness, 0, SWT.LEFT); 
  lblHappiness.setText("Happiness"); 
  FormData fd_lblHappiness = new FormData(); 
  fd_lblHappiness.top = new FormAttachment(progressBar_1, 0, SWT.TOP); 
  fd_lblHappiness.right = new FormAttachment(progressBar_1, -4); 
  lblHappiness.setLayoutData(fd_lblHappiness); 
   
  Label lblNatural = new Label(shlMentalHealthSystem, SWT.NONE); 
  lblNatural.setFont(SWTResourceManager.getFont("Eras Bold ITC", 9, 
SWT.NORMAL)); 
  lblNatural.setBackground(SWTResourceManager.getColor(173, 216, 230)); 
  lblNatural.setText("Natural"); 
  FormData fd_lblNatural = new FormData(); 
  fd_lblNatural.bottom = new FormAttachment(progressBar_2, 0, SWT.BOTTOM); 
  fd_lblNatural.left = new FormAttachment(lblNewLabel, 0, SWT.LEFT); 
  lblNatural.setLayoutData(fd_lblNatural); 
   
  Label lblSadness = new Label(shlMentalHealthSystem, SWT.NONE); 
  lblSadness.setFont(SWTResourceManager.getFont("Eras Bold ITC", 9, 
SWT.NORMAL)); 
  lblSadness.setBackground(SWTResourceManager.getColor(173, 216, 230)); 
  lblSadness.setText("Sadness"); 
  FormData fd_lblSadness = new FormData(); 
  fd_lblSadness.bottom = new FormAttachment(progressBar_3, 0, SWT.BOTTOM); 
  fd_lblSadness.left = new FormAttachment(lblNewLabel, 0, SWT.LEFT); 
  lblSadness.setLayoutData(fd_lblSadness); 
   
  Label lblFear = new Label(shlMentalHealthSystem, SWT.NONE); 
  lblFear.setFont(SWTResourceManager.getFont("Eras Bold ITC", 9, 
SWT.NORMAL)); 
  lblFear.setBackground(SWTResourceManager.getColor(173, 216, 230)); 




  FormData fd_lblFear = new FormData(); 
  fd_lblFear.bottom = new FormAttachment(progressBar_4, 0, SWT.BOTTOM); 
  fd_lblFear.left = new FormAttachment(lblNewLabel, 0, SWT.LEFT); 
  lblFear.setLayoutData(fd_lblFear); 
   
  Label lblDisguating = new Label(shlMentalHealthSystem, SWT.NONE); 
  lblDisguating.setFont(SWTResourceManager.getFont("Eras Bold ITC", 9, 
SWT.NORMAL)); 
  lblDisguating.setBackground(SWTResourceManager.getColor(173, 216, 230)); 
  lblDisguating.setText("Disguating"); 
  FormData fd_lblDisguating = new FormData(); 
  fd_lblDisguating.bottom = new FormAttachment(progressBar_5, 0, SWT.BOTTOM); 
  fd_lblDisguating.left = new FormAttachment(lblNewLabel, 0, SWT.LEFT); 
  lblDisguating.setLayoutData(fd_lblDisguating); 
   
  Label lblAngary = new Label(shlMentalHealthSystem, SWT.NONE); 
  lblAngary.setFont(SWTResourceManager.getFont("Eras Bold ITC", 9, 
SWT.NORMAL)); 
  lblAngary.setBackground(SWTResourceManager.getColor(173, 216, 230)); 
  lblAngary.setText("Angary"); 
  FormData fd_lblAngary = new FormData(); 
  fd_lblAngary.top = new FormAttachment(progressBar_7, 0, SWT.TOP); 
  fd_lblAngary.left = new FormAttachment(lblNewLabel, 0, SWT.LEFT); 
  lblAngary.setLayoutData(fd_lblAngary); 
   
  Button btnMain = new Button(shlMentalHealthSystem, SWT.NONE); 
  btnMain.setBackground(SWTResourceManager.getColor(250, 235, 215)); 
  btnMain.setFont(SWTResourceManager.getFont("Eras Demi ITC", 9, 
SWT.NORMAL)); 
  btnMain.setText("Main"); 
  FormData fd_btnMain = new FormData(); 
  fd_btnMain.bottom = new FormAttachment(100, -10); 
  fd_btnMain.left = new FormAttachment(lblNewLabel, 0, SWT.LEFT); 
  btnMain.setLayoutData(fd_btnMain); 
  btnMain.addSelectionListener(new SelectionAdapter() { 
   @Override 
   public void widgetSelected(SelectionEvent e) { 
    shlMentalHealthSystem.setVisible(false);// hiding 
    mainUI mainui = new mainUI(); 
    mainui.open(); 
   } 
  }); 
   




  txtVideoEmotionSupervision.setText("Video Emotion Supervision"); 
  txtVideoEmotionSupervision.setFont(SWTResourceManager.getFont("Eras Medium 
ITC", 20, SWT.NORMAL)); 
  txtVideoEmotionSupervision.setBackground(SWTResourceManager.getColor(173, 
216, 230)); 
  FormData fd_txtVideoEmotionSupervision = new FormData(); 
  fd_txtVideoEmotionSupervision.top = new FormAttachment(0, 10); 
  fd_txtVideoEmotionSupervision.left = new FormAttachment(progressBar_6, 6); 
  txtVideoEmotionSupervision.setLayoutData(fd_txtVideoEmotionSupervision); 
   
  Button btnVoicepage = new Button(shlMentalHealthSystem, SWT.NONE); 
  btnVoicepage.setBackground(SWTResourceManager.getColor(250, 235, 215)); 
  btnVoicepage.setFont(SWTResourceManager.getFont("Eras Demi ITC", 9, 
SWT.NORMAL)); 
  btnVoicepage.setText("VoicePage"); 
  FormData fd_btnVoicepage = new FormData(); 
  fd_btnVoicepage.bottom = new FormAttachment(btnMain, 0, SWT.BOTTOM); 
  fd_btnVoicepage.right = new FormAttachment(100, -32); 
  btnVoicepage.setLayoutData(fd_btnVoicepage); 
  btnVoicepage.addSelectionListener(new SelectionAdapter() { 
   @Override 
   public void widgetSelected(SelectionEvent e) { 
    shlMentalHealthSystem.setVisible(false);// hiding 
    voiceSupervision voicesupervision = new voiceSupervision(); 
    voicesupervision.open(); 
   } 
  }); 
   
  Button btnBodyindexpage = new Button(shlMentalHealthSystem, SWT.NONE); 
  btnBodyindexpage.setBackground(SWTResourceManager.getColor(250, 235, 215)); 
  btnBodyindexpage.setFont(SWTResourceManager.getFont("Eras Demi ITC", 9, 
SWT.NORMAL)); 
  btnBodyindexpage.setText("BodyIndexPage"); 
  FormData fd_btnBodyindexpage = new FormData(); 
  fd_btnBodyindexpage.bottom = new FormAttachment(btnMain, 0, SWT.BOTTOM); 
  fd_btnBodyindexpage.right = new FormAttachment(100, -106); 
  btnBodyindexpage.setLayoutData(fd_btnBodyindexpage); 
  btnBodyindexpage.addSelectionListener(new SelectionAdapter() { 
   @Override 
   public void widgetSelected(SelectionEvent e) { 
    shlMentalHealthSystem.setVisible(false);// hiding 
    bodyIndexSupervision bodyindexsupervision = new 
bodyIndexSupervision(); 




   } 








Appendix 2  
Selected Experiments Results 
Emotion Percentage Body Index Data 
Surprise 10 Body Index Normal Data 
Joy  7 Blood Pressure 90-
130mmHg 
Happiness  70 Body 
Temperature 
36.8℃ 
Natural  10 Heart Rate 98 Times per 
Minute 
Sadness  0 Blood Oxygen >=95% 
Fear 3 Body Mass Index 22.9 
Disgusting  0 Weight  
Angry  0   
Emotion Percentage Voice Data 
Surprise 20 I would like to thank you for 
coming out to Cleveland and 
teaching time management at 
PPG for our employees. I 
personally have implemented 
methods you demonstrated. 
Additionally, I have received 
very good feedback from so 
many participants. 
I truly enjoyed the training you 
provided and found it to be very 
value-added. Thanks a bunch for 
providing the tools and ideas. 
Joy  7 
Happiness  60 
Natural  3 
Sadness  0 
Fear 10 
Disgusting  0 
Angry  0 
Emotion Percentage Video Data 
Surprise 30 Video Data includes facial image 
and behaviour actions in the time 
interval, which can be 
Joy  10 




Natural  5 represented in the system. 
Sadness  0 
Fear 5 
Disgusting  0 
Angry  0 
 
 
 
